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Non-Exclusive License Agreement for International Press Telecommunications Council Specifications and Related 
Documentation

IMPORTANT: International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC) standard specifications for news (the Specifica-
tions) and supporting software, documentation, technical reports, web sites and other material related to the Speci-
fications (the Materials) including the document accompanying this license (the Document), whether in a paper or 
electronic format, are made available to you subject to the terms stated below. By obtaining, using and/or copying the 
Specifications or Materials, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following 
terms and conditions.

1. The Specifications and Materials are licensed for use only on the condition that you agree to be bound by the terms 
of this license. Subject to this and other licensing requirements contained herein, you may, on a non-exclusive basis, use 
the Specifications and Materials.

2. The IPTC openly provides the Specifications and Materials for voluntary use by individuals, partnerships, companies, 
corporations, organizations and any other entity for use at the entity’s own risk. This disclaimer, license and release is 
intended to apply to the IPTC, its officers, directors, agents, representatives, members, contributors, affiliates, contrac-
tors, or co-venturers acting jointly or severally.

3. The Document and translations thereof may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment 
on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole 
or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the copyright and license notices and references to the IPTC 
appearing in the Document and the terms of this Specifications License Agreement are included on all such copies and 
derivative works. Further, upon the receipt of written permission from the IPTC, the Document may be modified for the 
purpose of developing applications that use IPTC Specifications or as required to translate the Document into languag-
es other than English.

4. Any use, duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the Document and Specifications and Materials in any manner is 
at your own risk.

5. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE REGARDING THE ACCURACY, ADEQUACY, COM-
PLETENESS, LEGALITY, RELIABILITY OR USEFULNESS OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE DOCU-
MENT OR IN ANY SPECIFICATION OR OTHER PRODUCT OR SERVICE PRODUCED OR SPONSORED BY 
THE IPTC. THE DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND INCLUDED IN ANY SPECI-
FICATION OR OTHER PRODUCT OR SERVICE OF THE IPTC IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. THE IPTC 
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
ANY ACTUAL OR ASSERTED WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT OF PROPRIETARY RIGHTS, MERCHANT-
ABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NEITHER THE IPTC NOR ITS CONTRIBUTORS SHALL 
BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY IMPROPER OR INCORRECT USE OF INFORMATION. NEITHER THE IPTC NOR ITS 
CONTRIBUTORS ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANYONE’S USE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE 
IPTC. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE IPTC OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANYONE FOR DAMAGES OF 
ANY KIND, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMPENSATORY DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS, LOST DATA OR 
ANY FORM OF SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND 
WHETHER BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT OR WARRANTY, TORT, PRODUCT LIABILITY OR OTHER-
WISE.

6. The IPTC takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any Intellectual Property or other rights that might be 
claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in the Document or the extent to which 
any license under such rights might or might not be available. The IPTC does not represent that it has made any effort 
to identify any such rights. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication, assurances of licenses to be made 
available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such proprietary 
rights by implementers or users of the Specifications and Materials, can be obtained from the Managing Director of the 
IPTC.

7. By using the Specifications and Materials including the Document in any manner or for any purpose, you release 
the IPTC from all liabilities, claims, causes of action, allegations, losses, injuries, damages, or detriments of any nature 



arising from or relating to the use of the Specifications, Materials or any portion thereof. You further agree not to file a 
lawsuit, make a claim, or take any other formal or informal legal action against the IPTC, resulting from your acquisition, 
use, duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the Specifications, Materials or any portion thereof. Finally, you hereby 
agree that the IPTC is not liable for any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages arising from or relating to your 
acquisition, use, duplication, distribution, or exploitation of the Specifications, Materials or any portion thereof.

8. Specifications and Materials may be downloaded or copied provided that ALL copies retain the ownership, copyright 
and license notices.

9. Materials may not be edited, modified, or presented in a context that creates a misleading or false impression or 
statement as to the positions, actions, or statements of the IPTC.

10. The name and trademarks of the IPTC may not be used in advertising, publicity, or in relation to products or services 
and their names without the specific, written prior permission of the IPTC. Any permitted use of the trademarks of the 
IPTC, whether registered or not, shall be accompanied by an appropriate mark and attribution, as agreed with the IPTC.

11. Specifications may be extended by both members and non-members to provide additional functionality (Extended 
Specifications) provided that there is a clear recognition of the IPTC IP and its ownership in the Extended Specifica-
tions and the related documentation and provided that the extensions are clearly identified and provided that a per-
petual license is granted by the creator of the Extended Specifications for other members and non-members to use the 
Extended Specifications and to continue extensions of the Extended Specifications. The IPTC does not waive any of its 
rights in the Specifications and Materials in this context. The Extended Specifications may be considered the intellec-
tual property of their creator. The IPTC expressly disclaims any responsibility for damage caused by an extension to the 
Specifications.

12. Specifications and Materials may be included in derivative work of both members and non-members provided that 
there is a clear recognition of the IPTC IP and its ownership in the derivative work and its related documentation. The 
IPTC does not waive any of its rights in the Specifications and Materials in this context. Derivative work in its entirety 
may be considered the intellectual property of the creator of the work .The IPTC expressly disclaims any responsibility 
for damage caused when its IP is used in a derivative context.

13. This Specifications License Agreement is perpetual subject to your conformance to the terms of this Agreement. 
The IPTC may terminate this Specifications License Agreement immediately upon your breach of this Agreement and, 
upon such termination you will cease all use, duplication, distribution, and/or exploitation in any manner of the Specifica-
tions and Materials.

14. This Specifications License Agreement reflects the entire agreement of the parties regarding the subject matter 
hereof and supersedes all prior agreements or representations regarding such matters, whether written or oral. To the 
extent any portion or provision of this Specifications License Agreement is found to be illegal or unenforceable, then the 
remaining provisions of this Specifications License Agreement will remain in full force and effect and the illegal or unen-
forceable provision will be construed to give it such effect as it may properly have that is consistent with the intentions 
of the parties.

15. This Specifications License Agreement may only be modified in writing signed by an authorized representative of 
the IPTC.

16. This Specifications License Agreement is governed by the law of United Kingdom, as such law is applied to con-
tracts made and fully performed in the United Kingdom. Any disputes arising from or relating to this Specifications 
License Agreement will be resolved in the courts of the United Kingdom. You consent to the jurisdiction of such courts 
over you and covenant not to assert before such courts any objection to proceeding in such forums.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS YOU MUST CEASE ALL USE OF THE SPECIFICATIONS AND MATE-
RIALS NOW.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE TERMS, PLEASE CONTACT THE MANAGING DIRECTOR OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS TELECOMMUNICATION COUNCIL. 
AS OF THE DATE OF THIS REVISION OF THIS SPECIFICATIONS LICENSE AGREEMENT YOU MAY CONTACT 
THE IPTC AT http://www.iptc.org/.

License agreement version of: 30 January 2006

An IPTC Publication • 29 October 2009 • Editor: Walter Baranger (walt@nytimes.com)
Thanks to: Claire Abt, The New York Times; Jay Berman, The Madera Tribune; Joe Caramanico, The New York 
Times; Stuart Myles, The Wall Street Journal • All newspaper designs copyrighted by their respective owners.



Many newspapers have their own jargon for the items 
that make up a page, but certain terms are generally 
understood throughout North America. This is a glos-

sary of the most commonly shared terms.

This document will help new-media editors better understand 
that ancient product, the printed news page.

Some terms, such as subhead, have become muddied as news-
paper designs evolve. We try to explain a few of those here, too. 
Most newspaper terms evolved from the days of hot type, when 
intricate Linotype and Ludlow machines set metal letters that 
resulted in 20-kilogram printing plates made of cast lead. Offset 
printing eliminated mechanical typesetting, but North American editors still say that they  lock down a page when it is 
completed – even though vice-like clamps and steel keys no longer tighten hundreds of pieces of lead type.

As printing becomes just another output option for newsrooms, terms that date from the 1880s are finding new currency. 
For example, the white space between lines of type is still called leading (usually spelled ledding in newsrooms) even 
though metallic lead has long since been banished. Likewise, printers’ picas and points are still units of measure in 
many popular software systems. Many such old-media terms are found in even the newest web publishing systems. 
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Insurers’
profits
not as big
as claimed

By Calvin Woodward
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Quick quiz: What do these
enterprises have in common? Farm and construc-
tion machinery, Tupperware, the railroads, Her-
shey sweets, Yum food brands and Yahoo?

Answer: They’re all more profitable than the
health insurance industry.

In the health-care debate, Democrats and their
allies have gone after insurance companies as rapa-
cious profiteers making “immoral” and “obscene”
returns while “the bodies pile up.”

Ledgers tell a different reality. Health insurance
profit margins typically run about 6 percent, give or
take a percentage point or two. That’s anemic com-

In health debate, criticism fails
to note sector’s modest margins

See INSURERS, A4

Breyer, Scalia going at it in Tucson
By Kim Smith

ARIZONA DAILY STAR

If you’re a judge and you must in-
terpret a particular law before ren-
dering an important decision, do
you base your interpretation strict-
ly on the words before you? Or do
you look beyond, at such things as
tradition, precedent, purpose and
consequences?

U.S. Supreme Court Justices An-
tonin Scalia and Stephen Breyer
come down on opposite sides of the
debate and have each written a
book on the topic.

This morning, those two legal

heavyweights will be in the Leo
Rich Theatre at the Tucson Con-
vention Center to debate the issue
in an event sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Arizona’s William H.
Rehnquist Center, PBS and Arizona
Attorney magazine.

Although the 500-seat venue has
long been sold out, the program is
being carried live online at 
ondemand.azpm.org/live or on 
PBS World, (digital cable 27.3,
Comcast 203 or Cox 83) beginning
at 11:30 a.m.

PHOTOS BY CHARLES DHARAPAK / THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. Supreme Court Justices Stephen Breyer, left, and Antonin Scalia bring
their long-standing differences on the necessity to base court decisions
strictly on the Constitution to a debate today at the Leo Rich Theatre.See JUSTICES, A4

JAMES S. WOOD / ARIZONA DAILY STAR

The traffic lights near Fourth Avenue and Congress Street, installed as part of the new underpass that eventually will carry modern streetcars, are not timed to
work together, causing big traffic delays downtown during the morning rush hour. This was the scene last Friday as viewed from the Toole Avenue bridge.

T he east end of downtown
has become a gridlocked
mess during morning rush

hour when people are heading west
on Congress Street.

With a long-standing traffic sig-
nal at Congress and Fifth Avenue, a
new signal at Congress and the
Fourth Avenue Underpass, and an-
other new signal at Congress and
the branch to South Toole Avenue,
there are too many lights in a small

stretch of road.
In other parts of town, signals

have to be a certain distance apart,
but that’s not so in the downtown

business district, said Michael Gra-
ham, spokesman for the Tucson
Department of Transportation.

Those three lights chug through
their traffic-light routine all morn-
ing, but they don’t work very well
together. When one is green and
others are red, traffic is at a stand-
still. Then the lights will change,
but traffic will still be stuck behind
a different red light.

In fact, they seem to work against

the better flow of traffic, some-
times causing a backup for a third of
a mile, between Fifth Avenue and
Aviation Parkway.

It’s just another example of why

ROAD RUNNER

ANDREA
KELLY

LEE ENTERPRISES  | Vol. 168, No. 299
For home delivery call 1-800-695-4492; 
e-mail: circulation@tucson.com

INSIDE TODAY’S DAILY STAR
Business ....................A13
Editorial .................... A18

Lottery........................A15
Tucson & Region ........A14

Advice, Comics, Puzzles,
TV listings........Classified

TODAY’S WEATHER
High: 83 / Low: 52
Yet another keeper

Automobile revivals
Family business repairs and re-
stores vintage cars. Page A13

Structure draws queries
Tucson Oddity is former electric
company substation. Page A14

Tucsonan was Ivory Snow dad
Construction worker in ’60s ad fea-
turing infant daughter. Page A14

Downtown lights jam traffic

See TRAFFIC, A4

Archaeological
site’s cleanup is
focus of dispute

By Andrea Kelly
ARIZONA DAILY STAR

A former state parks steward is at odds with
Pima County over cleaning up trash at an archaeo-
logical site on the far northwest side.

Bill Ohl was an Arizona State Parks site steward,
volunteering his time to clean up and keep track of
Los Morteros property until he talked to the Arizona
Daily Star in 2006 about the need for a fence there.
A week after the story ran, he was kicked out of the
program, but has spent nearly every day since then
picking up trash at the site, near North Silverbell
Road and West Linda Vista Boulevard, he said.

But county officials are none to happy about the
volunteer cleanup, especially since he went all the
way to the top — to County Administrator Chuck
Huckelberry — when he felt county crews were un-
responsive to his efforts to get them to haul away
large debris.

County maintenance crews have a limited ability
to get to each of the county’s numerous cultural
and open-space sites, which is about six times a

See TRASH, A4

Arizona basketball
loses 2010 recruit

On StarNet: Sign up for traffic
alerts, view gas prices around

town, watch live traffic cams and more
at azstarnet.com/transportation

On StarNet: View state-by-state figures for the
uninsured at azstarnet.com/multimedia

TODAY IN STAR
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OCTOBER 28TH –  7:30PM
SAN JOSE SHARKS VS. LA KINGS

#1 Largest Subaru 
Dealer in California*

Thank You Bay Area! 
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Dept. In our District per SOA year to date 2009

Stevens Creek Subaru
1.800.792.1856

StevensCreekSubaru.com
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S a n  F r a n c i s c o

Page formats:

The two main newspaper formats are broadsheet 
(left) and tabloid (above). Although each format can 
be found in different page widths, generally tabloids 
are printed with more pages per section and a lower 
height-to-width ratio.

Except as noted, all examples in this document are 
shown in broadsheets.

Elaine Thompson / ©2009 The New York Times
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The objects that make up a newspaper page are often collectively called Furniture.

Multiples pages folded together form a Book or, if they contain related news (such as sports), a Section.
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Page One
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Vertical Rule
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By MATTHEW PREUSCH 
THE OREGONIAN 

HERMISTON — The credits have
rolled, and the crowd is clearing from
the Destiny Theater in Hermiston
when a shy young man approaches
Gary Mortensen at a table stacked
with DVDs of his Iraq combat docu-
mentary, “This Is War.” 

Mortensen, a former winery vice
president and dot-com developer, is
new to the role of successful film-
maker. So he’s a little stunned when
the buzz-cut fan asks for his auto-
graph. 

“Wait, let me find a Sharpie,” says
Mortensen, collecting himself. 

He’s happy to oblige the request.
But Mortensen prefers to be in the
background shining the light on the
Oregon soldiers whose story he tells
in his award-winning documentary
he’s showing this spring in 20 com-
munities around Oregon. 

“This isn’t a bag of tan plastic Army
men that we send over to Iraq,”
Mortensen says. “These are real peo-
ple tied to real communities. And it’s
important to meet them and get their
perspective.” 

The 84-minute movie consists of
video shot by nine members of the
2nd Battalion, 162nd Infantry of the 

Please see MORTENSEN, Page A9
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Drawing on liberation theology,
the sermons can be fiery or offer
a “reconciliation point of view”

Fat cells do die, but
more just grow back

Sea lions
apparently
shot while
in traps

BELOW | Rose Martin
stands during a hymn at
Allen Temple Christian
Methodist Episcopal
Church on Sunday
morning. She and Lenora
Jeanmarie (center
foreground) and Fayrene
Strong helped serve
Communion during the
service. 

LEFT | Senior Pastor
LeRoy Haynes Jr. affirms
the message.

Photos by RANDY L. RASMUSSEN
THE OREGONIAN 
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MONDAY
MAY 5,  2008

SUNRISE
EDITION

Welcome to the new
How We Live section

Dear readers, 
Welcome to your new daily features sec-

tion. 
We’ve renamed it How We Live because it

better explains the articles you’ll find here
— stories that get at the issues most impor-
tant to your daily lives, keep you in the know
about trends, tackle topics in our complex
world. Family. Faith. Health and wellness.
Aging. Green living. The Oregon experience. 

And lest you think we can’t have fun, you’ll
discover quirky characters here, learn how
we spend our free time and follow the latest
in local fashion. 

Interested in the arts? Mondays still have
all the stories, profiles and reviews you’ve
come to expect, some in a new format in-
side the section. 

On Wednesdays we’ll launch an expanded
section devoted to health and medicine

HOW WE LIVE
Comics C6-7 | People & Television C5

MONDAY, MAY 5, 2008

C
C5

THEEDGE

In “9 Parts of
Desire,” actor Luisa
Sermol plays nine
Iraqi women,
including (clockwise
from upper left) a
Bedouin, a resident
of a trailer outside a

How We Live section debuts today with a new
name, new content, new look and a new focus on
today’s trends: Family. Health. Free time.  SECTION C

Eight Belles
Breakdown clouds horse
racing’s image   SPORTS, D2

Health study | Given the constant rebirth,
scientists now want to know: Can the process
be disrupted to help people lose weight?

By GINA KOLATA 
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE 

Every year, whether you are fat or thin, whether you lose
weight or gain, 10 percent of your fat cells die. And every
year, those cells that die are replaced with new fat cells, re-
searchers in Sweden reported Sunday. 

The result is that the total number of fat cells in the body
remains the same, year after year throughout adulthood.
Losing or gaining weight affects only the amount of fat
stored in the cells, not the number of cells. 

The finding was published online Sunday in the journal
Nature. 

Obesity investigators say the study raises tantalizing
questions: What determines how many fat cells are in a per-
son’s body? When is that number determined? Is there a
way to intervene so people end up with fewer fat cells when
they reach adulthood? And could obesity be treated by mak-
ing fat cells die faster than they are born? 

“This is a new way of looking at obesity,” said Dr. Lester
Salans, an obesity researcher and emeritus professor at
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York. 

Please see FAT CELLS, Page A9

Columbia River | Six animals are discovered
dead near Bonneville Dam, halting a program
to capture the protected animals 

By BRAD SCHMIDT 
THE OREGONIAN 

A controversial sea-lion trapping program along the Co-
lumbia River was suspended Sunday after authorities dis-
covered six federally protected animals in floating traps
dead, apparently from gunshot wounds. 

Four California sea lions and two Steller sea lions were
discovered about noon Sunday in two open government
traps downriver from Bonneville Dam. Investigators did not
immediately examine the carcasses as they searched for ev-
idence in the apparent shooting, an incident that officials
say is the deadliest in recent memory. 

“The assumption is they were shot,” said Brian Gorman,
a spokesman for the federal National Marine Fisheries Ser-
vice. “Usually it has not been quite as blatant as this. This is
pretty bold.” 

Oregon and Washington began trapping predatory Cali-
fornia sea lions last month in an effort to protect salmon near
Bonneville Dam. Officials had been authorized to capture or
kill as many as 85 sea lions a year for five years. Already six
sea lions have been transferred to SeaWorld locations. A fed-
eral appeals court on April 23 blocked government killings. 

Please see TRAPPING, Page A9

By NANCY HAUGHT 
THE OREGONIAN 

The Rev. LeRoy Haynes Jr.
preaches in a Northeast Portland
church not all that different from
the one the Rev. Jeremiah Wright Jr.
pastored in Chicago. 

Haynes preaches the same Bible
and draws on the same black liber-
ation theology. 

Like Wright, he ministers to a
racially mixed congregation that
takes pride in its diversity and
African American roots. 

Both men are sons of the Civil
Rights movement. Both have
worked hard to serve their greater
communities by ministering to
those in need. 

But, from the pulpit, the two men
sound different. Wright’s fiery
rhetoric, replayed in unrelenting
soundbites from a handful of his
sermons, has threatened Sen.
Barack Obama’s bid for the White
House. 

Haynes’ words are just as pas-
sionate, delivered with an urgency
and oratory that rivals Wright’s. But
Haynes’ overarching message is
one of reconciliation. 

“There is more than one perspec-
tive in black liberation theology,”
Haynes said before his Sunday
morning service. “There is an
African-centric point of view and a
reconciliation point of view. That’s
where I fit in. I believe in creating a
beloved community.” 

The conflict between Obama and
his former pastor escalated last
week. Wright spoke at the National
Press Club and in other venues
where his words played in the press
like hate-mongering and spite.
Obama, forced into a corner, de-
cried the man who had fostered his
faith and baptized his children, and
he tried to change the subject. 

But the furor has focused atten-
tion on the racial divide and the
black church, the role of its pastors
and what they preach. Many white
Americans have never set foot in an
African American church and won-
der how different it is. At least in
Portland, on the first Sunday in May
in Allen Temple Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church on North Eighth
Avenue, it’s not so different. 

Please see PASTORS, Page A9
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The Monday Profile | Gary Mortensen 

Military buff archives veterans’ memories
Gary
Mortensen,
president of
the National
Combat
History
Archive, shows
“This Is War”
at a luncheon
of a chapter of
the Military
Officers
Association of
America. 
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By BILL VLASIC 
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE 

DETROIT — Soaring gasoline prices have turned the
steady migration from SUVs to smaller cars into a stampede. 

In what industry analysts are calling a first, about one in
five vehicles sold in the United States last month was a com-
pact or subcompact car, based on monthly sales data re-
leased Thursday. Almost a decade ago, when sport utility
vehicles were at their peak of popularity, only one in every
eight vehicles sold was a small car. 

The switch to smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles has
been building in recent years but has accelerated recently
with the advent of $3.50-a-gallon gas. At the same time,
sales of pickups and large sport utility vehicles have
dropped sharply. 

In another first, fuel-sipping four-cylinder engines sur-
passed six-cylinder models in popularity in April. 

Please see CAR BUYERS, Page A8

Fuel economy | With gas prices increasing
and the economy sputtering, a record
number of compacts were sold in April

Car buyers trade in
guzzlers for sippers

Black pastors’
messages take
different paths

Registration or Printer’s Marks
(trimmed at printing plant)

Above the Fold (Sky Box)

Above the Fold
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By N. R. KLEINFIELD
It kept getting worse.
The horror arrived in episodic

bursts of chilling disbelief, signified
first by trembling floors, sharp erup-
tions, cracked windows. There was
the actual unfathomable realization
of a gaping, flaming hole in first one
of the tall towers, and then the same
thing all over again in its twin. There
was the merciless sight of bodies
helplessly tumbling out, some of
them in flames.

Finally, the mighty towers them-
selves were reduced to nothing.
Dense plumes of smoke raced
through the downtown avenues,
coursing between the buildings,
shaped like tornadoes on their sides.

Every sound was cause for alarm.
A plane appeared overhead. Was an-
other one coming? No, it was a fight-
er jet. But was it friend or enemy?
People scrambled for their lives, but
they didn’t know where to go. Should
they go north, south, east, west? Stay
outside, go indoors? People hid be-
neath cars and each other. Some
contemplated jumping into the river.

For those trying to flee the very
epicenter of the collapsing World
Trade Center towers, the most hor-
rid thought of all finally dawned on
them: nowhere was safe.

For several panic-stricken hours
yesterday morning, people in Lower
Manhattan witnessed the inexpress-
ible, the incomprehensible, the un-
thinkable. ‘‘I don’t know what the
gates of hell look like, but it’s got to
be like this,’’ said John Maloney, a
security director for an Internet firm
in the trade center. ‘‘I’m a combat
veteran, Vietnam, and I never saw
anything like this.’’

The first warnings were small
ones. Blocks away, Jim Farmer, a
film composer, was having breakfast
at a small restaurant on West Broad-
way. He heard the sound of a jet. An
odd sound— too loud, it seemed, to be

By ELISABETH BUMILLER
with DAVID E. SANGER

WASHINGTON, Sept. 11 — Ad-
dressing the nation from the Oval
Office, a somber President Bush
vowed tonight that the United States
would hunt down and punish those
responsible for the ‘‘evil, despicable
acts of terror’’ which he said took
thousands of American lives. He said
the United States would make no
distinction between those who car-
ried out the hijackings and those who
harbored and supported them.

‘‘These acts of mass murder were
intended to frighten our nation into
chaos and retreat, but they have
failed,’’ the president said. ‘‘Our
country is strong. Terrorist acts can
shake the foundation of our biggest
buildings, but they cannot touch the
foundation of America.’’

Mr. Bush spoke only hours after
returning from a zigzag course
across the country, as his Secret
Service and military security teams
moved him from Florida, where he
woke up this morning expecting to
press for his education bill, to com-
mand posts in Louisiana and Nebras-
ka before it was determined the at-
tacks had probably ended and he
could safely return to the capital.

It was a sign of the catastrophic
nature of the events that the White
House kept his whereabouts secret
during much of the day as he was
shuttled about on Air Force One,
with an escort of F-16’s and F-15’s.

Tonight, he looked tense and
drawn, as he declared that ‘‘today

News
Analysis

WASHINGTON, Sept. 11 — To-
day’s devastating and astonishingly
well-coordinated attacks on the
World Trade Center towers in New
York and on the Pentagon outside of

Washington plunged the
nation into a warlike
struggle against an ene-
my that will be hard to
identify with certainty

and hard to punish with precision.
The whole nation — to a degree the

whole world — shook as hijacked
airliners plunged into buildings that
symbolize the financial and military
might of the United States. The sense
of security and self-confidence that
Americans take as their birthright
suffered a grievous blow, from which
recovery will be slow. The after-
shocks will be nearly as bad, as hun-
dreds and possibly thousands of peo-
ple discover that friends or relatives
died awful, fiery deaths.

Scenes of chaos and destruction
evocative of the nightmare world of
Hieronymus Bosch, with smoke and
debris blotting out the sun, were car-
ried by television into homes and
workplaces across the nation. Echo-
ing Franklin D. Roosevelt’s descrip-
tion of the attack on Pearl Harbor as
an event ‘‘which will live in infamy,’’
Gov. George E. Pataki of New York,
a Republican, spoke of ‘‘an incredi-
ble outrage’’ and Senator Charles E.
Schumer of New York, a Democrat,
spoke of ‘‘a dastardly attack.’’

But mere words were inadequate
vessels to contain the sense of shock
and horror that people felt.

As Washington struggled to regain

a sense of equilibrium, with war-
planes and heavily armed helicop-
ters crossing overhead, past and
present national security officials
earnestly debated the possibility of a
Congressional declaration of war —
but against precisely whom, and in
what exact circumstances? War-
ships were maneuvering to protect
New York and Washington. The
North American Air Defense Com-
mand, which had seemed to many a
relic of the cold war, adopted a pos-

Late Edition
New York: Today, sunny, a few after-
noon clouds. High 77. Tonight, slightly
more humid. Low 65. Tomorrow, sun
then clouds. High 81. Yesterday, high
81, low 63. Weather map, Page C19.
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President Vows to Exact
Punishment for ‘Evil’

By SERGE SCHMEMANN

Hijackers rammed jetliners into each of New York’s World Trade
Center towers yesterday, toppling both in a hellish storm of ash, glass,
smoke and leaping victims, while a third jetliner crashed into the
Pentagon in Virginia. There was no official count, but President Bush
said thousands had perished, and in the immediate aftermath the
calamity was already being ranked the worst and most audacious
terror attack in American history.

The attacks seemed carefully coordinated. The hijacked planes
were all en route to California, and therefore gorged with fuel, and
their departures were spaced within an hour and 40 minutes. The first,
American Airlines Flight
11, a Boeing 767 out of Bos-
ton for Los Angeles,
crashed into the north tower
at 8:48 a.m. Eighteen min-
utes later, United Airlines
Flight 175, also headed from
Boston to Los Angeles,
plowed into the south tower.

Then an American Air-
lines Boeing 757 left Wash-
ington’s Dulles Internation-
al Airport bound for Los An-
geles, but instead hit the
western part of the Penta-
gon, the military headquar-
ters where 24,000 people
work, at 9:40 a.m. Finally,
United Airlines Flight 93, a
Boeing 757 flying fromNew-
ark to San Francisco, crashed near Pittsburgh, raising the possibility
that its hijackers had failed in whatever their mission was.

In all, 266 people perished in the four planes and several score
more were known dead elsewhere. Numerous firefighters, police
officers and other rescue workers who responded to the initial disaster
in Lower Manhattan were killed or injured when the buildings col-
lapsed. Hundreds were treated for cuts, broken bones, burns and
smoke inhalation.

By 8 p.m., police officer volunteers using dogs had found four
bodies in the smoldering, stories-high pile of rubble where the towers
had once stood and had taken them to a makeshift morgue in the lobby
of an office building at Vesey and West Streets.

But the real carnage was concealed for now by the twisted,
smoking, ash-choked carcasses of the twin towers, in which tens of
thousands of people used to work on a weekday. The collapse of the
towers caused another World Trade Center building to fall 10 hours
later, and several other buildings in the area were damaged or aflame.

‘‘I have a sense it’s a horrendous number of lives lost,’’ said Mayor
Rudolph W. Giuliani. ‘‘Right now we have to focus on saving as many

Kelly Guenther for The New York Times

SECOND PLANE United Airlines Flight 175
nearing the trade center’s south tower.

A CREEPING HORROR

Buildings Burn and Fall
as Onlookers Search
for Elusive Safety

Awaiting theAftershocks
Washington and Nation Plunge Into Fight
With Enemy Hard to Identify and Punish

By R. W. APPLE Jr.

MORE ON THE ATTACKS

Continued on Page A14

U.S. ATTACKED
HIJACKED JETSDESTROY TWIN TOWERS

AND HIT PENTAGON IN DAY OF TERROR

Continued on Page A7

Steve Ludlum

Justin Lane for The NewYork Times

Ruth Fremsen/The NewYork Times

Paul Hosefros/The New York Times

AMERICAN TARGETS A ball of fire exploded outward after
the second of two jetliners slammed into theWorld Trade
Center; less than two hours later, both of the 110-story
towers were gone. Hijackers crashed a third airliner into
the Pentagon, setting off a huge explosion and fire.

RESCUERS BECOME VICTIMS Fire-
fighters who tried to evacuate the
Trade Center are killed. PAGE A2

OFFICIALS SUSPECT BIN LADEN Offi-
cials suspect Osama bin Laden’s op-
eration in the attack. PAGE A21

TERRORISTS EXPLOITED WEAKNESS
Investigators had criticized precau-
tions against hijacking. PAGE A17

CASUALTIES IN WASHINGTON An un-
known number of people are killed at
the Pentagon. PAGE A5

SECURITY QUESTIONS Investigators
try to learn how terrorists penetrat-
ed four airliners. PAGE A16

Continued on Page A4

In Speech,Bush
Says Terrorism
Cannot Prevail

Continued on Page A24
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CLINTON BARELY
LONG THOMPSON SQUEAKS PAST SCHELLINGER
Obama claims strong victory inNorth Carolina
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Rodham Clinton’s party at the Murat Centre,
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Indiana loved its moment
in the spotlight so much
it refused to give it up
Tuesday night. 

Long after the polls closed,
long after North Carolina’s
primary had been called for
Sen. Barack Obama, long after
many people had given up and
gone to bed, the nation and
the world waited for final re-
sults to come out of Indiana.

They waited. 
And waited.
After 1 a.m., it appeared

Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
had pulled out a narrow vic-
tory. But before the race could
be called, several hours had
passed and the national media
had begun to poke fun at Lake
County, where mayors
bickered on CNN over delayed
vote counting.

The nation’s eyes were still
focused on Indiana. The spot-
light we’ve come to love was
still shining on us. 

As the hours passed without
a decision Tuesday night, I
had a thought: Excuse me, In-
diana. But it’s over. The candi-
dates and the national media
are ready to move on to West
Virginia and Kentucky. It’s
time to accept our fate.

In the presidential race, we
are now has-beens. Listen, I
loved the national attention as
much as you did. But as the fi-
nal results refused to come in
late Tuesday, Hoosiers were

» See Tully, Page A8

Matthew Tully

Polls closed,
and drama

got under way

By Mary Beth Schneider
and Maureen Groppe

mary.beth.schneider@indystar.com

Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
squeaked out a critical razor-
thin victory in Indiana’s presi-
dential primary Tuesday but
lost North Carolina’s primary, a
split decision that left her no
closer to overcoming Sen. Ba-
rack Obama in the race for the
Democratic nomination.

With 99 percent of the votes
counted, Clinton was clinging
to a narrow 51 percent to
49 percent lead. Only about
22,000 votes out of about
1.2 million cast separated her
and Obama.

In the Democratic guberna-
torial primary, former U.S. Rep.
Jill Long Thompson defeated
Indianapolis architect Jim
Schellinger by 5,400 votes.

The final decision declaring
Clinton the winner came about
three hours after she claimed
victory, telling 1,800 cheering
supporters at the Murat Centre
in Indianapolis: “Thanks to
you, it’s full speed to the White
House.”

The brakes were slammed
on, though, as the state, and the
nation, waited for late returns
from Lake County, which with-
held its results throughout the
night. Lake County had been
considered Obama territory.
It’s next to his hometown of
Chicago, and its large black

LAKE COUNTY
HOLDUP DELAYS
VOTING RESULTS

» See Clinton, Page A9

As of
1 a.m.
today.

Bloomington

Evansville

Indianapolis

Fort Wayne

South BendGary

Hillary Clinton

Lafayette

Barack Obama
Incomplete results

Sen. Barack Obama won the popu-
lation centers, and Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton won the rural and
small-town voters.

JAE C. HONG / Associated Press

INDIANA: CLINTON 51%, OBAMA 49%

NORTH
CAROLINA:
OBAMA 56%,
CLINTON 42%

Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton pledged to keep going full throttle at the Murat Centre in Indianapo-
lis on Tuesday, saying, “Thanks to you, it’s full speed to the White House.” Clinton added 74
total delegates Tuesday and has 1,682 of the 2,025 needed for the nomination.

Barack Obama declared
he was closing in on
the Democratic presi-
dential nomination. He
added 87 total dele-
gates Tuesday. He has
1,832 of the 2,025
delegates needed.

MATT DETRICH / The Star

ALSO IN TODAY’S STAR: A COMMUTER RAIL LINE FROM HAMILTON COUNTY TO INDY COULD OPEN WITHIN 2 TO 4 YEARS. B1

Jill Long Thompson edged past Jim Schellinger
Tuesday night in the fierce battle for the Demo-
cratic nomination for governor. Crowds had
gathered at rallies for both candidates, anxiously
awaiting results from Lake County. B1

U.S. Rep. Andre Carson said it’s time to reunite the party after winning the nomi-
nation in the 7th District. U.S. Rep. Dan Burton faced his closest race in the 5th Dis-
trict. Also, find results for local races from coroner to school board. InMetro+State

COMPLETE INDIANA ELECTION RESULTS

DEMS’ RACE FOR GOVERNOR WAS CLIFFHANGER

CARSON, BURTON STAVE OFF CHALLENGERS
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24 SUSSEX: HANDYMAN SPECIAL
NCC wants PM to pack up and move out while residence is renovated

Windows need to be re-
placed, caulking is cracked,
window air conditioners are
old, noisy and don’t work well.

Asbestos, a cancer-causing
substance once used in insu-
lation and as a fire-retardant,
needs to be taken out. 

Among the major projects 
requiring a long construction
period, the NCC says, is
opening ceilings to place
vents.
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BY PATRICK DARE

The prime minister’s resi-
dence at 24 Sussex Drive is in
such poor condition that it
should be vacated for up to 15
months while a massive $9.7-
million renovation is done, says
the National Capital Commis-
sion.

The commission, which took
over management of official
residences in 1987, says over-
hauling the historic mansion
has become urgent.

An audit released yesterday
by federal Auditor General
Sheila Fraser says the needed

repairs have been put off too
long and should be done as
soon as possible, or the build-
ing will become even more
costly to fix. As well, postpon-
ing the construction project
will mean more discomfort for
the prime minister’s family,
more difficulty holding official
functions and the risk of fos-
tering a negative image of
Canada with foreign digni-
taries.

NCC chief executive officer
Marie Lemay said the commis-
sion hasn’t had formal discus-
sions with Prime Minister
Stephen Harper, or his staff,

about the situation, but hopes
to soon. The NCC believes it
will be able to find a temporary
home for the Harper family
from among its holdings in the
capital region.

But getting the Harper family
to move out of the building
may not be easy.

“The prime minister and his
family find 24 Sussex adequate
for their needs,” said Carolyn
Stewart-Olsen, press secretary
to the prime minister. “They
have no plans to leave before
the next election.”

See AUDIT on PAGE A2

Fix this old house: auditor
Residence in such bad shape Canada risks embarrassment on world stage: Fraser 

BY GRAEME JENKINS

RANGOON, Burma • With her hus-
band in prison, a young woman
sat in the ruins of her bamboo
home yesterday with a toddler
on her knee, cooking on an
open fire.

“I bought some dried fish be-
fore the storm, but there is
enough only for today,” she
said. “I don’t know what I will
do tomorrow.”

She is one of the million peo-
ple estimated to have been left
homeless by Cyclone Nargis,
which swept over southern
Burma on Saturday, bringing a
massive tidal surge and leaving
devastation in its wake.

The Burmese government
said yesterday that more than
22,500 people were dead and
another 41, 000 missing in the
country of 48 million. It is
Asia’s worst natural disaster
since the 2004 tsunami.

The woman, who asked not
to be named, said she had re-
ceived no assistance from the
military regime, but Burmese
people know better than to
look for help from that quarter. 

“I have not had anything from
the government, nor do I expect
anything from the govern-
ment,” she said. “All I need is
my hut. I want a place to stay.”

Nevertheless, the rumour
making the rounds in her vil-
lage — that the regime had re-
jected offers of international aid
— had angered people.

Fifteen people were killed by
the cyclone in this settlement
of several thousand. Now the
fields are flooded and sewage is
seeping into the water used for
washing and cooking. The sur-
vivors are camped out in the re-
mains of their homes, each one
an island in the filthy water.

Yet this was not a remote vil-
lage in the delta, where the cri-
sis is worst. The tower blocks
of Rangoon stand on the hori-
zon just a few kilometres away.

Satellite imagery released
yesterday showed the Irrawad-
dy delta region, which took the
brunt of the storm, radically al-
tered, with whole islands sub-
merged and one town in partic-
ular — Bogalay — almost en-
tirely swept away.

LISTEN TO THE EDITORIAL BOARD’S
MEETING WITH SEIN WIN,THE 
PRIME MINISTER OF BURMA’S
GOVERNMENT-IN-EXILE,AT
OTTAWACITIZEN.COM/EDBOARDS

FOOD FEARS: CYCLONE WREAKS
HAVOC ON RICE REGION,PAGE A11

See BURMA on PAGE A8

Desperate
Burmese
struggle 

to find food,
shelter

Cyclone death toll 
hits 22,500; risk 

of disease spreads

BY DAVID PUGLIESE

The Defence Department has
increased the secrecy around
the way it spends taxpayers’
money by bringing in a new rule

that prevents companies inter-
ested in bidding on equipment
projects from talking publicly.

The Defence Department has
released a notice giving details
about its plans to purchase new
sonar systems for the navy’s
frigates. But the department
has also warned companies not
to discuss the program.

See SECRECY on PAGE A2

Now DND’s cloak of secrecy 
covers would-be suppliers

Critics blame
‘excessively secretive’

Tory  government BY DAVID GONCZOL

When two-and-a-half-year-
old Destiny King visits her
aunt’s farm in Coe Hill, Ont.,
near Bancroft, the farm’s collie,
Shilo, follows her everywhere.

So when Destiny wandered

into the bush that surrounds
the farm Monday evening,
looking for her father, who was
fixing fences, Shilo was right
behind her.

And all through the night, as
searchers in planes and on the
ground combed the treacher-
ous, rocky area for the missing
child, Shilo stayed close, keep-
ing Destiny warm and safe.

So close, the collie’s fur was
still stuck to the child’s midsec-
tion when rescuers found her at

5:20 a.m. yesterday, a full three
kilometres west of the farm.

“That dog was her saviour
and her friend who stayed with
her all the time that she was out
in the bush,” said Destiny’s
mother, Debbie King.

The Kings, who also live in
Coe Hill, called police after
spending a frantic hour search-
ing for Destiny after realizing
she was missing. 

See LOST on PAGE A9

Dog praised as little lost girl’s ‘saviour’
Girl went looking

for father, spent night
in woods near Bancroft

INSIDE: AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT
41,000 deportees missing
Sheila Fraser slams border agency’s
tracking system, A5
Afghan shipping woes
Supplying the Afghan war  has been
affected by delays in shipping every-
thing from vehicle parts to medical
devices, says Ms. Fraser, A5

Passport fees too high …
… but the government doesn’t know
what to charge for medical
marijuana, audit finds, A5

Obama picks up
strength over Clinton
Democratic presidential
candidate Barack Obama put
weeks of controversy behind
him yesterday, WORLD,A10

INSIDE: 

Helen Hunt on being a producer,
writer, director, actress — 

and a mom   ARTS & LIFE, E1

About the only thing in ‘good’ 
condition at 24 Sussex Drive
is its roof, which was 
replaced in 1998
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Service areas for kitchen and
laundry are ‘not functional.’ 
The building must be made 
accessible for disabled visitors.

The NCC says the building’s
stone walls and huge size
make construction more 
costly than other projects.

In addition to overhauling the
plumbing and electrical, 
sprinkler systems have to be
installed.

There’s plenty of work 
outside to be done, including
sewers, fences and 
landscaping.

ON THE HUNT FOR
A GOOD STORY

THE PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICIAL RESIDENCE, 24 SUSSEX DRIVE, PHOTO BY MIKE CARROCCETTO,  THE OTTAWA CITIZEN
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Deposed dictator 
Saddam Hussein faces 
the world following his 
capture yesterday.
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Bulls’ Optimism May Be Premature
Upbeat Forecasts for U.S. Companies
Defy Winds Ahead, Strategists Warn

By Karen Richardson

I
nvestors, take heart: Warren
Buffett sees investment opportu-
nities in the U.S. stock and bond
markets, and believes wide-
spread financial turmoil from

the credit crunch is behind us.
Speaking to reporters Sunday, a day

after Berkshire Hathaway Inc.’s an-
nual fan-fest for shareholders at the
Qwest Center in Omaha, Neb., both Mr.
Buffett, 77 years old, and Vice Chair-
man Charlie Munger, 84, criticized reg-
ulators, politicians and accountants for
lax oversight of financial institutions
that are at the center of the subprime-
mortgage crisis, and, according to Mr.
Munger, were guilty of “deep conflicts
of interest.”

“The regulators and the accountants
have failed us terribly,” Mr. Munger
said, adding that mark-to-market ac-
counting rules are necessary but can ob-
scure other problemswithin a company.

This year atMr.Buffett’s annual gath-
ering for shareholders—often called
“Woodstock for Capitalists”—31,000
Buffett enthusiasts were serenaded by
Fruit of the Loom minstrels, enjoyed
samples of Berkshire portfolio compa-
nies such as Dilly Bars and watched art-
ist Michael Israel speed-paint a Buffett
portrait with Benjamin Moore paints.

Mr. Buffett credited the Federal Re-
serve for helping to avert a more-wide-
spread crisis on Wall Street by orches-

trating a bailout of Bear Stearns Cos.
that “prevented, in my opinion, the con-
tagion where you’re going to have runs
on investment banks.”

Bank losses “aren’t over by a long
shot, but a lot of it has already been rec-
ognized,” he said, adding that the depth
of the housing crisis, unemployment
and other economic factors would help
determine how long the write-downs
continue.

“The idea of financial panic—that
has been pretty much taken care of,” he
said.

As to buying opportunities, Mr. Buf-
fett told shareholders, “We are happy to
invest in businesses that earn their
money in the euro, or in companies that
derive their earnings in Germany, or

from the sterling in the [United King-
dom], because I don’t have a feeling that
those currencies are going to depreciate
in a big way against the dollar.” Sunday
he said a Berkshire unit is close to buy-
ing a midsize company in the U.K., but
hedidn’t elaborate. Thismonth,Mr. Buf-
fett is scheduled to tour five European
cities looking for more buying opportu-
nities.

What may not be an attractive buy-
ing opportunity? Berkshire itself, Mr.
Buffett said on Saturday. “Anyone who
expects us to come close to replicating
the past should sell their stock. It’s not
gonna happen,” he said. “You may have
something better to dowith yourmoney
than buy Berkshire.”

Mr. Buffett also saidBerkshireHatha-
way’s four-month-old municipal-bond
insurance business garneredmore than
$400 million of premiums in the first
quarter, boasting that this made its
new business bigger than that of its ri-
val. “This whole company has been
built in just a couple of months,” Mr.
Buffett said.

Sunday he took a few jabs at rivals,
saying he was confounded by the ability
of his municipal-bond insurer’s biggest
rivals, MBIA Inc. and Ambac Financial
Corp., to retain their triple-A ratings.

“If you can find another illustration
of a company whose stock that’s gone
down by 95% in one year and is still
rated triple-A, I have yet to see it,” Mr.
Buffett said.

Even though the economy
is just muddling along,
the stock market is back

on the march.
Since bottoming on March

10, the Standard & Poor’s
500-stock index has rallied
nearly 11%.

The economy’s performance
hardly seems to justify such ebul-

lience. Housing
continues to de-
teriorate, non-
farm payrolls
have shrunk for
four straight
months, con-
sumer confi-
dence has
plunged and the
government has

reported two straight quarters
of annualized gross domestic
product growth of just 0.6%.

The market’s rally is based
partly on sheer relief that the
financial system didn’t collapse
in March. It also seems to de-
rive from a belief that the econ-
omy is in for a rebound in the
second half of the year.

Until home prices find a bot-
tom, delinquencies will con-
tinue to rise, keeping credit
markets unsettled and rela-
tively tight, and consumer confi-
dence and spending anemic.

The housing market still has
to absorb more than a million-
too-many new and used homes

on the market, says John Maul-
din, president of Millennium
Wave Advisors, LLC, a Texas in-
vestment advisory firm. “That
will take a few years.”

Mr. Mauldin has coined the
term “Muddle-Through Econ-
omy” to describe what he be-
lieves will be a shallow but
long recession and a prolonged
recovery period of below-trend
growth. This column has re-
ferred to it as a kind of eco-
nomic purgatory.

While such an economy
might yet avoid jarring job
losses and deep economic pain,
it is hardly conducive to strong
corporate profits or a robust
stock market.

Typically in periods when
the economy is stagnant—see,
for example, the late 1960s, the
late 1970s and the two years af-
ter the tech-stock bubble burst—
earnings growth cools, stocks
drift and price-to-earnings ra-
tios shrink.

In the most extreme exam-
ple, the P/E ratio for the S&P
500 fell below seven in the early
’80s, compared with about 21 to-
day. The index’s dividend yield
surged to 6%, compared with
about 2% today.

A low P/E ratio means stocks
are cheap relative to their earn-
ing power, while a high dividend
yield means they offer higher re-
turns. Both conditions make
them more attractive relative to
other investments.

They probably won’t get back
to those extremes, but the S&P’s
P/E ratio will likely fall and its
dividend yield likely rise again.
And stocks might not fall much
further than their March 10 bot-
tom, but won’t rise much, either.

It might be a good time,
then, to look for investment
strategies designed for a muddle-
through market. Unfortunately,
that isn’t as easy as simply buy-
ing the S&P 500 and watching
the money magically multiply.
Those days are gone.

Some investors think stocks
that pay high dividends are just
the ticket. Others think compa-
nies with robust earnings
growth will offset a slow-
growth market. Of course, they
don’t always pay high dividends.

Whatever the strategy, one
thing is clear: In a muddle-
through market, making money
is harder work.

Email mark.gongloff@wsj.com

By Tom Lauricella

F irst-quarter earnings
season is roughly three
quarters complete, and

the bulls like what they have
seen.

Aside frombloodied financial
companies,profitshavebeensur-
prisingly robust. Perhaps the
most surprising and bullish de-
velopment is thatcorporateexec-
utives have done little to guide
down Wall Street’s expectations

for the rest of the year.
That has been good news for

stocks—which have rallied from
mid-March lows—but it also
means Wall Street has set some

pretty high bars
to be cleared for
stock prices to
stay in line with
expectations.

Withsomanyuncertaintieshang-
ing over the economy, the risk is
that the market is setting itself
up for failure.

First-quarter earnings-per-
share are on track to post a 15%
decline from a year earlier, ac-
cording to Thomson Reuters. Yet
analysts still expect earnings to
be up 10% for the full year. That
translates into a slight loss in the
second quarter, solid earnings
growth in the third quarter and a
fourth quarter that would be the
most profitable in history.

ThomasLee, equity strategist
at J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.,
thinks expectations for the
fourth quarter are too high. The
consensus forecast of roughly
$93 a share for the Standard &
Poor’s 500 stock index as awhole
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Buffett to Fans: Opportunity Exists
But Berkshire May Not Be Best Bet
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AHEAD OF THE TAPE

By Heidi N. Moore

W ill Microsoft Corp.
make a comeback bid?

Yahoo Inc. share-
holders, likely reeling from the
Internet company’s decision to
refusea$33-a-share takeoverof-
fer, may want to take solace in a
couple ofdealswhere “no” really
meant“maybe.” In thepast,Ora-
cle Corp. and PepsiCo Inc.
backed away from takeover at-
tempts, only to return to the ne-
gotiating table after their prey
twisted in the wind.

Take the saga of Quaker Oats.
In 2000, PepsiCo walked away
from its $14 billion offer to buy
Quaker Oats after Roger Enrico,
PepsiCo’schairmanandchiefexec-
utive officer at the time, refused
to sweeten the company’s bid.

Rival Coca-Cola Co. stepped
inwithinweekswith a $15.75 bil-
lion stock-swap bid. But then at
the 11th hour, Coke’s board
backedaway fromthedeal, asDi-
rector Warren Buffett and oth-
ers expressed skepticism. That
was just the opening for Mr. En-
rico.Withnoother suitors, Pepsi
swept in and made a deal for
Quaker at essentially the same
terms initially offered.

Thenthere’sOracleCEOLarry
Ellison,whowasso intentonwin-
ning PeopleSoft that over an
18-month pe-
riod he raised
his price to
$26.50ashare
from the ini-
tial $16 in
June2003,bid-
ding against
himself at
some points.

The impe-
tus for the
deal’scomple-
tion came
when PeopleSoft’s shareholders
finally supported Oracle’s bid.
The final offer valuedPeopleSoft
at $10.3 billion, around twice the
original $5.1 billion offer.

Mr. Ellison brought the same
single-minded purpose to his
pursuit ofBEASystems last year,
but this time let shareholders do
thedirtywork. Oracle bid $17 for
BEA, which held out for $21 and
for months didn’t budge. Oracle
finally walked away, sniffing
that BEA probably wouldn’t be
able to do better.

Activist investorCarl Icahn, a
BEA shareholder and incensed
by BEA’s refusal to deal, did all
the tough talking, eventually
bringing both sides together at
$19.38 a share.

In general, though, such
gamesmanship takes its toll on
both the bidder and its the ob-
ject of its affections. Sharehold-
ers generally hate uncertainty,
and press management for a de-
finitive view of strategy.

See related Deal Journal, page C3.
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All eyes were on Warren Buffett at
Berkshire Hathaway’s annual meeting at
the Qwest Center in Omaha, Neb., above.
And, no, his face isn’t on the dollar bill. Yet.
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Stocks March
Not to the Beat
Of Economy

Larry Ellison

By Aaron Lucchetti

About three-fourths of
employees at the Ameri-
can Stock Exchange could

be laid off following its pending
purchase by New York Stock Ex-
change-owner NYSE Euronext,
according to people familiar
with the situation.

Widespread job cuts
wouldn’t be a big surprise, since
Amex and themuch-larger NYSE
overlap in all their trading busi-
nesses. The layoffs being consid-
ered by NYSE Euronext reflect
Chief Executive Duncan Nieder-
auer’s commitment to aggres-
sively reduce costs at the global
market operator, formed by last
year’s merger between NYSE
Group and European exchange
operator Euronext NV.

When the deal for $260 mil-
lion in stock, plus proceeds from
the sale of Amex’s headquarters
in Lower Manhattan, was an-
nounced in January, Amex had
about 380employees. NYSEoffi-
cialsare likely tokeeponlyabout
100 to 120 of those workers,
though the figure hasn’t been fi-
nalized. Some of the remaining
260 to 280 employees may stay

at the NYSE for three to 12
months after the deal closes.

NYSE officials hope to com-
plete the takeover by the third
quarter. Regulators and Amex
membersmust approve thedeal.

Amex’s traders and brokers
who work on the floor of the op-
tions, stock and exchange-
traded-fund market wouldn’t be
affectedby the job cuts. Theplan
is tomove those traders toanun-
occupied trading floor of the
nearby NYSE known as the Blue
Room, for the color of its walls.

As trading hasmoved to elec-
tronic platforms in the past five
years, activity on the NYSE’s
floor has dropped, leading the
BigBoard to consolidate its floor
trading into fewer rooms. NYSE
said in January it expected to
save $100 million annually
within two years of closing the
deal, mostly from sharing tech-
nology and staff. Before the pur-
chasewas announced, Amex had
reduced its staff from 471 em-
ployees through layoffs.

Once the second-largest U.S.
stockexchangeby shares traded,
behind the NYSE, Amex’s busi-
nessof listing companiespeaked
decades ago.

NYSE Deal May Force Amex
To Eliminate 75% of Staff
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Profit Rebound
How analysts have revised their 
expectations for quarterly 
earnings of the S&P 500
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Source: Thomson Reuters
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To the Editor:
“For the Elderly, Being Heard About

Life’s End” (front page, May 5) demon-
strates the importance for the elderly to
be in control of their medical care so they
can choose whether to receive hospital-
ization, treatment, medication or nutri-
tion. These are options that are legally
available to us, generally, while we are
mentally competent.

Good communication about these op-
tions is often lacking in nursing homes,
hospitals and other facilities, unlike at
the patient-centered retirement commu-
nity discussed in the article.

Many more of us are living longer, but
not necessarily better. At the end of our
lives, particularly after diagnosis of a
terminal illness, we should be informed
of our right to receive information and
counseling available about end-of-life op-
tions. 

These include hospice, a prognosis
with and without the continuation of cu-
rative treatment, the right to refusal of
or withdrawal from life-sustaining treat-
ment, the right to pain and symptom
management, the right to voluntarily
stop eating and drinking and the right to
palliative sedation.

Whether we are healthy as elderly
adults or frail, whether we have chronic
illnesses or are terminally ill, as long as
we are competent, we should be able to
control our medical care, our lives and
our deaths. DAVID C. LEVEN

Executive Director
Compassion & Choices of New York

New York, May 5, 2008

•
To the Editor:

I play tennis, climb stairs for exercise
and baby-sit around 18 hours per week
for my grandchildren. Until 2005 I joined
peace and civil rights marches through-
out the country. I refuse all invasive
tests, and will not stay overnight in a
hospital. I have an excellent doctor who
respects my desire to die unexpectedly
at home in bed. I go to see her when I am
not feeling well.

I am 74 and I will probably die in the
next 20 years. Why should I spend any of
those years recovering from invasive
treatment or going to doctors to find out
how or when I am going to die?

SUSAN STERN

Newton, Mass., May 5, 2008

•
To the Editor:

As a community-based geriatrician, I
am responsible for helping patients and
families cope with the complex issues re-
viewed in your article. To provide pa-
tients and their families with the in-
formation needed to make the decisions
needed to accept a different, less ag-
gressive care approach that is often a
more humane, realistic and just as car-
ing form of intervention takes time and
skill. 

Giving them the needed emotional
support to accept the change in these cir-
cumstances is also a big part of provid-
ing care. Medicare’s current reimburse-
ment system is not designed to encour-
age community-based doctors who work
without the financial safety net of sup-
porting grants to provide this needed
care. In fact, Medicare financially en-
courages doctors to do just the opposite. 

Hospitalizing frail elderly patients and
providing expensive and frequently fu-
tile painful care at the end of life is finan-
cially beneficial to all providers and, on
the surface, appears to show concern. It
also temporarily allows families to avoid
difficult realities. 

Spending an hour with a patient and
loved ones discussing the patient’s life,

her or his wishes and how to best accom-
plish their goals is almost completely un-
recognized by Medicare. This must
change. SAM BRODY

Baldwin, N.Y., May 5, 2008

•
To the Editor: 

“For the Elderly, Being Heard About
Life’s End” is encouraging. Slow medi-
cine, as defined by the Dartmouth Med-
ical School, is a step forward on this con-
troversial path toward a kinder death.

Advance health care directives are be-
ing acknowledged more in many states,
but often are not followed by harried
hospital physicians. A directive should
become part of each medical record,

with a designated agent who is strong
enough to insist that the wishes of the
one who is ill are followed. 

Physicians who are cognizant of a pa-
tient’s wishes to “take it slow” would be
more willing to suggest hospice care ear-
lier rather than later. Everyone involved
would benefit. TRISH HOOPER

Portola Valley, Calif., May 5, 2008

•
To the Editor:

I am chief of palliative care services at
Huntington Hospital in Huntington, N.Y.
Your article regarding medical care of
the elderly in New Hampshire under-
lines the necessity of limiting excessive
medical interventions that provide lim-
ited benefit to the patient and prolong
unnecessary suffering both to the pa-
tient and their families. 

The concept of “slow medicine” must
be explained and its use encouraged to
both families and patients. Palliative
care or slow medicine tries to enhance
the quality of life when cure is not pos-
sible. ALBERT E. SACKNOFF

Huntington, N.Y., May 5, 2008

•
To the Editor:

As residents of Kendal at Hanover, the
retirement community featured in your
article, we fully subscribe to slow medi-
cine. We must take exception, however,
to the statement that “death and dying is
central to conversation from Day 1.” 

We are in our 80s and came to Kendal
two years ago for the quality of life as
well as the quality of death. We found a
vibrant intellectual as well as athletic
and outdoor community. We are relieved
of the worry of what will happen to us
when we are no longer able to manage
on our own. 

As a result, we are then able to enjoy
full productive lives at Kendal and in the
outer community. Our caring sons
summed it up by saying, “You have giv-
en us the greatest gift.”

JOYCE FIELDSTEEL

ROBERT FIELDSTEEL

Hanover, N.H., May 5, 2008

When the Elderly Get to Choose Care

KATE O’CONNOR

Patent protection; the foreclosure
crisis; paying for doctors’ classes. 

Also: Give the Lower East Side some
respect.
nytimes.com/opinion

ONLINE: MORE LETTERS

To the Editor:
Re “A Prison of Shame, and It’s

Ours’’ (column, May 4):
I am insulted by Nicholas D. Kristof’s

characterizations of conditions at Guan-
tánamo. I disagree with his implication
that the medical care provided by a
highly trained and dedicated staff is not
conducted in a humane, professional
manner. Sami al-Hajj was near ideal
body weight when he left here and
walked unsupported onto the aircraft.

Further, the case of Abdul Hamid al-
Ghizzawi’s condition and treatment has
been well documented before the Unit-
ed States District Court, which ruled
that his continued refusal of treatment
purposefully hindered our efforts to
provide care.

If conditions here were as Mr. Kristof
alleges, I’d be outraged, too. The truth is
that the troopers of Joint Task Force
Guantánamo are honorably conducting
a difficult mission in the safe and hu-
mane care and custody of those de-
tained here, and I am proud to be their
commander. 

(Rear Adm.) MARK H. BUZBY

U.S. Navy Commander
Joint Task Force Guantánamo

Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, May 4, 2008

Guantánamo, Defended
To the Editor:

Re “Oakland Teach-In Looks at Budg-
et Cuts and the War” (news article, May
2):

It’s fine for students at Paul Robeson
High School in Oakland to consider the
fiscal impact that the war in Iraq has on
the United States, but someone ought to
set them straight when they start talk-
ing about how it has led to budget cuts
in their school system. 

The fact is that they should be point-
ing their fingers primarily at their own
Board of Education and at lawmakers in
Sacramento, not at Washington, during
such a discussion. The federal govern-
ment provides less than 10 percent of
the revenues for America’s public
schools, and all the rest comes from lo-
cal and state sources. 

As a poor community, Oakland un-
doubtedly exceeds the national average
in the portion it derives from the federal
government, but it still depends mostly
on state and local sources. 

So, in this case, the war — whatever
one might think of it — is not much of a
factor in the budget cuts. 

The conversation in the financially
squeezed Oakland classrooms should
have been about why Washington has
chosen to be so stingy with elementary
and secondary education when the fed-
eral governments in such other coun-
tries as New Zealand, Ireland, Portugal
and Greece provide more than 90 per-
cent of school revenues. 

GENE I. MAEROFF

Edison, N.J., May 2, 2008
The writer is a senior fellow at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and a for-
mer national education correspondent
for The New York Times.

Aid to Education 

Like many Americans, we have been intrigued and
often exasperated by the long-running Democratic pri-
mary and the ever smaller-bore spats between Senators
Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama. So we are thankful to
Senator John McCain for reminding us Tuesday what
this year’s presidential race really is about.

On a day when Mr. Obama won a decisive victory in
North Carolina and Mrs. Clinton eked out a win in Indi-
ana, Mr. McCain spoke about his judicial philosophy. He
is determined to move a far too conservative and far too
activist Supreme Court and federal judiciary even fur-
ther and more actively to the right. 

Mr. McCain predictably criticized liberal judges,
vowed strict adherence to the Founders’ views and
promised to appoint more judges in the mold of Chief
Justice John Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito. That is
just what the country does not need. 

Since President Bush chose Justices Roberts and
Alito, the Court has ordered Seattle and Louisville to
scrap voluntary school integration, protected employers
who illegally mistreat their workers, and constrained
women’s right to choose and voters’ right to vote. 

Mr. McCain did not mention, of course, how the Rob-
erts-led Court blithely overruled Congress by nullifying
a key part of the McCain-Feingold campaign finance law.
He did wax nostalgic about what “the basic right of prop-
erty” has meant “since the founding of America.” (He
did not mention that in 1789 many women could not own
property and African-Americans were property, but he
did criticize the idea that values evolve over time.) 

There was a moment when we were briefly cheered.
Mr. McCain declared that “all the powers of the Ameri-
can presidency must serve the Constitution and thereby
protect the people and their liberties.” We hoped that
would be the start of a serious critique of how President
Bush has violated cherished civil liberties: endorsing

torture, ordering unlawful domestic spying and depriv-
ing detainees of the most basic right of habeas corpus. 

Mr. McCain himself has eloquently criticized Mr.
Bush’s policies on some of these issues, but he did not
raise any of them on Tuesday.

Which brings us back to the Democratic primaries.
Unless Mrs. Clinton decides to quit the race — and she
certainly did not sound on Tuesday like that was her plan
— it is going to be up to the superdelegates to settle this
contest. There has already been a lot of discussion about
how they should do so. Choose the candidate who won
his or her state primary or caucus? Or the one with the
most delegates? Or the most votes overall? Or the one
who won the biggest states?

Mr. McCain’s speech suggests an additional metric:
the candidate best able to explain to voters what is truly
at stake in this election and why the country cannot, for
example, afford another president committed to packing
the courts with activist, right wing judges. 

There are few policy differences between Mrs. Clin-
ton and Mr. Obama. But there is a vast gulf between Mr.
McCain and the two Democrats — and far too little dif-
ference between Mr. McCain and President Bush. 

Instead of sparring, pointlessly, about who first op-
posed Nafta or which of these Ivy League-educated law-
yers has a more common touch, Mr. Obama and Mrs.
Clinton should explain what they will do to restore the
balance of power and protect civil liberties. They need to
talk a lot more about addressing the health care crisis
and the mortgage crisis and how they would bring
American troops home and contain the chaos in Iraq. 

Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Obama can continue to tear
each other up and fight over each superdelegate, or they
can debate the issues — for the sake of the voters.

It’s About the White House

Roughly 15 death row prisoners are scheduled to be
put to death between now and October, according to the
Death Penalty Information Center. This flood of execu-
tions is the result of the Supreme Court’s ruling that up-
held the constitutionality of a troubling form of lethal in-
jection. The next few months, as states put their machin-
ery of death into overdrive, are an ideal time for the na-
tion to rethink its commitment to capital punishment.

Last month, the Supreme Court upheld Kentucky’s
method of lethal injection. Although there was convinc-
ing evidence that the three drugs that Kentucky injects
can cause excruciating pain and that there are not prop-
er safeguards to avoid needless suffering, the court ruled
that it does not violate the Eighth Amendment’s prohibi-
tion of cruel and unusual punishment.

After the court accepted the case last fall, many
states halted executions. Now, the Death Penalty Infor-
mation Center projects that by the end of the year, there
could be 50 to 60 executions, which would make the up-
coming months one of the busiest in years on America’s
death rows. A disproportionate share of these will no
doubt occur in Texas, which last year carried out more

than 60 percent of the nation’s executions.
These scheduled executions come at a time when

many Americans are, rightly, turning away from capital
punishment. We believe that the taking of a life by the
state is in all cases wrong, but it is particularly so with
the deeply flawed system that exists today. Many de-
fendants lack adequate legal representation at their
trials, race distorts who is sentenced to death for what
crimes and juries are “death qualified” — jurors with
moral objections to the death penalty are removed. As
the recent rash of DNA exonerations has shown, judges
and juries too often sentence innocent people to death.

In the Kentucky case, Justice John Paul Stevens
wrote a separate opinion in which he enumerated the
many problems with the application of the death penalty
and said that he decided that it is inherently unconstitu-
tional. He also expressed his hope that the case would
generate debate not just about lethal injection but about
“the justification for the death penalty itself.” With exe-
cutioners gearing up across the country to start putting
prisoners to death, state legislatures, governors, judges
and ordinary Americans should start that debate.

The Death Penalty Returns

By all accounts, Cyclone Nargis has devastated
Myanmar — a 12-foot wall of water sweeping away en-
tire villages, leaving the coastal plain under water, thou-
sands dead, missing or homeless and much of the capital
city of Yangon without electricity or water. It is the sort
of disaster that brings the world together in a desire to
help, and the reaction of governments, the United Na-
tions and international humanitarian organizations has
been swift and noble. There is no time to waste.

We wish we could also say that this is no time for
politics, but that simply would not be true. Myanmar —
the name the junta gave to Burma — has been ruled by
military dictatorship for 46 years, increasingly isolated
and struggling under economic sanctions by the United
States and Europe. Last September, the junta crushed
peaceful protest marches by Buddhist monks.

These repressive policies contributed greatly to the
the disaster. Crushing poverty left many coastal commu-
nities more vulnerable to the storm than they otherwise
might have been, and, as Laura Bush observed, the gov-
ernment-controlled news media failed to issue timely
warnings. The fear now is that the generals may create

obstacles to the rescue operation, which will require
moving volumes of supplies as well as large numbers of
aid workers, many from countries hostile to the regime.

Though the junta took the unusual step of asking for
foreign assistance, the information minister suggested
that only “friendly countries” would be allowed to help.
It is still not clear whether aid workers will require visas.
The junta also has refused to cancel a referendum sched-
uled for next Saturday on a constitution that claims to be
a step toward democracy. The referendum, which will ef-
fectively leave the military in control anyway, will divert
attention from recovery efforts.

None of this should dissuade any government or
agency from trying to help. President Bush pledged
$3.25 million on Tuesday. He said the United States stood
ready to “do a lot more” — including deploying Ameri-
can naval assets to assist rescue and aid distribution ef-
forts — but first the junta must approve and let Ameri-
can disaster teams assess the damage.

Helping the people of Myanmar is the immediate
task. In time, the world can redouble its effort to free
Myanmar from the great disaster of the junta itself. 

Disaster in Myanmar

Editorial Notebook

The Cost of Smarts
Research on animal intelligence always makes me won-

der just how smart humans are. Consider the fruit-fly experi-
ments described in Carl Zimmer’s piece in the Science Times
on Tuesday. Fruit flies who were taught to be smarter than the
average fruit fly tended to live shorter lives. This suggests
that dimmer bulbs burn longer, that there is an advantage in
not being too terrifically bright. 

Intelligence, it turns out, is a high-priced option. It takes
more upkeep, burns more fuel and is slow off the starting line
because it depends on learning — a gradual process — instead
of instinct. Plenty of other species are able to learn, and one of
the things they’ve apparently learned is when to stop.

Is there an adaptive value to limited intelligence? That’s
the question behind this new research. I like it. Instead of cast-
ing a wistful glance backward at all the species we’ve left in
the dust I.Q.-wise, it implicitly asks what the real costs of our
own intelligence might be. This is on the mind of every animal
I’ve ever met. 

Every chicken that looks at you sideways — which is how
they all look at you — is really saying what Thoreau said less
succinctly: you are endeavoring to solve the problem of a live-
lihood by a formula more complicated than the problem itself.
Thoreau himself would not dispute that he was hoping to re-
cover the chicken’s point of view. He went to Walden Pond “to
remember well his ignorance.” 

Research on animal intelligence also makes me wonder
what experiments animals would perform on humans if they
had the chance. Every cat with an owner, for instance, is run-
ning a small-scale study in operant conditioning. I believe that
if animals ran the labs, they would test us to determine the
limits of our patience, our faithfulness, our memory for ter-
rain. They would try to decide what intelligence in humans is
really for, not merely how much of it there is. Above all, they
would hope to study a fundamental question: Are humans ac-
tually aware of the world they live in? So far the results are in-
conclusive. VERLYN KLINKENBORG
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By ETHAN BRONNER
JERUSALEM — The Jewish

people are marking the 60th an-
niversary of their national re-
birth, the founding of Israel, on
Thursday with the usual military
flyovers, flag buntings and tele-
vised reminiscences of aging pio-
neers. 

But there is another form of
celebration planned, and its spon-
sors believe it says something
about the national character: a
three-day conference of some of
the best minds from around the
world on some of the biggest
challenges facing humankind —
and especially the Jews — in the
coming decades.

“The brain enriches the pocket,
not the other way around,” Shi-
mon Peres, Israel’s president and
the patron of the conference, said
in an interview. “We are a small
land and a small people, but we
can become a daring world lab-
oratory, and that is our desire
and plan.”

Nearly 700 guests are expected
to take part next week in 35 dis-
cussion groups. They include
statesmen like Henry A. Kissin-
ger, Vaclav Havel, Tony Blair and
Joschka Fischer, but also Sergey
Brin of Google, Terry Semel of
Yahoo and Rupert Murdoch,
along with seven Jewish Nobel
laureates and President Bush.

Given the guest list, the topics
are naturally big and ambitious,
including the shift in global pow-
er from West to East (and south),
nuclear proliferation and climate
change. But much of the focus
will also be on topics closer to
home like Islamic extremism, the
rise of Iran and sovereignty in Je-
rusalem.

In fact, what are billed as glo-
bal challenges — terrorism, Iran
— seem to be somehow espe-
cially Jewish and Israeli ones.
The organizers say this is not co-
incidental or unusual and point
as an example to Hitler, who
posed an enormous threat to the
world but focused particularly on
the Jews.

“Cataclysms always seem to
affect Jews first,” remarked Stu-
art E. Eizenstat, a senior official
in the Clinton and Carter admin-
istrations, who wrote an essay
that forms a basis for the confer-
ence. “Go back to the Black
Plague. It was not a Jewish issue,
but it had particular impact on
Jews because they were blamed
for it.”

There will be a number of sen-
ior officials from Central Europe
and Africa, including the presi-
dents of Georgia, Poland and
Burkina Faso. 

Missing from the conference
will be any serious Arab repre-
sentation. Arab leaders and
thinkers from Egypt, Jordan and
the Palestinian areas have been
invited, but none have confirmed
partly because simultaneously
the Arab world will be marking
Israel’s 60th anniversary as a ca-
tastrophe known as “Nakba
Day,” which will involve its own

conferences and demonstrations.
The organizers in Jerusalem are
still hoping a few Arab leaders
will come. 

Mr. Peres said that to him the
idea was to bring thoughtful Jews
and non-Jews together in the per-
haps idle hope of “making the
Jews more worldly and making
the world more Jewish.”

He gave as examples Israel’s
innovative approach to irrigation
and its strong presence in med-
ical equipment production world-
wide.

“In China, they may not know
who Moses was, but they do

know about our drip irrigation
systems,” he said.

Speaking of Israel and China in
the same breath, which will occur
many times at the conference,
raises some complex questions
and offers some staggering con-
trasts. According to Mr. Eizen-
stat’s paper, Israel has more en-
gineers per capita than any coun-
try in the world — 135 per 100,000.
(There are 85 per 100,000 in the
United States.) But even so, the
total number of Israeli engineers
— nearly 100,000 — is tiny com-
pared with the number China is
producing every year, about

600,000. 
The back work for the confer-

ence has been done by a rela-
tively new institute known as The
Jewish People Policy Planning
Institute, which was the brain-
child of a former Israeli journalist
named Avinoam Bar-Yosef and
whose chairman is Dennis Ross,
the former top Middle East peace
negotiator for the United States.
The institute seeks to incorporate
strategic planning into Jewish life
here and abroad and to make
sure Israel and world Jewry un-
derstand their common interests.

One significant development of

recent years that will be dis-
cussed here is the shift in the re-
lationship between Israel and di-
aspora Jewry. For decades, Israel
was the needy child depending
on contributions and support
from abroad as it struggled to
survive. 

Today Israel’s Jewish popula-
tion of 5.5 million is the world’s
largest, just ahead of that of the
United States, which is slowly de-
clining through low birth rate and
intermarriage. Israel has in fact
become the center of Jewish life
and is increasingly being asked
to act like the older brother to
Jewish communities elsewhere. 

“This imposes certain respon-
sibilities on Israel as the center of

Jewish culture, literature and re-
ligious thought,” Mr. Eizenstat
said. “Because Israel has been so
focused on its security, it has not
reached out enough in the past to
strengthen the diaspora. Such a
move also ran counter to Zion-
ism, which foresaw all Jews mov-
ing to Israel. But that is not going
to happen, and Israel is starting
to understand that a weak Jewish
diaspora means a weak Israel.”

Mr. Bar-Yosef said for him the
point of the gathering was to nur-
ture the hope of change in Israel,
“to have the willingness to repair
what needs repairing and also to
take a breath and acknowledge
what has been accomplished in
just 60 years.”

At 60, Israel Redefines Roles for Itself and for Jews Elsewhere

By JOHN F. BURNS

LONDON — Brian Cowen was
elected Ireland’s new prime min-
ister by an 88-to-76 vote in the
parliament on Wednesday, and
he announced a major cabinet
shuffle. 

Mr. Cowen, 48, who had been
the finance minister, succeeded
Bertie Ahern, who handed his
resignation to President Mary
McAleese on Tuesday after 11
years in power. Mr. Ahern was
widely credited for leading Ire-
land through a period of econom-
ic boom and for his role in negoti-
ating peace in Northern Ireland,
but said he was quitting last
month amid concern about an
economic turndown and a cor-
ruption inquiry that raised ques-
tions about his personal finances.

The economic problems re-
main a critical challenge for Mr.
Cowen and the right-of-center
Fianna Fail Party, whose leader-
ship he has inherited. Unemploy-
ment has risen to its highest level
in a decade, and falling property
prices and consumer spending
have raised fears of a recession.

In a speech in the parliament,
known as the Dail, he said he was
accepting the prime ministership
“with a sense of humility.” 

“This is a wonderful country,”
he said. “We are a fortunate peo-
ple.” 

He appointed new ministers of
finance, justice and foreign af-
fairs, among other posts, and said
his first task was to prepare for a
June 12 referendum in Ireland on
a European Union treaty, which
would hand new powers to Euro-
pean institutions in Brussels. 

Mr. Cowen said winning the
referendum was essential if Ire-
land was to “secure our place in
the heart of Europe.”

Cowen Elected
Prime Minister
Of Ireland 

Books of The Times:
Monday through Friday,

The New York Times
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EUROPE

Britain: Last Call on the London Tube
London’s new mayor, Boris Johnson, left, said that he
was banning alcohol on the city’s public trans-
portation system, effective next month, in an effort to
“end the problem of drunken and intimidating be-
havior on the Tube.” Some subway workers said they
welcomed the move as a way to change the unpleas-
ant late-night atmosphere in the subways. But Bob
Crow, general secretary of the union representing
transportation employees, said the plan had been put
into place too hastily and would be difficult to en-

force. “Perhaps the mayor will come out with his underpants on over
his trousers like Superman one Saturday to show us how it should be
done,” he told Agence France-Presse. SARAH LYALL

Germany: 2 Groups Banned for Neo-Nazism
The German government shut down two groups, Collegium Humanum
and the Association for the Rehabilitation of People Persecuted for De-
nying the Holocaust, accusing them of spreading anti-Semitic propa-
ganda and glorifying the Nazis. The bans came after the authorities
conducted a series of early morning raids in North Rhine-Westphalia,
Lower Saxony and Hesse. NICHOLAS KULISH

THE AMERICAS

Argentina: Ash Cloud Grounds Flights as It Spreads
Major Argentine airlines suspended flights to some cities in Patagonia
as the huge ash cloud from the Chaitén volcano in Chile blew east into
Argentina. Although people in Argentina have not been evacuated, the
authorities in affected areas have suspended classes and distributed
face masks and drinking water. At least 8,000 have been evacuated in
Chile since the volcano’s eruption on Friday. PASCALE BONNEFOY

MIDDLE EAST

Yemen: Japanese Tourists Briefly Taken Hostage
Armed men kidnapped two female Japanese tourists near the town of
Marib in Yemen, but released them hours later, local officials said. The
kidnappers had been demanding the release of a comrade from jail in
return for the women’s release, the officials said. But it was unclear
whether the demand was met. ROBERT F. WORTH

Syria: Atomic Agency Seeks Answers
Mohamed ElBaradei, the director general of the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Brussels, said Syria had an obligation to tell his agen-
cy whether the site Israeli warplanes bombed there in September was
an undeclared nuclear reactor. The government in Damascus has not
granted United Nations inspectors access to the area despite several re-
quests, diplomats say. The United States released intelligence last
month that it said showed that Syria had built a reactor at the site. The
Syrian government has denied the accusations. (REUTERS)

ASIA

China: Rushing to Track Children’s Disease
Health officials in China, responding to the continued spread of hand,
foot and mouth disease, a dangerous intestinal virus, issued new reg-
ulations requiring all health care providers to report new cases of the
disease, which has killed 28 children in the past two months, most of
them in central Anhui Province. Several new cases were reported in
Beijing this week. ANDREW JACOBS

World Briefing 
By ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO

RIO DE JANEIRO — Human
rights advocates and the Brazil-
ian government on Wednesday
sharply criticized the acquittal of
a man accused of being behind
the murder of an American Ro-
man Catholic nun in the Brazilian
Amazon forest. 

On Tuesday, after a two-day
trial, a jury in Belém, in Pará
State, acquitted the man, Vitalmi-
ro Bastos de Moura, of conspir-
acy in the murder of Sister Doro-
thy Stang in February 2005. 

The trial was the second in
which a jury had considered Mr.
Moura’s role in the killing. He
was convicted and sentenced in
May last year to 30 years in pris-
on on charges of ordering the kill-
ing of Sister Dorothy, 73, who was
a staunch advocate of protecting
the rain forest. 

Under Brazilian law, a retrial is
required for first offenders who
are sentenced to more than 20
years. This time, the jury voted 5
to 2 to accept the defense conten-
tions that Mr. Moura had no mo-
tive to be involved in Sister Doro-
thy’s killing and that it had been
carried out solely by Rayfran das
Neves Sales, who confessed to
shooting her and is serving a 28-
year sentence.

The trials of suspects in her
killing have been seen as tests of
Brazil’s willingness to prosecute
murders over land use on the vio-

lent and largely lawless Amazon
frontier. The case drew interna-
tional attention because Sister
Dorothy, a naturalized Brazilian,
was originally from Dayton, Ohio,
and she was viewed as a leader in
the movement for sustainable de-
velopment on par with Chico
Mendes, the rubber tapper who
was killed in 1988.

Sister Dorothy was shot while
visiting a remote encampment
near the Trans-Amazon Highway
in Pará, in a region known for
corruption and land violence.

The Brazilian president, Luiz
Inácio Lula da Silva, vowed in
2005 that his government would
“not rest until the killers are

caught.” Brazil’s Supreme Court
once considered a motion to have
the killing declared a federal
crime, which would have taken
the case out of Pará’s courts.

Paulo Vannuchi, the minister
for the government’s Special Sec-
retariat for Human Rights, ex-
pressed “vehement disagree-
ment” with the Belém jury’s ver-
dict. The acquittal “reinforces the
feeling of impunity that is so
widespread in our country, open-
ing a road to more crime and vio-
lence,” Mr. Vannuchi said.

As many as 800 settlers, union
members and priests have been
killed in Pará in disputes over
land in the last 30 years, accord-

ing to the Catholic Church’s Land
Pastoral, which monitors land vi-
olence in Brazil.

“Economic power continues to
rule” in Pará, said Margarida
Pantoja, a member of the Doro-
thy Committee, a group of human
rights advocates and religious
sisters in Belém from different
congregations. “We will go back
to feeling insecure.”

After the verdict on Tuesday,
Judge Moises Flexa ordered Mr.
Moura released. He had been in
jail since 2005. Ms. Pantoja said
her group planned to ask Pará’s
governor for more security in the
area, out of concern over possible
retribution.

Mr. Sales was the chief witness
in Mr. Moura’s new trial. Edson
Souza, the lead prosecutor, said
on television in Belém that he
planned to appeal the acquittal.

Prosecutors said Mr. Sales was
offered as much as $25,000 to kill
Sister Dorothy after she fought to
preserve a piece of jungle that
ranchers wanted to clear for log-
ging and cattle ranching. Mr.
Sales said in court that he had
acted alone and in self-defense,
contradicting previous testimony
in which he said he had used Mr.
Moura’s gun, said Gloria Lima, a
court spokeswoman.

Tom Stang, a brother of Sister
Dorothy, said the family was
crushed by the acquittal. “That
guy was offered up as a sacrifi-
cial lamb,” he said of Mr. Sales.
“But the darker forces that creat-
ed him have been allowed to go
free.”

Acquittal in Nun’s Killing Provokes Outcry in Brazil 

KEILON FEIO/FOLHA IMAGEM, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

Vitalmiro Bastos de Moura, seated, on Tuesday, when he was
acquitted of conspiracy in the murder of Sister Dorothy Stang. 

Mery Galanternick contributed
reporting.

By IAN FISHER

Silvio Berlusconi prepared on
Wednesday to take power for the
third time as Italy’s prime min-
ister, announcing a slimmed-
down cabinet of familiar faces
aimed at overcoming an immo-
bile economy and years of politi-
cal paralysis. He is expected to be
sworn in on Thursday. 

In announcing his cabinet, Mr.
Berlusconi, 71, one of Italy’s rich-
est men, renewed his promise to
hold his first cabinet meeting in
Naples, the southern city at the
center of a trash crisis that peri-
odically floods the streets with
stinking garbage. On Tuesday,
the European Commission filed
suit against Italy for its failure to
dispose of its waste properly, and
it faces steep fines at a time of al-

most no economic growth.
Mr. Berlusconi said the meet-

ing there would be a “symbolic
gesture” showing his seriousness
in finally solving trash problem.

Several of the chief ministers
have served in Mr. Berlusconi’s
previous governments — the
first, briefly, in 1994, and the sec-
ond from 2001 to 2006 — or play
major roles in the coalition of cen-
ter-right parties that last month
defeated the center-left coalition
led by Rome’s former mayor,
Walter Veltroni. 

Two men will take up their for-
mer cabinet posts: Franco Fratti-
ni, now the European Union jus-
tice commissioner, will return as
foreign minister, and Giulio Tre-
monti as economics minister. Mr.
Berlusconi also renamed two of

his closest aides as under secre-
taries: Gianni Letta, a behind-
the-scenes dealmaker, and Paolo
Bonaiuti, Mr. Berlusconi’s long-
time spokesman. 

The names reflect a difficult
balance among the center-right
parties that brought him to pow-
er and have been a source of both
strength and instability. Most dif-
ficult for Mr. Berlusconi are his
ties with the Northern League,
which advocates a federal system
to give greater autonomy to the
prosperous north. The league
also caused his first government
to fall after only nine months. 

He named the league’s leader,
Umberto Bossi, minister of re-
forms. Another party member,
Roberto Calderoli, was named
minister in charge of reducing

the expensive bulk of the Italian
Parliament. In 2006, as reforms
minister, Mr. Calderoli provoked
violent demonstrations in Libya
after he unbuttoned his shirt to
reveal a T-shirt bearing a cartoon
of the Prophet Muhammad that
offended many Muslims. 

Center-left politicians, now in
the opposition after two shaky
years in power, said Mr. Ber-
lusconi’s government had few dy-
namic new faces, and too few
women, instead balancing the in-
terests of the parties who sup-
ported him at a time when ex-
perts say Italy needs change. 

“It is a total disappointment,”
said Dario Franceschini, a leader
of the center-left Democratic Par-
ty, which was defeated in the na-
tional elections last month. 

Berlusconi Chooses Cabinet, Reuniting a Familiar Cast 
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“It’s certainly not something
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— Catherine LeBlanc-Miller, chair of
the Toronto Catholic school board, on
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Cyclone deaths may hit 100,000
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

YANGON, Myanmar —
Bodies floated in flood waters
and survivors tried to reach
dry ground on boats using
blankets as sails, while the top
U.S. diplomat in Myanmar
said Wednesday that the toll
from the cyclone and its after-

math may reach 100,000.
Hungry crowds stormed the

few shops that opened in the
country’s stricken Irrawaddy
Delta, sparking fist fights,
according to Paul Risley, a

spokesman for the UN World
Food Program in neighbour-
ing Thailand.

Shari Villarosa, who heads
the U.S. Embassy in Myanmar,
said food and water are run-

ning short in the delta area
and called the situation there
“increasingly horrendous.”

“There is a very real risk of
disease outbreaks as long as
this continues,” Villarosa told

reporters. The death toll could
hit or exceed 100,000 as
humanitarian conditions
worsen, she said. State media
in Myanmar, also known as
Burma, reported that nearly

23,000 people died when
cyclone Nargis blasted the
country’s western coast on
Saturday and more than
42,000 others were missing.

See TOLL / A4
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Marleen Vloet attempts to keep dry while travelling to work on Paris Street on Wednesday morning. Rainy skies are going to clear up today, with the sun-
shine making an appearance in the afternoon and highs of 14 C.

Racing between the drops School
committee
pushes 
to close
Wembley

BY RACHEL PUNCH
The Sudbury Star

Melissa Pitfield was com-
pelled to advocate for her
autistic son and his class-
mates after hearing what
could be in store for Wemb-
ley Public School at a meet-
ing Wednesday night.

A committee looking at
options for the future of the
aging facility presented its
preferred option at the meet-
ing. The option is to close
the school, ask for ministry
funding to build an addition
at Princess Anne Public
School and consolidate the
two student bodies. 

“In none of those options
were three programs that are
offered through the school
— that I think are essential
in this community  — men-
tioned. That is the two autis-
tic programs and the life-
skills program,” said Pitfield
to the crowd of about 50 in
the Wembley gymnasium.

“Change is hard for every-
one, but when you decide to
move autistic children into a
new location, it’s a massive
shift for them,” she said.
“You have to keep those stu-
dents in mind.”

The meeting was the third
of four to be held at the
school because it has been
put “under review” by Rain-
bow District School Board.

Reviews have a variety of
results, such as school clo-
sures, building new facilities,
renovations and boundary
changes.

See WEMBLEY / A4

Home would aid addicts during recovery
BY LAURA STRADIOTTO

The Sudbury Star

Finding affordable housing
in Sudbury is tough, espe-
cially if you’re recovering
from drug and alcohol addic-
tion.

Rockhaven, a residential
treatment program serving
men older than 16 battling
drug and alcohol addiction, is
opening a transition house.

The home will provide
short-term accommodations
for graduates of the treatment
facility. Rent will be lower
than market value and will
help pay for the mortgage of
the home.

“The current rental market
in Sudbury is tight,” said San-
dra Houzer, administrative
transition worker.

“When the guys leave here,
they can’t find a place. If they

do, it’s either expensive or in
areas where drugs and alco-
hol are abundant.”

Living beside someone who
parties or does drugs could
put clients back on the wrong
path.

Renovations are underway
at the transition home,
located next door to Rock-
haven on Brady Street. The
home was purchased in win-
ter using funds generated

from charity bingo events in
2007.

Officials are raising money
to complete renovations and
purchase furnishings for the
home by holding a Father’s
Day Raffle. First prize is a 14-
foot aluminum Yamaha boat.

At the same time, Rock-
haven is applying to the
United Way and the province
for funding. 

See RAFFLE / A4

DEVASTATION IN MYANMAR

Aid efforts hampered by delays imposed by military junta

One parent raised
concerns about the
future of the school’s
program for autistic
students.

Father’s Day Raffle:
➤ Proceeds go to Rockhaven
transition house;
➤ First prize is Yamaha
G3V14 guide boat, 9.9 hp
motor and trailer;
➤ Tickets $5 each or 3 for
$10. Available at Rockhaven,
402 Brady St., and select
businesses.
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NINTH WARD: An elderly resident is rescued from chest-high floodwaters by two New Orleans police officers.
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CATASTROPHIC
STORM SURGE SWAMPS 9TH WARD, ST. BERNARD 
LAKEVIEW LEVEE BREACH THREATENS TO INUNDATE CITY

By Doug MacCash
and James O’Byrne

Staff writers

A large section of the vital 17th
Street Canal levee, where it connects to
the brand new ‘hurricane proof’ Old
Hammond Highway bridge, gave way
late Monday morning in Bucktown after
Katrina’s fiercest winds were well north.
The breach sent a churning sea of water
from Lake Pontchartrain coursing
across Lakeview and into Mid-City, Car-
rollton, Gentilly, City Park and neigh-
borhoods farther south and east.

As night fell on a devastated region,
the water was still rising in the city, and
nobody was willing to predict when it
would stop. After the destruction al-
ready apparent in the wake of Katrina,
the American Red Cross was mobilizing
for what regional officials were calling
the largest recovery operation in the or-

ganization’s history. 
Police officers, firefighters and pri-

vate citizens, hampered by a lack of even
rudimentary communication capabili-
ties, continued a desperate and im-
promptu boat-borne rescue operation
across Lakeview well after dark. Coast
Guard helicopters with searchlights
criss-crossed the skies.

Officers working on the scene said
virtually every home and business be-
tween the 17th Street Canal and the
Marconi Canal, and between Robert E.
Lee Boulevard and City Park Avenue,
had water in it. Nobody had confirmed
any fatalities as a result of the levee
breach, but they conceded that hun-
dreds of homes had not been checked.

As the sun set over a still-roiling
Lake Pontchartrain, the smoldering ru-
ins of the Southern Yacht Club were still
burning, and smoke streamed out over

By Brian Thevenot
and Manuel Torres

Staff writers

As Jerry Rayes piloted his boat down St. Claude
Avenue, just past the Industrial Canal, the eerie
screams that could barely be heard from the road-
way grew louder as, one by one, faces of desperate
families appeared on rooftops, on balconies and in
windows, some of them waving white flags.

The scene wouldn’t change for the next three
hours, as Rayes and his son and nephew boated
down St. Claude Avenue and deep into St. Bernard
Parish, where water smothered two-story houses,
people and animals. The men had to duck to miss
streetlights that towered over Judge Perez Drive,
the parish’s main thoroughfare.

The people Rayes rescued all told the same story,
already written on their stunned and shivering

Flooding 
wipes out two
communities

After the mighty storm
came the rising water

By Bruce Nolan
Staff writer

Hurricane Katrina struck
metropolitan New Orleans on
Monday with a staggering blow,
far surpassing Hurricane Betsy,
the landmark disaster of an ear-
l ier generation. The storm
flooded huge swaths of the city,
as well as Slidell on the north
shore of Lake Pontchartrain, in
a process that appeared to be
spreading even as night fell.

A powerful  storm surge
pushed huge waves ahead of the
hurricane, flooding much of St.
Bernard Parish and New Or-
leans’ Lower 9th Ward, just as
Betsy 40 years ago. But this
time the flooding was more ex-
tensive, spreading upriver as
well to cover parts of the Bywa-
ter, Marigny and Treme neigh-
borhoods.

As with Betsy, people scram-
bled into their attics or atop
their roofs, pleading for help
from the few passers-by.

The powerful Category 4
storm crossed the coast near
the mouth of the Pearl River
shortly after daybreak with
winds of 135 mph. Naval Air
Station-Joint Reserve Base in
Belle Chasse reported an early
morning gust of 105 mph.

With the power out through-
out the area and fierce winds rag-
ing throughout the day, officials
barely began Monday to assess
the full damage of the monstrous
storm, which was expected to
leave thousands homeless and
many more coping with damage
from the wind and water.

Meantime, 5 miles to the
west, engineers worked to close
a breach along the New Orleans
side of the 17th Street Canal.

Huge drainage pumps ordi-
narily can drive millions of gal-
lons of rainwater uphill through

See KATRINA, A-4

See BREACH, A-2See FLOOD, A-6
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DOWNTOWN: The damage to the Hyatt Regency
on Poydras Street shows that vertical evacua-
tion is no solution to the dangers of a Category
4 hurricane. See story, A-15

KATRINA: THE STORM WE’VE ALWAYS FEARED
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“Lede” has two different meanings:

• The main article on Page One, often called the 
Lede Story (see above).

• The first one or two introductory paragraphs of 
an article (see left).

To avoid confusion with metallic lead (Pb), once 
used in newspaper production, it is spelled “lede.”  
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THE 2008 CAMPAIGN: The Environment and Get-Out-the-Vote Efforts 

either reducing emissions on
their own or buying credits from
more efficient producers.

Mr. McCain’s break with the
Bush administration means that
the three main presidential can-
didates have embraced swifter
action to fight global warming. 

The two Democrats seeking
their party’s presidential nomi-
nation, Senators Barack Obama
of Illinois and Hillary Rodham
Clinton of New York, criticized
the McCain plan as too timid, be-
cause their plans would reduce
emissions more quickly. Leaders
of several environmental groups
were also sharply critical and
noted Mr. McCain’s Senate votes
against incentives for energy
conservation and alternative en-
ergy sources like wind and solar
power.

Other environmental advo-
cates offered qualified praise for
Mr. McCain, of Arizona, who was
among the first in Congress to in-
troduce legislation to address the
carbon emissions that scientists
blame for the warming of the
planet.

Mr. McCain said Monday that
the problem demanded urgent
national and international action.

“Instead of idly debating the
precise extent of global warming,
or the precise timeline of global
warming, we need to deal with
the central facts of rising tem-
peratures, rising waters, and all
the endless troubles that global
warming will bring,” he said at a
Vestas wind turbine manufactur-
ing plant in Oregon, where the
environment is a central issue for
voters. “We stand warned by se-
rious and credible scientists
across the world that time is
short and the dangers are great.”

The senator’s remarks were a
clear criticism of Mr. Bush, who
in his first term questioned the
scientific basis for global warm-
ing and who has remained op-
posed to mandatory caps on
emissions, which he says would
be bad for the American econ-
omy. The administration also re-
jected the international Kyoto
protocol, which limits emissions
of heat-trapping gases. 

Mr. McCain’s speech, a compi-
lation and sharpening of many of
his existing proposals, was most
notable as a political document
that sought to appeal to the inde-
pendents he is wooing for No-
vember. It put him slightly to the
right of center in the environ-
mental debate.

Mr. McCain simultaneously re-
leased a television commercial in
Oregon about his position on cli-
mate change and startled audi-
ence members at his speech by
praising and sharing the stage
with Gov. Theodore R. Kulongos-
ki, Democrat of Oregon, who has
endorsed Mrs. Clinton for presi-
dent.

Mr. McCain is the only Repub-
lican presidential candidate this
year to call for mandatory limits
on heat-trapping gases, but his
target for reducing emissions is
lower than that of Senators Clin-
ton and Obama, and even lower
than that in a bill proposed by
Senators Joseph I. Lieberman, in-
dependent of Connecticut, and
John W. Warner, Republican of
Virginia.

In his speech, Mr. McCain ad-
vocated cutting emissions 60 per-
cent below 1990 levels by the year
2050; Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Oba-
ma propose cutting them by 80
percent in the same time frame,
while the Lieberman-Warner
bills calls for a 70 percent reduc-
tion. Scientists say reductions of
that magnitude are needed to
slow and then reverse production

of the gases, chiefly carbon diox-
ide, which are heating the atmos-
phere and causing long-term cli-
mate changes.

Mr. McCain said the United
States must seek new, cleaner
sources of energy to replace the
burning of coal and oil, which
produce the bulk of the gases that
are blamed for the warming of
the planet. “As we move toward
all of these goals, and over time

put the age of fossil fuels behind
us,” he said, “we must consider
every alternative source of pow-
er, and that includes nuclear pow-
er.”

Mr. McCain has long advocat-
ed nuclear power as a way to cut
emissions, and frequently pro-
motes it in his campaign appear-
ances as an alternative energy
source. His view is shared by
many utility executives and
many Republicans in Congress,
but it puts him at odds with Mr.
Obama and Mrs. Clinton, who
have expressed skepticism about

the cost and safety of nuclear
power plants.

There are no incentives for
building new nuclear plants in
the Lieberman-Warner legisla-
tion now before the Senate that
his Democratic rivals have en-
dorsed, and Mr. McCain suggest-
ed Friday that he would not sup-
port the measure unless it con-
tained some nuclear power sub-
sidies. 

Mr. McCain’s proposal in his
prepared remarks to impose tar-
iffs on industrializing countries
like China and India is also made
in the Lieberman-Warner bill and
reflects concerns by both indus-
try and labor in the United States
and elsewhere in the industri-
alized world. It would mandate
punitive duties on products from
any country that did not partici-
pate in a global carbon-reduction
system, to balance the lower cost
of producing goods using dirty-
energy sources. 

In another contrast with Mr.
Bush, Mr. McCain also sought to
persuade voters that he had a
personal concern and firsthand
experience with climate change,
which has emerged as a major is-
sue in the 2008 presidential race.

“A few years ago I traveled to
the area of Svalbard, Norway —
it’s a group of islands in the Arc-
tic Ocean,” Mr. McCain said. “I
was shown the southernmost

point where a glacier had
reached 20 years earlier. From
there, we went northward for
miles, up the fjord to see where
that same glacier ends today, be-
cause all the rest, all the rest, has
melted.”

Reaction to Mr. McCain pro-
posals from environmental advo-
cates was lukewarm. Several en-
vironmental groups said that his
plan did not go far enough but
that they were grateful to hear a
Republican recognizing what
they consider an urgent problem
and offering a detailed plan to
solve it. But Mr. McCain came un-
der considerable criticism for re-
peatedly opposing federal pro-
grams to encourage energy con-
servation and alternative fuel
sources.

Daniel J. Weiss, who heads the
global warming program at the
Center for American Progress, a
Democratic policy shop in Wash-
ington, said Mr. McCain had
often voted with Democrats on
environmental bills but at other
times had taken contrary posi-
tions. 

McCain Backs Caps on Greenhouse Emissions
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Senator John McCain, second from left, toured the Vestas Wind Energy Training Facility in Port-
land, Ore., on Monday. Mr. McCain called for more action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

Candidates
On Limiting
Emissions

CAP-AND-TRADE 
PROGRAM

The government 
would set a 
ceiling on carbon 
emissions and 
require compa-
nies to bid for 
permits to emit 
greenhouse 
gases through an 
auction.

CORPORATE 
AVERAGE FUEL 
ECONOMY 
STANDARD 

Currently 27.5 miles 
a gallon for cars 
and 22.2 for light 
trucks and S.U.V.’s.
Last December, 
Congress 
mandated that 
automakers reach
a new minimum 
standard of 35 
miles a gallon 
between 2011
and 2020.

Has voiced support for
an increase but has not 
specified standard.

“I’m open to negotia-
tions. We obviously don’t 
want to drive all the car 
companies out of 
business. But there 
needs to be dramatic 
improvement and no 
loopholes,” he told the 
environmental site 
Grist.org in October.

Did not vote on the 2007 
bill to increase standard.

Both voted for the 2007 bill to increase standard.

Increase standard.
Raise fleetwide 
standards to 40 miles 
a gallon by 2020 and 
55 miles a gallon by 
2030.

Offer $20 billion in 
“green vehicle bonds” 
to help automakers 
retool their facilities.

Give auto companies 
tax credits and loan 
guarantees to retool 
their plants.

Increase standard.
“Will double fuel econ- 
omy standards within 
18 years,” according
to a proposal on his 
campaign Web site.

Supports cap-and-trade 
but has not specified what 
share of the pollution 
permits he would auction.
“Over time, an increasing 
fraction of permits for 
emissions could be supplied 
by auction,” he said 
Monday. Reduce carbon 
emissions 60 percent below 
1990 levels by 2050.

Supports cap-and-trade and would auction
100 percent of the allowances to emit green-
house gases.
Reduce carbon emissions 80 percent below 1990 
levels by 2050, as recommended by the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Senator 
John 
McCain

Senator 
Hillary 
Rodham 
Clinton

Senator 
Barack 
Obama

Elisabeth Bumiller reported from
Portland, Ore., and John M. Bro-
der from Washington. Kitty Ben-
nett contributed reporting from
Washington.

From Page A1

By MIKE McINTIRE
and MICHAEL LUO

In the threadbare border
towns of South Texas, one of the
country’s poorest regions, enter-
prising locals like Candelaria Es-
pinoza have long been paid to
round up votes for candidates on
Election Day. There is even a
name for these electoral soldiers
of fortune: politiqueras.

So when Senator Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton’s presidential cam-
paign arrived in South Texas in
February seeking an edge in its
uphill battle against Senator
Barack Obama, Ms. Espinoza
was happy to oblige, for a price.
The campaign paid her and sev-
en other members of her family
$100 to $200 each to knock on
doors, deliver fliers and get vot-
ers to the polls for the Demo-
cratic primary on March 4, which
Mrs. Clinton narrowly won.

“I’ve been a politiquera for 20
years,” Ms. Espinoza said in an
interview last week outside her
trailer in the town of Pharr. “The
money the Clinton people gave
me was about the going rate,
more or less.”

The Espinozas were among at
least 460 Texans, most of them
rural Hispanics in South Texas or
African-Americans in Houston,
who received payments from the
Clinton campaign for this kind of
work, according to a review of
Federal Election Commission
records. The records show that
Mrs. Clinton did something simi-
lar in Ohio, giving $38,300 to a
state legislator, Eugene R. Miller,
who says he used it to pay more
than 200 people to get out the
vote in predominantly black
neighborhoods in Cleveland.

The payments, known in the
political vernacular as “street
money,” are a legal but contro-
versial tool that Mrs. Clinton em-
ployed at a time when she was
desperately seeking a victory af-
ter losing 10 consecutive contests
to Mr. Obama.

As a practical matter, the pay-
ments are now little more than a
footnote to a hotly contested race
that seems closer to a conclusion
after Mrs. Clinton’s poor showing
in North Carolina and narrow
victory in Indiana last Tuesday.
But they underscore how her
strategists, caught unprepared
for a drawn-out battle, turned to
an old-style method of retail poli-
ticking to ensure much-needed
victories in the suddenly critical
Texas and Ohio primaries.

Not equipped with the volun-
teer-driven grass-roots move-
ment that has propelled Mr. Oba-
ma’s get-out-the-vote efforts, the
Clinton campaign hired more
than three times as many local
operatives as he to fill that role in
those two states. While mostly
forgoing the use of street money
in Ohio and other places, the Oba-
ma campaign paid about 150 peo-
ple in Texas, most of them college
students, for campaign work. The
payments were widely dispersed,
with only a handful in South Tex-
as and fewer than 20 in Houston. 

The Clinton campaign made
payments of $80 to $125 to more
than 200 people in Houston, and
$100 to $200 to 170 people in the
McAllen and Brownsville areas
near the Mexican border.

The Clinton campaign did not
respond to several requests for
comment. Hari Sevugan, a
spokesman for the Obama cam-
paign, drew a distinction between
the money it paid to college stu-
dents, who he said were enthusi-
astic supporters to begin with,
and the payments by the Clinton
campaign, which he described as
an effort to buy influence among
important constituencies.

It is unclear whether the pay-
ments made much of a differ-
ence. Mrs. Clinton did sweep the
border areas of Texas by wide
margins, helping her win the pri-
mary by about 100,000 votes, of
nearly 2.9 million cast, but she
had already had a strong base of
support among the region’s His-
panics. And Mr. Obama carried

Houston and other urban areas
where black voters formed a cru-
cial bloc of support. 

The payments’ impact was
even less clear in Ohio, where
Mrs. Clinton won one of the two
Congressional districts where
street money was used, but lost
the other.

Whatever its effectiveness,
street money is burdened with
negative overtones stemming
from accusations over the years
that paid operatives have manip-
ulated elderly voters in some
elections or given people cash in
exchange for their votes.

But even when entirely legal,
the trading of campaign money
for active political participation
can raise awkward questions.

Mr. Miller, for instance, was a
rare black politician who backed
Mrs. Clinton in Ohio and had
been under tremendous pressure
from constituents in his heavily
African-American district to sup-
port Mr. Obama. In an interview,
he acknowledged that the $38,300
he received from the Clinton
campaign “looks like I’ve been
paid off,” but he said he had kept
none of the money for himself.

After signing a contract with
the campaign just before the pri-
mary, Mr. Miller said, he hired
people to carry signs at polling
places, drive voters to the polls
and canvass neighborhoods. Pay-
ing them was necessary, he said,
because in the heavily black pre-
cincts of Cleveland, “it’s not pop-
ular to be with Hillary Clinton.”

While the use of street money
is not uncommon in Cleveland, in

other places the expectation that
it will be disbursed is more deep-
ly engrained in the electoral in-
frastructure. In Philadelphia,
some local Democratic opera-
tives openly groused about Mr.
Obama’s reluctance to engage in
the practice and his reliance on
out-of-state campaigners for the
Pennsylvania primary, which
Mrs. Clinton won. 

In South Texas, politiqueras
are known to negotiate with rival
campaigns to get the best price
before deciding whom to support,
said Jerry Polinard, a political
science professor at the Universi-
ty of Texas-Pan American, who
added that recent vote-buying
scandals had given the practice a
black eye. 

“With the attendant publicity
that’s emerged over the last few
years,” Dr. Polinard said, “there
is an ethical question raised that
some candidates don’t want to be
associated with.” 

For all the controversy, the
Clinton campaign appears to
have had few qualms about
spreading street money around
in Texas. In interviews, about two
dozen people who had received
such payments described similar
services that they provided, in-
cluding handing out leaflets, car-
rying signs and encouraging peo-
ple to vote. None said the money
had influenced their decision to
support Mrs. Clinton, although
several in Houston expressed
ambivalence about her.

Larry Blevins, a retiree and
longtime Democratic Party work-
er in Houston, said he would have
preferred former Senator John
Edwards, described Mrs. Clinton
as “the lesser of three evils” and
remarked that he would even
consider voting Republican if
Mike Huckabee joined Senator
John McCain’s ticket.

But Mr. Blevins, who was paid
$80 by Mrs. Clinton’s campaign,
put aside his doubts and agreed
to round up friends and neigh-
bors to vote for her. He described
such payments as “a way of get-
ting people more involved” in
rustling up support.

“That’s basically what get-out-
the-vote money is,” he said.
“Paying to get votes.”

Legal but Controversial,
It Helped Get Out the Vote

Needing a big lift in
Texas, Clinton turned
to ‘street money.’

Steve Taylor contributed report-
ing from Texas.
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Bob Barr, a former Republican and former congressman from
Georgia, announcing on Monday in Washington that he would
seek the nomination of the Libertarian Party for president. 

A Candidate for President

representative who is now mayor
of Southaven, a fast-growing
Memphis suburb. 

On Monday, Vice President
Dick Cheney stumped here for
Mr. Davis, making no mention of
Mr. Obama.

The race will fill the seat left
open when Representative Roger
Wicker, a Republican who was
first elected in 1994, was appoint-
ed to succeed former Senator
Trent Lott.

The two parties have poured
millions of dollars into the race, a
potent indicator — like Mr. Che-
ney’s presence here — of its sym-
bolism as a Republican bastion
the Democrats could overrun.
Mr. Childers came within 400
votes of winning the seat last
month but was forced into a run-
off because he received less than
50 percent, a near-victory that
startled Republicans used to ex-
pecting an easy triumph in a dis-

trict President Bush carried with
62 percent in 2004. 

Since then the attacks on Mr.
Childers have intensified, partic-
ularly the would-be association
with Mr. Obama. “Records prove
Obama endorsed Childers!” said
one advertisement for Mr. Davis.
The Democrat takes “Obama’s
endorsement over our values,”
proclaims another. Some feature
Mr. Obama’s picture.

Republican test runs using the
Obama connection have not been
uniformly successful. Last week,
after using similar tactics, the
party lost a special election in
Louisiana to a Democrat with the
support of a large black turnout. 

But there are signs that here in
Mississippi, with its tortured leg-
acy of race-based politics, the tac-
tic may be working, particularly
in a district with a comparatively
smaller black population than in
Louisiana, 26 percent. Mr. Chil-
ders’s campaign said his nega-
tive rating among voters has ris-
en acutely, internal polls show a
sharp narrowing in the contest,
and interviews with voters in-

dicated the supposed Childers-
Obama link could influence votes. 

“It probably would,” said Bill
Chism, a refrigeration mechanic.
Asked to elaborate, he ducked his
head and said, “I’d rather not
say,” nodding to a black customer
approaching his wife’s flea mar-
ket stall in Tupelo on Sunday. 

James Wiggins, shopping at a
nearby gun show, said he saw a
connection between the two
Democrats. 

“I don’t agree with the liberal
viewpoint, and he’s as liberal as
they get,” said Mr. Wiggins, who
services medical imaging equip-
ment, referring to Mr. Obama. 

For some voters, the Obama
connection muddied Mr. Chil-
ders’s claim to be an independent
conservative. “If he doesn’t stand
for the Democratic Party, why is
he trying to distance himself
from the Democratic Party?”
wondered Larry Blake, a vendor
at the gun show. 

Mr. Childers, 50, a court official
in the district’s rural section, said
voters believed that the effort to
link him to Mr. Obama was about

race.
“When I’ve been out in the dis-

trict, people tell me, ‘They’re try-
ing to play the race card,’” he
said.

The Childers campaign is
counting on that reaction, as well
as an increased black turnout, fo-
cusing pre-election efforts on ral-
lying African-American voters
scattered through the small
towns of the district’s 24 mostly
rural counties. Mr. Davis, on the
other hand, is counting on Mr.
Cheney to help rally his base in
DeSoto County, which has about
20 percent of the district’s pop-
ulation, abuts Memphis and is the
fastest-growing in Mississippi.

Many voters here are already
motivated. 

“Folks in Mississippi just don’t
want Obama in there,” a Davis
supporter, Ken Franklin, said at a
barbecue restaurant in Hernan-
do, a Memphis exurb. “He’s too
liberal.” 

Referring to Mr. Childers and
Mr. Obama, he added: “He can’t
get rid of him. They’re hooked up
together.”

Republicans Use Obama as Weapon in Mississippi Contest
From Page A13

Kitty Bennett contributed report-
ing. 

A transcript of John McCain’s
speech: 

nytimes.com/politics
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Support for
mandatory limits that
the president opposes.
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To market, to market Outside
groups
swayed
Md. voteFirms

handed
‘guard’
the cash

Loophole helped oust
Wynn, Gilchrest; tactic
may be put in wide use

by Bradley Olson

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[ s un r e por t er]

Political interest groups working outside the
traditional confines of campaign finance laws
spent more than $4.3 million in twoMaryland
congressional races during this year’s primary,
according to newly released campaign finance
reports, and their success in defeating two in-
cumbents here could portend an expensive
and aggressive effort nationwide to target oth-
er swing districts in the comingmonths.
Liberal groups have gone after Rep. Albert R.
Wynn before, and conservative activists have
long tried to unseat Rep. Wayne T. Gilchrest.
But this year they were finally successful, de-
feating two long-serving politicians in what,
due to quirks of the national primary calen-
dar, were some of the first congressional pri-
maries in the nation.
Although the presidential primaries are al-
most complete, all but six states have yet to
hold congressional primaries. That made the
races in Maryland’s 1st and 4th Congressional
Districts test cases for how vulnerable incum-
bents might be in a year when voters appear
profoundly dissatisfied with Congress and in-
tent on change.
The lesson interest groups took is that this
year, their money could be well spent. Groups
that spent money in Maryland say they are
eyeing races in Arizona, California, Iowa and
Kentucky and are limited only by the ability to
find viable candidates to challenge incum-
bents.
“This is going to put people on notice,” said
Michael J.G. Cain, director of the Center for
the Study of Democracy at St. Mary’s College
of Maryland. “The days of independent con-
[Please see MONEY, 6A]

Ex-security worker
faces theft trial today

by Tyeesha Dixon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[ s un r e por t er]

On a December morning, a
man in a Dunbar Armored
uniform told employees at a
Bank of America branch in
Ellicott City that he had come
for a routine pickup. An em-
ployee handed him two bags
containing nearly $200,000,
and he left.
What the bank workers
didn’t know was that the man
didn’t work for the security
company.
Police say the cash was
picked up by Robert Allen
Flanagan, 38, a former Dunbar
employee who kept his uni-
form after losing his job. The
Pennsylvania man made the
rounds last fall at several busi-
nesses, picking up hundreds of
thousands of dollars along the
way, authorities allege.
The recent thefts in Howard
and Baltimore counties pale in
comparison with the robbery
of a Dunbar depot in Los An-
gles in 1997, where an employ-
ee masterminded a plot that
netted $18.9 million. But po-
lice say the local crimes — in-
volving the theft of more than
$270,000, the bulk of it stolen
after the first of Flanagan’s
two arrests — stand out for
their audacity.
“This was an unusual case
and certainly a brazen one,”
said Sherry Llewellyn, a
spokeswoman for the Howard
County Police Department.
“While bank robberies occur
from time to time in the coun-
ty, this type of case is not
something our detectives typi-
cally see.”
Flanagan’s trial in the Balti-
more County incidents is
scheduled for today in Tow-
son. A trial in Howard County
is set for June 17. In the two ju-
risdictions combined, Flana-
[Please see THEFTS, 6A]
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After her overnight shift at Johns Hopkins,
Jessie Domm, 29, picks up some lilacs on
opening day of the Baltimore Farmers’ Market
under the Jones Falls Expressway viaduct.
Among the area’s largest, the market offers lo-
cal produce, herbs and flowers, including
strawberry pots, at right, from Tomatoes Etc.
in Westminster. The market will be open 8
a.m. to noon Sundays through Dec. 21.

Israelis settle in Rockville
and create flavor of home
by Rona Marech

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[ s un r e por t er]

When Amir Mushkat was on the verge
of relocating to Maryland, a fellow Israe-
li gave him a strongly worded piece of
advice: Find a home within the 20852
ZIP code.
“He told me, ‘You go here. Don’t go
anywhere else,’ ” said Mushkat, a finan-
cial planner and father of three. “That’s
exactly what I did.”
When he moved to that slice of Rock-
ville 11 years ago, Mushkat found a

neighborhood that was home to so
many Israelis that residents have
adopted Hebrew names for one
sprawling apartment complex and the
adjacent neighborhood. Children talk in
Hebrew on the playground, supermar-
ket chains carry Israeli food products,
and more than 100 youths show up ev-
ery Sunday to participate — in Hebrew
only — in the Israeli Scouts. Some call
the area “Little Israel.”
“We consider it like living in Israel, but
in the United States,” said Mushkat, who
founded the Israeli Business Network of
Washington, a membership groupmade

up largely of Israelis who live in Rock-
ville.
No one knows exactly how it started.
Some say it was the esteemedMontgom-
ery County public schools or the proxim-
ity to the National Institutes of Health,
where scores of Israelis have fellowships.
But word passed from family to family
— some learned of Rockville from arti-
cles in Israeli publications — and over
time, the city of 47,000 has become a
lively hub for Israelis in theWashington-
Baltimore corridor.
Once he leaves the office, Izik Balely—

[Please see ROCKVILLE, 10A]

ELECTION 2008

Democrats
spar as key
votes nearAt 82, triathlon relay runner Bob Gralley

can run circles around many half his age
Obama, Clinton trade
accusations on Iran, gas taxSenior athlete sets

records of his own
[ m c c la t chy - t r i bune]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

INDIANAPOLIS // Barack Obama and Hilla-
ry Clinton tried mightily yesterday to con-
vince Indiana and North Carolina voters that
there are stark differences between the candi-
dates on Iran, gasoline tax freezes and other
key issues in the closing days before crucial
Democratic presidential primaries in those
states.
Clinton painted herself the sensitive champi-
on of themiddle class and the candidate of ex-
perience. Obama, on the other hand, present-
ed himself as a thoughtful agent of change,
someone who would not be lured by what
backers deride as sound-bite solutions to com-
plex issues.
Latest polls show Indiana as too close to call,
while Obama has a 5- to 9-percentage-point
advantage in North Carolina. Obama current-
ly leads in Democratic convention delegates,
1,742.5 to Clinton’s 1,607.5, with 2,025 needed
to nominate.
The candidates’ most vivid clash yesterday
involved a two-week-old Clinton comment
about how she would react if Iran attacked Is-
rael with nuclear weapons.
“We will attack Iran,” she told ABC on April
22. “In the next 10 years, during which they
might foolishly consider launching an attack
on Israel, we would be able to totally obliter-
ate them.”
Obama, appearing yesterday on NBC’s Meet

the Press, struck back with calm outrage. “It’s
[Please see CAMPAIGN, 5A]

WORLD

U.S.: IRAQIS
TRAINEDBY
HEZBOLLAH
American interrogation
reports derived from the
capture of militia fighters
provide detailed accounts
of Shiite militants being
trained near the Iranian
capital, Tehran.
>>>> PG 3A

WEATHER

SUNNY
High, 72: low, 49.
Yesterday’s high, 71;
low, 56. >>>> PG 12B

by Tanika White
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Bob Gralley’s heart belongs to his wife,
Betty, whom he has loved for 60 years.
But on this day, it’s a petite 29-year-old
blonde who makes his heart race. Liter-
ally.
Attached with tubes and straps to a
monitor that will take a snapshot of his
heart and lung health, Gralley runs on a
treadmill, as his young trainer methodi-
cally increases the speed. Faster, faster,
faster, faster, Gralley’s New Balance run-
ning shoes pound the mat of the whir-
ringmachine.
The trainer, Krista Schultz, had pre-
dicted Gralley’s heart would max out at
about 138 beats per minute, but at the
end of a 12-minute run, she had logged
his highest rate at 157 beats.
This would be a fine maximum for a
man of 63.
But Bob Gralley is 82 — and in two
weeks, he will run in the Columbia Tri-
athlon as the last leg of a relay team.
He’ll run about six miles after a team-
mate bikes about 25 miles and another

swims about amile.
“There are people half his age who
can’t run in a triathlon, much less peo-
ple who are his age,” said Dr. Shannon
Winakur, a cardiologist with Mid-Atlan-
tic Cardiovascular Associates and a
spokeswoman for the American Heart
Association. “It’s certainly not the norm
for an 82-year-old, but it is truly inspira-
tional.”
In fact, Gralley’s teammates on the
Erickson Retirement Communities-
sponsored team are half his age, and he
will be the oldest person ever to com-
pete in the annual event, which is
May 18 at Centennial Park, between Elli-
cott City and Columbia.
“That kind of drive is unbelievable,”
said Lee Corrigan, executive director of
the Under Armour BaltimoreMarathon,
which Gralley has run.
But Gralley shrugs off the awestruck
reaction his fitness level garners.
“My heart goes up when I’m near pret-
ty girls,” he said, by way of explanation,
as Schultz blushes.
Comely trainers notwithstanding, the
truth is that Gralley has been working
[Please see RUNNER, 7A]

Bob Gralley, 82, will be participating
in the 10K run of the Columbia Triath-
lon. He is the oldest person to partici-
pate in the race, which is May 18.
BARBARA HADDOCK TAYLOR
[SUN PHOTOGRAPHER]1 2 3 4 L
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By Jennifer Levitz

J
im Wharton, a 65-year-old store man-
ager for Sears Holding Corp., invested his
401(k) plan in conservative stock and
bond funds, and for years they held up
well. But in October, as the stock market

began to gyrate, Mr. Wharton decided he would
rather sit on the sidelines.

He shifted his entire 401(k) balance of
$350,000 intoastable-value fund—a low-risk, low-
yield fund that he considers an alternative to cash.
“It just seemed to me there was a lot of confusion
going on—even the government people and com-
mentators inNewYork didn’t knowwhatwashap-
pening,” says Mr. Wharton, of Queen Creek, Ariz.

Mr. Wharton isn’t the only jittery 401(k) inves-
tor trying toplan thenextmove. Just as the federal
2006 Pension Protection Act is pushing more em-
ployees into401(k) retirement-savingsplansbyen-
couraging employers to automatically enroll new
workers, the subprime-mortgage crisis is making
manysaversanxiousand leavingothers struggling
to pay bills. Some participants are dumping stocks
for cash or decreasing 401(k) contributions from
their paychecks. Although some do see the mar-

ket’sdownturnasanopportunity forbargainhunt-
ing and gained from April’s rally, others are won-
dering if they should stop contributing altogether.

And in a more-worrisome trend, borrowing
from these retirement plans is surging. At the end
of last year, 18% of workers had loans outstanding
from their plans, up from 11% in 2006, according to
a survey of 2,011 full-time employees released in
February by the Transamerica Center for Retire-
ment Studies, a nonprofit corporation funded by

Aegon NV’s Transamerica Life Insurance Co. With
homeprices falling nationwide, the loansmay be a
sign that cash-strapped consumers are raiding
their nest eggs to stay afloat, no longer able to tap
their houses for cash and up against their credit-
card limits.

Last year, Fidelity Investments in Boston, and
T. Rowe Price Group Inc. in Baltimore, saw in-
creases of 17% and 10%, respectively, from 2006 in

Please turn to page R2

By Ian Salisbury

I
t’s trial by fire.

In the heady markets of recent years,
fund companies rolled out lots of innova-
tivenewofferings.Now,with stockmarkets
world-wide down amid concern that the

U.S. is entering a serious recession, these innova-
tions are facing their first real test.

Some of these investment ideas could end up
looking like the Inter-
net-oriented funds that
sprouted in 1999 and
early 2000: symbols of
excess in the waning
days of a bull market.
Or the opposite could
happen. Hedge funds—
those largely unregu-
lated investment pools
for the wealthy—ce-
mented their popular-
ity when they demon-
strated their ability to
earn profits in the
steep bear market of
2000-2002.

We decided to take
a close look at some of
the fund-industry inno-
vationsof recentyears.
Some play to Ameri-
cans’ growing desire to
invest inemergingmar-
kets. Some tap into
small investors’ urge
to use the same hedge-
fund techniques as the rich. Others—target-date
funds—are designed to protect investors from
themselves, offering one-stop shopping that aims
to eliminate all the worry about what to buy and
when. Here are the categorieswe zeroed in on and
what we found:

BRIC FUNDS

MARKETING PITCH: A number of firms have rolled
out funds that focus onone ormoreof four emerg-
ing behemoths—Brazil, Russia, India and China.

Soaringmarkets in recentyears fueled investor in-
terest in the BRIC countries: Brazil’s benchmark
stock-market index jumped 185% over the four
years throughDec. 31,while Russia’s gained304%,
India’s 247%, and China’s 251%.

At least twonewIndia fundshavebeen launched
thisyear,ontopof threelastyear,givingU.S. individ-
ualswhowanttobeton Indiaalmost triple thenum-
berofoptionstheyhadjust twoyearsago.Thereare
now49 fundswith Brazil, Russia, India or China, or

some combination, in
their name. Altogether
theyhave$33billionun-
der management, ac-
cording to fund tracker
Morningstar Inc.

AVERAGE PERFORM-
ANCE: BRIC funds have
proved more volatile
than other emerging-
markets investments.
Overall, emerging-mar-
kets funds returned
about 22% over the 12
months through April
30; in the first four
months of this year
theyweredown4.26%.
Funds that describe
themselves as BRIC
funds returned 27%
over the past 12
months and were
down 14% this year
through April 30.
(Fund returns through

April 30 are preliminary.)
Templeton BRIC Fund is down about 8.33%

this year, but its lead manager, Mark Mobius, re-
mains bullish. “The outlook for emerging equity
markets in 2008 is good,” he writes in an email.
“We expect to end the year on a good note if cur-
rent conditions continue,” especially if commod-
ity prices remain high and consumer spending re-
mains strong in the BRIC countries.

LESSONS LEARNED: Most individual investors are
better off with a broadly diversified international

Please turn to page R5

Raiding the401(k)NestEgg
Amid volatile markets and a
possible recession, many workers
are anxious and struggling
to pay bills. The result:
conservative fund choices,
less invested and a jump
in ‘hardship’ loans

Checking for StormDamage:
How Innovations Have Fared
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By Tom Lauricella

A fter a long drought, “growth” stock
funds—which seek out companies posting
standout earnings gains—seem to have

found their footing. They sport single-digit gains
for the past few months, beating many other
funds in a generally downbeat market. The prob-
lem for investors, however, is a dearth of growth-
fund managers with long-term track records.

This is largely due to the many heads that
rolled, deservedly, among fund managers after
the tech-stock bubble collapsed earlier this de-
cade. Many growth funds retooled, and perform-
ance has sometimes improved. But investors
can’t easily size up whether the current man-
agers are one-hit wonders or if they can navi-
gate constantly changing markets.

How bad is the prob-
lem? Take a basic
screen of the 538 large-
company growth funds
in Morningstar Inc.’s da-
tabase whose returns
land them in the top
third of the category for
the past one, three and
five years. There are 45
options once you ex-
clude funds under $250
million and those closed
to new investments. But
toss out funds whose
managers haven’t been
on the job for at least
five years, and just 16
make the cut.

The list includes two
niche funds that most
investors may struggle

to fit into a portfolio: Franklin Dynatech Fund
buys stocks that “emphasize scientific or techno-
logical development,” and Amana Mutual
Funds Trust invests in accordance with Islamic
law, which means no companies that borrow or
lend money. Another is American Funds’ stal-
wart Growth Fund of America. Some analysts
fret that its big size—$180 billion—may make it
challenging to nimbly move in and out of stock
positions and eventually hurt performance; the
company says it isn’t a problem.

Of managers making the cut, many have been
thinking outside the style box, picking stocks that
historically haven’t shown up in growth funds: en-
ergy, basic materials and industrials. “It’s more
important to focus on what will be the catalyst
for positive change,” says Gary Rolle, a manager
of Transamerica Premier Diversified Equity
Fund since 1998. He has found catalysts in the
maturing of emerging economies and global de-
mand for infrastructure. Adds Mark Dawson, a
manager at Rainier Large Cap Equity Portfolio
since 1996: “You can’t get too rigid in your labels
of what’s a growth stock or a value stock.”
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Growth Funds Revive,
But Veterans at Helm
Are Difficult to Find

Mr. Lauricella is a staff reporter for The Wall
Street Journal, at tom.lauricella@wsj.com.

Call for a prospectus, which includes investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and
other information. Read and consider it carefully before investing. Mutual funds are subject
to risks. Connect with us, Vanguard, and the ship logo are trademarks of The Vanguard Group, Inc. All other marks are the exclusive property of their

respective owners. ©2008 The Vanguard Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Vanguard Marketing Corporation, Distributor.

Connect with us® > vanguard.com/handful > 800-984-5934

With Vanguard, choosing the right investments
can be easier than getting dressed.

Low-cost investing made simpler I Choices can be overwhelming—especially
when creating a portfolio. As a leader of low-cost fund investing for 30 years,
Vanguard knows that a simpler approach to investing may be better. Every investor
should ask a few key questions, then focus on just a few funds. Consider a handful
of funds that can meet the needs of most investors at vanguard.com/handful.
For more information on other funds, visit www.vanguard.com.
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 After traumatic brain injury, 
she lost everything but hope
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We wanted 
to send a 

message to 
the people 

who came and 
made it their 
own two-day 

party.
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�����������A fraction of 
the wealth enters villages 
despite billions in resources. 
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Pull Quote, Drop Quote 
 or Quote-Out

Summary Graf with bold lede-in
Sometimes called a Subhead.

(The lede-in substitutes for a kicker.)

Note that this Jump Line doesn’t refer 
to a specific page number, but rather the 

position of the Jump Page.

The article above has several unusual design 
aspects including the column width (roughly 3-on-
6½), a jump line that doesn’t have a specific page 
number, a headline style that is fairly complex to 
write, and the pull quote on the right.

In fact, the entire page (left) contains many com-
plex design elements. Note especially the variety of 
column widths and headline styles. The bottom tier 
has three column widths.

The item with the yellowish background in the right 
column (under “Currency bypasses the Bush”) is 
an editor’s note placed between the headline and 
the summary graf, a very unusual design choice.

Also note how the bold lede-in in the subhead acts 
as a kicker. This saves vertical space.

Such designs can attract readers who buy newspa-
pers from vending machines or newsstands.
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Bison, elk and yak among latest flavors
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 After traumatic brain injury, 
she lost everything but hope
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We wanted 
to send a 

message to 
the people 

who came and 
made it their 
own two-day 

party.
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despite billions in resources. 
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MARKET
GAUGE:

ROTATING

MARKET INDICATORS

MARKET GAUGE: ADVANCE-DECLINE LINE

Running total 
of N.Y.S.E. 
stocks rising 
in price 
minus stocks 
falling in 
price. The 
measure is 
the simplest 
indicator of 
the market’s 
broad direc-
tion. Jan. 1, 
2003 = 0.

The New York Times
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CONSOLIDATED TRADING/MONDAY, MAY 12, 2003

MIN BY MIN

ë+21.25

Source: Reuters

Noon 2 p.m. 4 p.m.10 a.m.

THE DOW MINUTE-BY-MINUTE

The New York Times
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Previous 
close: 8,604.60

Position of the Dow Jones industrial average 
at 1-minute intervals yesterday.

ë ë
Close
High
Low
%⁄Chg

8,726.73
8,743.47
8,569.44

+1.42

Close
High
Low
%⁄Chg

1,541.40
1,544.41
1,512.72

+1.40

Close
High
Low
%⁄Chg

945.11
946.84
929.30
+1.25

DOW JONES NASDAQ S.&P. 500

+122.13 +11.70

The tables above, including the one for the Dow Jones industrial average, reflect the indexes’ actual
highs and lows for the day.  The theoretical highs and lows of the various Dow Jones averages,
calculated from the intraday high and low of each stock in each average, appear in the table below. 

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Lucent 545626 2.17 +0.02
Pfizer 205746 33.25 +0.60
NortelNw 203591 2.83 +0.10
AOL TW 192018 13.32 +0.30
Agere 176440 2.43 +0.13
GenElec 143666 28.97 ◊0.03
SBC Com 143169 24.64 +0.97
Motorola 133513 8.08 +0.11
TexInst 132920 19.67 ◊0.33
EMC Cp 120991 9.94 +0.45
AMR 119763 6.99 +0.39
ExxonMbl 119646 35.55 +0.08
Altria 115400 33.10 +1.40
MicronT 113738 9.82 +0.17
HewlettP 111246 17.41 +0.07

BritEgy rs 5665 8.16 +1.87 +29.7
HarmG wt 11 6.34 +0.78 +14.0
Americdt 41735 7.11 +0.75 +11.8
OMI Cp 19918 5.45 +0.57 +11.7
WDigitl 106261 10.48 +1.01 +10.7
vjUSG 6280 9.74 +0.84 + 9.4
Wabash 4970 12.00 +1.02 + 9.3
AaronRnt 1027 24.98 +1.93 + 8.4
ChinSAir 126 11.80 +0.88 + 8.1
CircCity s 26349 6.69 +0.47 + 7.6
ML Qst8 72 17.30 +1.19 + 7.4
Teradyn 46676 14.01 +0.95 + 7.3
Orthodon 4566 7.04 +0.47 + 7.2
AnnTaylr 20187 24.92 +1.65 + 7.1
CIBER 3221 6.45 +0.42 + 7.0

CHANGES DOWN
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

CHANGES UP
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

MOST ACTIVE
Vol (100) Last Chg

CHANGES DOWN
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

CHANGES UP
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

MOST ACTIVE
Vol (100) Last Chg

CHANGES DOWN
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

CHANGES UP
Vol (100) Last Chg %⁄Chg

MOST ACTIVE
Vol (100) Last Chg

ChiYuc 1348 5.80 ◊0.56 ◊ 8.8
NelsnB 141 11.74 ◊1.09 ◊ 8.5
Amerc pf 924 14.05 ◊0.80 ◊ 5.4
SCPIE 177 9.98 ◊0.47 ◊ 4.5
NVPCa pfB 71 23.00 ◊1.05 ◊ 4.4
21CentIns 157 14.01 ◊0.63 ◊ 4.3
FTI Cnslt 11580 41.57 ◊1.81 ◊ 4.2
Wellchce n 6861 23.50 ◊1.03 ◊ 4.2
TotalSA wt 62 24.40 ◊1.00 ◊ 3.9
Pearson 3054 8.20 ◊0.32 ◊ 3.8
UnitInd 428 13.84 ◊0.54 ◊ 3.8
AnthCap 9848 11.78 ◊0.45 ◊ 3.7
GtAtPc 2558 6.44 ◊0.25 ◊ 3.7
PerezCo 1878 7.27 ◊0.28 ◊ 3.7
TelSPaulo 101 11.50 ◊0.44 ◊ 3.7

NYSE VOLUME VOLUME

NASDAQ

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE

DwyerGp 3213 6.55 +2.30 +54.1
CybrOpt 604 5.93 +1.38 +30.3
NikuCp rs 2609 6.29 +1.11 +21.4
OnyxAcc 261 5.19 +0.85 +19.6
Margo 3 5.92 +0.92 +18.4
TAT Tch 674 5.02 +0.75 +17.6
Tripos 363 5.95 +0.87 +17.1
Mobius 2159 6.06 +0.85 +16.3
FactData 2890 13.50 +1.79 +15.3
ImpaxLab 9983 6.92 +0.90 +15.0
JksvllBcIL 19 16.10 +2.10 +15.0
TowerS 561 5.34 +0.69 +14.8
CmtyCpBc 8 13.75 +1.75 +14.6
NetRatn 2314 7.90 +1.00 +14.5
TimberSf 277 6.25 +0.78 +14.3

ATechCer 193 5.58 +0.48 + 9.4
HungTel 1315 13.23 +1.08 + 8.9
DotHill 5246 8.92 +0.72 + 8.8
AlarisMed 628 9.49 +0.62 + 7.0
HanovCap 536 9.52 +0.48 + 5.3
MS SP08 139 9.77 +0.49 + 5.3
ML EMC 40 10.42 +0.50 + 5.0
MScsco03 n 33 8.56 +0.41 + 5.0
AResInvTr 466 7.35 +0.34 + 4.9
MLS10 2-07 39 8.50 +0.40 + 4.9

XOMA 47440 4.72 ◊0.77 ◊14.0
SierraBc 341 16.79 ◊2.21 ◊11.6
Parkrvsn 1083 8.85 ◊1.12 ◊11.2
CentyRT n 1 11.50 ◊1.24 ◊ 9.7
CFC Intl 19 5.50 ◊0.45 ◊ 7.6
FFedKY 49 33.40 ◊2.60 ◊ 7.2
Inforte 649 6.45 ◊0.50 ◊ 7.2
Rdiff.cm 7108 6.04 ◊0.44 ◊ 6.8
EpixMed n 767 9.11 ◊0.63 ◊ 6.5
Oce NV 103 9.49 ◊0.61 ◊ 6.0
TB Woods 51 5.91 ◊0.38 ◊ 6.0
MsnDII pf 10 20.90 ◊1.30 ◊ 5.9
TranIn 29 4.80 ◊0.30 ◊ 5.9
CarlCm 139 8.15 ◊0.50 ◊ 5.8
EagleBn 20 13.00 ◊0.78 ◊ 5.7

Medifast n 3526 8.26 ◊0.49 ◊ 5.6
FreqEl 223 8.99 ◊0.41 ◊ 4.4
ChartMM 3154 18.70 ◊0.80 ◊ 4.1
ASciE 69 8.30 ◊0.30 ◊ 3.5
ArenaRs n 70 5.60 ◊0.20 ◊ 3.4
QuadCty pf 8 10.30 ◊0.35 ◊ 3.3
HallwdGrp 32 16.45 ◊0.54 ◊ 3.2
McRae A 24 6.75 ◊0.20 ◊ 2.9
NHltcre 75 19.71 ◊0.54 ◊ 2.7
ML Def09 n 40 8.70 ◊0.23 ◊ 2.6

SunMicro 1250282 4.21 +0.34
Cisco 967945 16.67 +0.72
Intel 682315 19.99 +0.41
Microsoft s 536313 26.21 ◊0.14
SiriusS 509493 1.06 +0.09
ApldMatl 411044 15.72 +0.64
Oracle 335424 12.46 +0.04
DellCptr 305794 31.90 +0.81
Nvidia 249935 20.77 ◊0.60
NextelC 249665 13.94 +0.68
JDS Uniph 248510 3.37 +0.10
BrcdeCm 208694 6.69 +0.26
JnprNtw 162941 12.53 +0.53
SiebelSys 151562 9.26 ◊0.27
Qualcom 144598 31.12 +0.01

Nasd100Tr 661687 28.84 +0.43
SPDR 347285 94.88 +1.15
BootsCts 80938 0.54 +0.02
DJIA Diam 79570 87.34 +1.17
SemiHTr 56844 28.55 +0.62
Viragen 55462 0.15 *
CptTImg 46490 0.30 ◊0.06
EagleBbnd 40652 0.28 +0.05
Probex 29478 0.08 *
DevonE 28652 47.81 +0.48

Advances 1,150,925,320

Declines 203,906,310

Total 1,387,500,000

Composite Total 1,781,177,020

Year to Date 128,187,190,000

2002 to Date 122,177,190,000

NYSE NASDAQ AMEX

1,438,007,908

291,771,028

1,754,458,969

132,252,461,000

162,387,811,000

56,484,520

5,466,570

64,056,000

207,597,090

5,390,873,000

5,031,902,000

Regular Session 1,359,278,750
Fixed Price Session 8,055,000
Basket Session 8,666,950

NASD 249,713,180
Chicago 71,492,440
Boston 40,526,200
Philadelphia 12,018,000
Cincinnati 11,926,200
ArcaEx 8,001,000

NYSE VOLUME

N.Y.S.E. VOLUME

In billions of shares
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LATE STOCK TRADING

INDEX TO TABLES

Regular 6:35 P.M.Early/Late Daily LateVol
Stock Exch. Last Last Chg High Low (100)

Vol 6:35 P.M. Early/Late
Stock Exch. (100) Last Chg %Chg

Regular 6:35 P.M.Early/Late Daily LateVol
Stock Exch. Last Last Chg High Low (100)

GenElec N 28.97 28.97 * 29.07 28.75 16708
Nasd100Tr A 28.84 28.84 * 28.96 28.17 14240
SPDR A 94.88 94.78 ◊0.10 95.12 93.28 13956
CtryTel un N 27.45 27.22 ◊0.23 27.55 27.20 12244
Agilent N 16.30 16.30 * 16.39 15.72 12022
CntryTel N 32.49 32.50 +0.01 32.65 32.35 7985
BostSci N 48.00 48.01 +0.01 48.29 46.51 7426
Intel Q 19.99 20.04 +0.05 20.08 19.43 6980
USSteel N 14.28 14.28 * 14.35 13.95 6753
AmIntGp N 56.35 56.36 +0.01 56.53 55.27 6656
Cisco Q 16.67 16.64 ◊0.03 16.78 16.23 6270
JohnJn N 56.16 56.35 +0.19 56.40 55.55 6145
ApldMatl Q 15.72 15.80 +0.08 15.85 15.09 5819
Citigrp N 39.39 39.40 +0.01 39.65 38.43 4830
BrMySq N 26.32 26.32 * 26.48 25.83 4506
ChesEng N 9.08 9.08 * 9.26 8.98 4322

Merck N 59.00 59.00 * 59.10 57.76 4081
BarrickG N 17.33 17.32 ◊0.01 17.42 17.28 4017
LehmBr N 66.70 66.70 * 67.42 64.63 3982
Chubb un N 26.60 26.52 ◊0.08 26.60 26.15 3925
HostMarr N 8.39 8.39 * 8.41 8.15 3924
Microsoft s Q 26.21 26.16 ◊0.05 26.47 26.06 3798
DellCptr Q 31.90 32.00 +0.10 32.33 30.92 3713
Xerox N 10.35 10.35 * 10.43 10.10 3686
JPMorgCh N 30.94 30.94 * 30.99 29.77 3436
Westell Q 5.37 5.40 +0.03 5.52 5.25 3000
ExxonMbl N 35.55 35.55 * 35.60 35.21 2944
Oracle Q 12.46 12.46 * 12.53 12.20 2417
NextelC Q 13.94 13.94 * 14.05 13.34 2404
Compuwre Q 5.03 5.05 +0.02 5.10 4.78 2383
BrcdeCm Q 6.69 6.69 * 6.94 6.47 2303
DmRes pfU N 51.25 51.25 * 51.25 50.90 2250

iShBrazil A 30 13.75 + 2.95 +27.3
FlagstrB N 14 39.00 + 2.45 + 6.7
NikuCp rs Q 2 6.55 + 0.26 + 4.1
Sanmina Q 782 5.55 + 0.19 + 3.5
BMC Sft N 28 15.86 + 0.52 + 3.4
Cerdyn Q 45 15.20 + 0.48 + 3.3
Blockbstr N 41 19.03 + 0.58 + 3.1
AMCC Q 2182 5.10 + 0.15 + 3.0
Quidel Q 2 6.13 + 0.16 + 2.7
ClosMed Q 21 22.00 + 0.50 + 2.3
iShJapan A 5 7.00 + 0.16 + 2.3
SouAfrica N 476 12.38 + 0.28 + 2.3
HarisHa Q 8 5.60 + 0.12 + 2.2
IntParfu Q 7 7.00 + 0.15 + 2.2
WmsCos N 190 7.15 + 0.15 + 2.1
SecComp n Q 3 7.00 + 0.14 + 2.0
JD Edwr Q 197 11.72 + 0.22 + 1.9
Pengrth g N 5 11.00 + 0.20 + 1.9
Sanofi n N 2 32.00 + 0.60 + 1.9
NthValBcp Q 5 25.45 + 0.45 + 1.8
PSS Wrld Q 6 5.69 + 0.10 + 1.8
SoUnCo N 84 13.01 + 0.22 + 1.7
CTI Mole n Q 88 17.70 + 0.28 + 1.6
CEurMed s Q 18 16.25 + 0.25 + 1.6
XM Sat Q 1168 10.15 + 0.16 + 1.6

QLT Q 963 11.24 ◊ 1.66 ◊12.9
NetRatn Q 130 7.10 ◊ 0.80 ◊10.1
SonicSol Q 35 6.26 ◊ 0.40 ◊ 6.0
FactData Q 117 12.72 ◊ 0.78 ◊ 5.8
USHmSy Q 2 6.30 ◊ 0.31 ◊ 4.7
WrlssFc Q 209 8.20 ◊ 0.39 ◊ 4.5
LfelneS Q 2 23.00 ◊ 0.99 ◊ 4.1
BebeStrs Q 1 16.61 ◊ 0.68 ◊ 3.9
ScottAnnL N 250 19.16 ◊ 0.69 ◊ 3.5
Modine Q 3 20.75 ◊ 0.72 ◊ 3.4
PacIntrnet Q 42 9.20 ◊ 0.31 ◊ 3.3
GaPacif N 25 17.80 ◊ 0.57 ◊ 3.1
HlthTroncs Q 97 8.04 ◊ 0.26 ◊ 3.1
AEP un N 118 40.14 ◊ 1.25 ◊ 3.0
AnnTaylr N 16 24.20 ◊ 0.72 ◊ 2.9
MTS Q 1 13.59 ◊ 0.40 ◊ 2.9
BackYrd Q 1 5.87 ◊ 0.16 ◊ 2.7
Radvisn Q 1 6.10 ◊ 0.16 ◊ 2.6
RavenInd s Q 1 15.90 ◊ 0.43 ◊ 2.6
NeimM A N 4 32.53 ◊ 0.82 ◊ 2.5
Apogee Q 50 6.05 ◊ 0.15 ◊ 2.4
Martek Q 1 32.76 ◊ 0.79 ◊ 2.4
FstCnslt Q 50 5.50 ◊ 0.13 ◊ 2.3
MonCasn Q 70 7.98 ◊ 0.19 ◊ 2.3
Sicor Q 2 18.72 ◊ 0.45 ◊ 2.3

MOST ACTIVE, 6:35 P.M. NEW YORK CLOSE

CHANGES UP CHANGES DOWN
Vol 6:35 P.M. Early/Late

Stock Exch. (100) Last Chg %Chg

In late trading, until 6:35 p.m., these were the 30 most active stocks yesterday. The percent
change reflects the activity during the extended session only, not during the regular day. The
highs and the lows  reflect activity during the regular day and late trading. The volume represents
late trading only.

The exchange symbol N refers to the New York Stock Exchange, Q represents the Nasdaq
national market system and A represents the American Stock Exchange.

S&P 500
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AAL
BalancedA  m ⁄10.98 + 0.6 + 6.3
BalancedI ⁄10.97 + 0.6 + 6.5
BondA  m ⁄10.41 + 0.1 + 4.2
CapGrowA  m ⁄26.13 + 1.0 + 7.7
CapGrowB  m ⁄24.88 + 1.0 + 7.2
CapGrowI ⁄26.21 + 1.0 + 7.9
EqIncA  m⁄10.48 + 1.3 + 5.7
HiYldA  m ⁄6.30 + 0.1 +13.4
IntlA  m ⁄6.87 + 0.6 + 1.2
LgCoIdxI ⁄6.51 + 1.2 + 8.0
MidCapA  m ⁄11.17 + 1.3 + 6.0
MuniBondA  m ⁄11.64 + 0.2 + 2.7
SmCapStkA  m ⁄12.08 + 1.2 + 6.4

AAM/DFA
2YrFxI ⁄10.22 ... + 1.1

AARP Investment
BalAARP ⁄15.46 + 0.8 + 7.1
CapGrAARP ⁄35.37 + 1.2 + 9.7
GNMA ⁄15.43 ... + 1.1
Glob ⁄18.34 + 0.9 + 2.9
GroInc ⁄17.29 + 1.2 + 8.4
Income ⁄13.05 + 0.2 + 3.5
MgdMuni ⁄9.42 + 0.3 + 2.3
PathGrow  p ⁄10.41 + 1.0 + 4.2
ShtTmBd ⁄10.69 ... + 1.4

ABN AMRO
ChgoCBalN  b ⁄10.35 + 1.1 + 4.4
ChgoCpBdI ⁄10.31 + 0.2 + 2.9
ChgoCpBdN  b ⁄10.31 + 0.2 + 2.8
ChgoCpGrI ⁄19.11 + 1.5 + 5.0
ChgoCpGrN  b ⁄18.96 + 1.5 + 4.9
EqPlusI ⁄12.56 + 1.2 + 8.1
InvGrBdI ⁄10.08 ... + 1.8
MtgClBalN ⁄15.27 + 0.7 + 5.0
MtgClBalN  b⁄15.27 + 0.8 + 4.9
MtgClGrI ⁄19.91 + 1.1 + 6.4
MtgClGrN  b ⁄19.77 + 1.0 + 6.3
TalonMCN  b ⁄16.72 + 1.1 +11.1
ValueN  b ⁄8.72 + 1.0 + 3.5
VerAgGrI ⁄* + 1.4 +13.4
VerAgrGrN  b⁄12.21 + 1.5 +13.4

AHA
DivrEq ⁄12.29 + 1.2 + 6.7
LtdMatFI ⁄10.86 + 0.1 + 1.2

AIM
AggGrowA  m ⁄7.70 + 1.2 + 5.3
AggGrowB  m ⁄7.40 + 1.2 + 5.0
AggrGrC  m ⁄7.40 + 1.2 + 5.0
AsPacGrA  m⁄8.67 + 1.0 + 0.9
BalA  m ⁄21.81 + 0.9 + 5.4
BalB  m ⁄21.75 + 0.9 + 5.1
BalC  m ⁄21.78 + 0.9 + 5.1
BasBalB  m ⁄9.87 + 1.1 + 4.4
BasicValA  m⁄23.42 + 1.6 + 7.1
BasicValB  m⁄22.35 + 1.6 + 6.9
BlueChA  m ⁄9.76 + 1.3 + 9.2
BlueChB  m ⁄9.36 + 1.3 + 8.8
BlueChC  m ⁄9.36 + 1.3 + 8.8
CapDevA  m ⁄13.92 + 1.0 + 7.2
CapDevB  m ⁄13.23 + 1.1 + 7.0
CapDevC  m ⁄13.22 + 1.0 + 7.0
CharterA  m⁄10.09 + 1.2 + 5.0
CharterB  m ⁄9.70 + 1.0 + 4.6
CharterC  m⁄9.73 + 1.1 + 4.7
ConInst ⁄19.29 + 1.4 + 8.3
ConstellA  m ⁄17.98 + 1.4 + 8.1
ConstellB  m ⁄17.04 + 1.4 + 7.8
ConstellC  m ⁄17.03 + 1.4 + 7.9
DemTrendA  m ⁄6.59 + 1.7 +12.6
DemTrendB  m ⁄6.42 + 1.6 +12.4
DemTrendC  m ⁄6.42 + 1.6 +12.4
DevMkt A  m⁄7.67 + 1.6 + 6.2
EmergGrA  m ⁄4.88 + 1.0 +13.2
EuroGrA  m ⁄16.95 + 0.6 + 8.5
EuroGrB  m ⁄16.33 + 0.6 + 8.3
GlAggGrA  m⁄11.72 + 0.9 + 6.2
GlAggGrB  m⁄11.06 + 0.8 + 5.9
GlFinSvA  m⁄20.26 + 1.3 + 7.8
GlFinSvB  m ⁄19.43 + 1.3 + 7.6
GlGrowA  m⁄13.06 + 0.8 + 5.2
GlGrowB  m⁄12.44 + 0.7 + 4.9
GlHlthCrA  m ⁄22.04 + 1.2 + 2.3
GlHlthCrB  m⁄20.26 + 1.1 + 2.1
GlIncA  m ⁄9.02 + 0.2 + 7.9
GlSciTchA  m ⁄5.31 + 1.7 +13.7
GlSciTchB  m ⁄4.94 + 1.6 +13.3
GlUtilA  m ⁄11.35 + 0.5 + 2.0
GlobTrndA  m ⁄10.78 + 0.9 + 8.3
HiIncMuA  m ⁄8.72 ... + 2.7
HiYldA  m ⁄4.06 ... +13.4
HiYldB  m ⁄4.07 ... +13.1
HiYldC  m ⁄4.06 ... +13.2
IncomeA  m ⁄6.73 + 0.1 + 6.8
IncomeB  m ⁄6.74 + 0.1 + 6.5
IntGovtA  m ⁄9.49 + 0.1 + 1.3
IntGovtB  m ⁄9.51 ... + 0.9
IntGovtC  m ⁄9.48 ... + 1.0
IntlGrA  m ⁄13.05 + 0.4 + 2.1
IntlGrB  m ⁄12.31 + 0.4 + 1.8
IntlGrC  m⁄12.32 + 0.4 + 1.8
LgCpBValA  m⁄10.02 + 1.6 + 6.9
LgCpBValB  m ⁄9.84 + 1.7 + 6.7
LrgCapGrA  m⁄7.77 + 1.6 +10.1
LtdMatRtA  m ⁄10.50 ... + 0.6
MidCapGrA  m ⁄7.30 + 1.0 +10.1
MidCapGrB  m ⁄7.12 + 1.0 + 9.9
MidCpCrA  m ⁄22.20 + 1.1 + 4.8
MidCpCrB  m ⁄20.32 + 1.0 + 4.6
MidCpCrC  m ⁄20.30 + 1.0 + 4.6
MuniBdA  m⁄8.25 + 0.1 + 2.8
MuniBdB  m⁄8.26 + 0.1 + 2.5
OppI A  m ⁄10.75 + 0.7 + 5.7
OppI B  m ⁄10.25 + 0.7 + 5.6
OppIIA  m ⁄14.71 + 0.6 + 5.3
OppIIIA  m ⁄7.40 + 0.8 + 7.2
OppIIIB  m ⁄7.24 + 0.8 + 7.1
PrmEqA  m⁄8.11 + 1.1 + 8.0
PrmEqB  m⁄7.60 + 1.1 + 7.5
PrmEqC  m⁄7.61 + 1.2 + 7.6
RealEstA  m⁄16.24 + 0.4 +11.0
RealEstB  m ⁄16.29 + 0.4 +10.8
RealEstC  m ⁄16.26 + 0.4 +10.8
SelEqA  m ⁄12.69 + 1.1 + 6.0
SelEqB  m ⁄11.48 + 1.1 + 5.7
SmCapEqA  m ⁄8.84 + 0.9 + 7.4
SmCapGrA  m⁄19.97 + 1.2 + 8.1
SmCapGrB  m⁄18.85 + 1.2 + 7.8
SmCpEqB  m ⁄8.69 + 0.9 + 7.2
StratIncA  m⁄8.14 + 0.4 + 8.0
Summit  m ⁄7.85 + 1.3 + 9.0
TaxFInt  f ⁄11.82 + 0.2 + 2.5
WeingartA  m ⁄10.15 + 1.5 + 9.8
WeingartB  m ⁄9.41 + 1.5 + 9.5
WeingartC  m ⁄9.42 + 1.5 + 9.5

AXA Rosenberg
USSmCpIs ⁄9.99 + 1.0 + 6.6
USSmCpSel  b ⁄* + 1.0 + 6.5
ValLgShIn ⁄10.09 ◊ 0.3 ◊ 2.8

Accessor
Growth ⁄18.53 + 1.2 + 8.4
IntlEq ⁄9.96 + 0.5 + 3.2
MtgSec ⁄13.01 ◊ 0.2 + 1.1
ShortInt ⁄12.40 + 0.1 + 1.8
SmMidCap ⁄15.84 + 1.1 + 8.5
Value ⁄14.46 + 1.3 + 6.4

Activa
IntmdBdA  b ⁄10.87 + 0.2 + 3.2
ValueA  b ⁄5.90 + 1.4 + 6.1

Advance Capital I
Balanced  b⁄16.76 + 0.8 + 7.2
Bond  b ⁄10.19 + 0.2 + 6.2
EqGrow  b ⁄19.87 + 1.4 +11.2
RetInc  b ⁄10.13 + 0.2 + 6.3

Advantus
CornrstA  m⁄12.00 + 1.1 + 7.0
MtgSecA  m ⁄11.06 + 0.1 + 2.5

Advisors' Inner Crcl
C&BMdCpVl  b⁄* + 1.0 + 8.2
FMASmCo ⁄17.22 + 0.7 + 6.4
ICMSmCo ⁄25.53 + 1.0 + 6.8
LSVValEq ⁄10.54 + 1.3 + 5.1
McKIntl ⁄7.63 + 0.7 + 4.7
RHJMicCp ⁄13.96 + 1.1 + 7.4
RHJSmMid⁄11.06 + 0.8 + 4.5
SCSmCVIns ⁄13.27 + 1.4 + 8.3
SirBondIs ⁄9.86 + 0.2 + 2.8
SirSpEIs ⁄4.29 + 0.9 + 5.7
TSWIntlEq ⁄9.63 + 1.3 + 4.2

Aegis Value
Val ⁄13.33 + 0.9 + 5.3

Alger Group
BalA  f ⁄16.91 + 1.0 + 9.0
BalB  m ⁄16.56 + 1.0 + 8.7
BalC  m ⁄16.63 + 1.0 + 8.7
CapApInsI ⁄9.74 + 1.5 +15.4
CapApprA  f⁄6.80 + 1.5 +15.8
CapApprB  m ⁄6.44 + 1.4 +15.6
CapApprC  m ⁄6.44 + 1.6 +15.6
LgCGrInsI ⁄9.42 + 1.5 +12.4
LrCapGrwA  f ⁄7.81 + 1.6 +12.5
LrCapGrwB  m ⁄7.36 + 1.5 +12.4
MdCpGInsI ⁄11.79 + 1.7 +12.4
MidCapGrA  f ⁄6.01 + 1.7 +12.1
MidCapGrB  m ⁄5.64 + 1.6 +11.7
SmCapA  f ⁄3.11 + 1.3 + 9.1
SmCapB  m ⁄2.92 + 1.4 + 9.0
SmCpInstI ⁄11.91 + 1.0 + 8.7

Alliance Bernstein
AmerGovIA  m⁄7.64 + 0.3 +11.6
AmerGovIB  m⁄7.65 + 0.4 +11.5
AmerGovIC  m⁄7.67 + 0.4 +11.5
BalShrA  m⁄14.10 + 1.0 + 7.6
BalShrAdv ⁄14.12 + 1.0 + 7.8
BalShrB  m⁄13.45 + 1.0 + 7.3
BalShrC  m⁄13.51 + 1.0 + 7.4
BdCorpBdA  m ⁄11.98 + 0.1 +10.2
BdCorpBdB  m ⁄11.97 ... + 9.9
BdCorpBdC  m ⁄11.98 + 0.1 +10.0
BdUSGovtA  m ⁄7.49 + 0.1 + 2.2
BdUSGovtB  m ⁄7.49 + 0.1 + 1.9
BdUSGovtC  m ⁄7.50 + 0.1 + 1.9
DiscValA  m⁄11.71 + 1.4 +15.1
DispValB  m ⁄11.45 + 1.4 +14.8
EmgMkDbtA  m ⁄7.84 + 0.8 +23.0
EmgMkDbtB  m ⁄7.92 + 0.8 +22.7
EmgMkDbtC  m ⁄7.93 + 0.8 +22.6
GlbValAdv ⁄9.03 + 1.1 + 9.1
GloStrInB  m ⁄8.73 + 0.2 + 9.4
GrowA  m ⁄24.18 + 1.5 +11.1
GrowB  m ⁄17.06 + 1.5 +10.9
GrowC  m⁄17.08 + 1.4 +10.8
GrowIncA  m ⁄2.81 + 1.4 + 8.5
GrowIncAd ⁄2.82 + 1.4 + 8.5
GrowIncB  m ⁄2.77 + 1.5 + 8.4
GrowIncC  m ⁄2.77 + 1.1 + 8.0
HiYldA  m ⁄5.87 ... +11.5
HiYldAdv ⁄5.88 + 0.2 +11.8
HiYldB  m ⁄5.87 ... +11.2
HiYldC  m ⁄5.88 + 0.2 +11.4
HlthCareA  m⁄9.75 + 1.2 + 6.3
HlthCareB  m⁄9.49 + 1.3 + 6.0
IntDivA  m⁄14.39 + 0.1 + 2.0
IntlValA  m ⁄10.52 + 0.7 +10.4
IntlValB  m ⁄10.44 + 0.7 +10.1
IntmDivB  m⁄14.39 + 0.1 + 1.8
IntmDivC  m ⁄14.39 + 0.1 + 1.8
IntmNYMA  m ⁄14.25 + 0.2 + 1.9
MidCpGrA  m ⁄3.90 + 1.8 +18.5
MinnA  m ⁄10.29 + 0.1 + 3.2
MuInCAA  m ⁄10.93 + 0.2 + 1.8
MuInCAB  m ⁄10.93 + 0.2 + 1.6
MuInCAC  m ⁄10.93 + 0.2 + 1.6
MuInIIAZA  m ⁄10.82 + 0.1 + 1.4
MuInIIAZB  m⁄10.80 + 0.1 + 1.2
MuInIIFLA  m ⁄10.37 + 0.1 + 2.9
MuInIIFLB  m ⁄10.38 + 0.1 + 2.6
MuInIIFLC  m ⁄10.38 + 0.1 + 2.6
MuInIIMAA  m ⁄10.96 + 0.1 + 2.2
MuInIIMAB  m ⁄10.94 + 0.2 + 2.0
MuInIINJA  m ⁄9.98 + 0.1 + 2.9
MuInIINJB  m ⁄9.99 + 0.2 + 2.8
MuInIIOHA  m ⁄10.08 + 0.2 + 3.0
MuInIIOHB  m ⁄10.07 + 0.1 + 2.7
MuInIIOHC  m ⁄10.08 + 0.2 + 2.8
MuInIIPAA  m⁄10.53 + 0.1 + 2.6
MuInIIPAB  m⁄10.53 + 0.1 + 2.3
MuInIIVAA  m⁄10.81 + 0.1 + 3.0
MuInIIVAB  m⁄10.79 + 0.1 + 2.8

MuInNYA  m⁄9.89 + 0.1 + 2.2
MuInNYB  m⁄9.88 + 0.1 + 2.0
MuInNYC  m⁄9.89 + 0.2 + 2.1
MuInNatlA  m⁄9.98 + 0.1 + 1.8
MuInNatlB  m⁄9.97 + 0.1 + 1.6
MuInNatlC  m ⁄9.98 + 0.2 + 1.7
MuInsCAA  m ⁄14.50 + 0.2 + 2.3
MuInsNatA  m ⁄10.16 + 0.2 + 2.7
MuMIA  m ⁄10.91 + 0.2 + 2.7
MuMIB  m ⁄10.89 + 0.2 + 2.5
MuMIC  m⁄10.89 + 0.2 + 2.5
MultiStrA  m⁄5.87 ... + 1.2
NewEurA  m ⁄11.84 + 0.7 + 5.1
NewEurB  m ⁄10.62 + 0.7 + 4.7
PremGrA  m⁄15.07 + 1.3 + 9.7
PremGrAdv ⁄15.44 + 1.4 + 9.8
PremGrB  m ⁄13.83 + 1.4 + 9.4
PremGrC  m ⁄13.86 + 1.4 + 9.5
PremGrIsI ⁄8.17 + 1.4 + 9.7
QualB  m ⁄10.78 + 0.1 + 2.2
QualBdA  m⁄10.79 + 0.1 + 2.3
QualBdAdv ⁄10.79 + 0.1 + 2.7
QuasarA  m ⁄15.18 + 1.1 + 9.6
QuasarB  m ⁄13.01 + 1.2 + 9.2
QuasarIsI ⁄5.89 + 1.2 +10.1
RealEIsI ⁄8.65 + 0.6 +10.6
RealEstAd ⁄12.49 + 0.5 +10.5
RealEstB  m ⁄12.51 + 0.5 +10.2
SelBiTchA  m⁄4.57 + 2.7 +17.2
SelBiTchB  m⁄4.48 + 2.8 +17.0
SelTechB  m ⁄2.66 + 1.5 +12.2
SmCpValA  m ⁄11.69 + 1.6 + 8.2
SmCpVlAdv⁄11.71 + 1.6 + 8.3
TechA  m ⁄42.88 + 1.4 +11.8
TechAdv ⁄43.80 + 1.4 +11.9
TechB  m ⁄39.37 + 1.4 +11.5
TechC  m ⁄39.38 + 1.4 +11.5
USGovtAdv ⁄7.50 + 0.1 + 2.2
UtilIncB  m ⁄11.27 + 0.5 + 2.4
ValueA  m ⁄9.50 + 1.3 + 5.9
ValueC  m ⁄9.45 + 1.3 + 5.6
WorldPriA  m ⁄* ... NA

Alpine
RelIncGrY ⁄14.86 + 0.4 + 9.2

Am Skandia Adv
ACStrBalB  m ⁄11.07 + 0.8 + 5.6
AllGrIncB  m ⁄10.46 + 1.5 +10.6
FedHiYldB  m ⁄6.99 ... +10.0
GldSCntGA  m ⁄10.19 + 1.3 + 9.1
GldSCntGB  m ⁄8.89 + 1.4 + 8.9
GldSCntGC  m ⁄8.86 + 1.3 + 9.0
InvCapInB  m ⁄11.06 + 1.0 + 6.1
MarCapGrA  m ⁄10.86 + 1.5 + 7.7
MarCapGrB  m ⁄10.61 + 1.5 + 7.5
MarCapGrC  m ⁄10.60 + 1.5 + 7.5
MgdIdxB  m⁄7.35 + 1.2 + 7.6
NBMdCpGrB  m ⁄10.93 + 1.7 + 8.9
NBMdCpVlB  m ⁄13.75 + 0.9 + 6.1
SmCpValB  m ⁄10.72 + 0.8 + 8.5
TotRetBdA  m ⁄11.04 + 0.1 + 3.9
TotRetBdB  m ⁄10.93 + 0.1 + 3.7
TotRetBdC  m ⁄10.93 + 0.1 + 3.7
WmBlItlGB  m ⁄8.26 + 1.0 + 4.7

AmSouth
BalA  f ⁄11.04 + 0.9 + 3.5
BalTr ⁄11.04 + 0.8 + 3.5
BondTr ⁄11.71 + 0.1 + 2.6
CapGrowTr ⁄8.39 + 1.5 + 9.1
EnhMktTr ⁄9.43 + 1.3 + 7.8
FLTaxExTr ⁄11.08 + 0.3 + 2.3
GovtIncTr ⁄10.33 ... + 1.5
GrowIncTr ⁄8.68 + 0.7 + 4.8
IntlEqTr ⁄7.79 + 0.6 + 6.6
LgCapA  m⁄15.53 + 1.6 + 8.0
LgCapTr ⁄15.58 + 1.5 + 8.1
LtdBondTr ⁄10.80 + 0.1 + 1.6
MidCapT ⁄9.57 + 1.1 + 5.0
MuniBdTr ⁄10.65 + 0.3 + 2.2
SmCapTr ⁄6.58 + 1.4 + 5.4
ValueA  m⁄12.37 + 1.3 + 4.3
ValueTr ⁄12.35 + 1.4 + 4.5

American
TaxEMDA  m ⁄16.32 + 0.3 + 2.9
TaxEVAA  m⁄17.00 + 0.3 + 2.8

American AAdv
BalAMR ⁄11.33 + 0.9 + 5.1
HiYldIn ⁄10.50 ... + 8.5
IntBdAMR ⁄10.49 ... + 2.8
IntBdIs ⁄10.70 ... + 2.8
IntlEqAMR  b ⁄12.75 + 0.7 + 6.3
IntlEqIs ⁄12.70 + 0.7 + 6.2
IntlEqPl ⁄12.61 + 0.6 + 6.2
IntlMMSv  b ⁄8.72 + 0.7 + 6.0
LgCpVlAMR  b⁄13.16 + 1.4 + 6.0
SPIdx ⁄12.86 + 1.3 + 8.0
ShTmBdAMR ⁄9.48 ... + 1.4
SmCpVaAMR ⁄12.60 + 1.1 + 9.4

American Cent
AZMuniBd ⁄11.31 + 0.3 + 2.8
BalInv ⁄13.84 + 0.8 + 6.6
CAHYldMu ⁄10.00 + 0.2 + 3.2
CAIntTxF ⁄11.69 + 0.3 + 2.2
CALgTxF ⁄11.95 + 0.3 + 3.0
CALtdTxF ⁄10.87 + 0.1 + 1.4
DivBdInv ⁄10.60 + 0.1 + 3.2
EmgMktInv ⁄3.78 + 0.5 + 8.3
EqGrowAdv  b⁄16.35 + 1.3 + 8.0
EqGrowInv⁄16.37 + 1.3 + 8.0
EqGrowIs ⁄16.39 + 1.3 + 8.1
EqIdxInv ⁄3.77 + 1.1 + 7.4
EqIdxIs ⁄3.78 + 1.3 + 7.8
EqIncAdv  b⁄6.82 + 0.9 + 5.1
EqIncInst ⁄6.83 + 0.9 + 5.3
EqIncInv ⁄6.82 + 0.7 + 5.1
FLMuniBd ⁄11.20 + 0.3 + 3.0
Gift ⁄12.10 + 1.2 + 2.2
GinMaeInv ⁄10.79 ◊ 0.3 + 0.7
GlGold  d ⁄8.59 + 1.9 ◊ 5.9
GlGrowth ⁄5.30 + 1.3 + 5.2
GovBdInv ⁄11.29 + 0.1 + 2.0
GrowthInv ⁄15.60 + 1.3 + 8.2
HeritInv ⁄9.26 + 1.1 + 1.8
HiYldInv ⁄6.33 + 0.2 + 9.6
HiYldMu ⁄10.18 + 0.2 + 2.7
IncGrInv ⁄23.09 + 1.1 + 6.6
IncGroAdv  b⁄23.06 + 1.1 + 6.6
IncGrowIs ⁄23.12 + 1.1 + 6.7
InfAdjI ⁄11.00 + 0.4 + 4.8
IntlBd ⁄13.37 + 0.6 +10.1
IntlDisIs  d ⁄9.57 + 1.1 + 6.8
IntlDisIv  d ⁄9.51 + 1.0 + 6.7
IntlGrAdv  b ⁄6.40 + 0.8 + 0.5
IntlGrInv ⁄6.41 + 0.6 + 0.5
IntlGrIs ⁄6.42 + 0.6 + 0.5
LfSciInv ⁄3.71 + 0.8 + 5.7
LgCoVlInv ⁄4.79 + 1.3 + 5.4
NewOpp  d⁄4.07 + 0.7 ...
PremBd ⁄10.60 + 0.1 + 3.1
RealEstIv ⁄17.22 + 0.4 +12.2
SelectInv ⁄30.86 + 1.0 + 8.3
SelectIs ⁄31.04 + 1.0 + 8.4
ShTmGovIv ⁄9.69 ◊ 0.1 + 0.8
SmCoIv ⁄5.98 + 1.0 + 8.7
SmCpValIv ⁄7.26 + 1.0 + 7.3
SmCpVlAdv  b ⁄7.25 + 0.8 + 7.2
StrAggAd  b⁄5.84 + 0.9 + 6.2
StrAlAgIv ⁄5.85 + 0.9 + 6.4
StrAlCnIv ⁄5.03 + 0.6 + 4.2
StrAlMd ⁄5.52 + 0.7 + 5.5
StrAlMd  b ⁄5.52 + 0.9 + 5.7
StrAlMdIn ⁄5.53 + 0.9 + 5.8
TarMat05 ⁄98.40 + 0.1 + 1.5
TarMat10 ⁄84.45 + 0.3 + 4.3
TarMat15 ⁄69.10 + 0.5 + 7.4
TarMat20 ⁄49.93 + 0.7 + 8.6
TarMat25 ⁄41.65 + 0.6 + 8.6
TaxFrBond⁄11.08 + 0.2 + 2.5
TechInv ⁄1.45 + 2.1 +14.2
TxMgdVlIv  d ⁄5.19 + 1.4 + 5.1
UltraAdv  b⁄22.93 + 1.3 + 9.1
UltraInv ⁄23.12 + 1.3 + 9.2
UltraIs ⁄23.29 + 1.3 + 9.2
Util ⁄8.59 + 0.7 + 4.1
ValueAdv  b ⁄6.28 + 1.1 + 5.8
ValueInv ⁄6.29 + 1.1 + 6.1
ValueIs ⁄6.30 + 1.1 + 6.1
VeedotInv  d ⁄3.94 + 1.8 + 8.5
VistaInv ⁄9.65 + 1.2 + 9.9

American Exp Prtnr
FundValA  m ⁄4.01 + 1.3 + 5.0
FundValB  m ⁄3.96 + 1.3 + 4.8

American Expr
BlChipA  m ⁄6.62 + 1.2 + 7.3
BlChipB  m⁄6.44 + 1.1 + 7.0
BlChipY ⁄6.63 + 1.2 + 7.4
BondA  m ⁄4.92 + 0.2 + 3.8
BondB  m ⁄4.92 + 0.2 + 3.5
BondY ⁄4.92 ... + 3.6
CATaxEA  m⁄5.38 + 0.2 + 2.7
DiscoverA  m⁄5.41 + 1.5 +11.8
DivrEqInA  m ⁄7.34 + 1.7 + 7.9
DivrEqInB  m ⁄7.31 + 1.5 + 7.5
EmgMktA  m ⁄4.13 + 1.0 + 0.2
EmgMktB  m ⁄3.94 + 1.0 ...
EqSelectA  m ⁄10.02 + 1.1 + 3.3
EqSelectB  m ⁄9.37 + 1.2 + 3.0
EqSelectY ⁄10.10 + 1.1 + 3.3
EqValueA  m ⁄7.31 + 1.5 + 6.7
EqValueB  m ⁄7.32 + 1.7 + 6.5
EurEqA  m ⁄2.90 + 0.3 + 3.2
ExtraIncA  m ⁄2.62 + 0.1 +11.5
ExtraIncB  m ⁄2.62 ... +11.2
FedIncA  m⁄4.94 ... + 0.8
FedIncB  m⁄4.95 + 0.2 + 0.7
FedIncC  m⁄4.95 + 0.2 + 0.7
FedIncY ⁄4.95 + 0.2 + 1.1
GlbTechA  m ⁄1.31 + 1.6 +23.6
GloBalA  m ⁄4.41 + 0.7 + 6.5
GloBondA  m⁄6.64 + 0.5 + 7.3
GloBondB  m⁄6.64 + 0.5 + 7.1
GloGrowA  m⁄4.11 + 1.0 + 5.4
GloGrowB  m⁄3.93 + 1.0 + 5.1
GrDmnsA  m ⁄2.08 + 1.0 + 7.2
GrowthA  m ⁄21.99 + 1.2 + 8.4
GrowthB  m⁄20.53 + 1.2 + 8.1
GrowthY ⁄22.27 + 1.2 + 8.5
GrthDimB  m ⁄2.04 + 1.5 + 7.4
HiYldTxEA  m ⁄4.51 + 0.3 + 2.6
HiYldTxEB  m ⁄4.51 + 0.3 + 2.3
InsTaxEA  m⁄5.62 + 0.2 + 3.0
InsTaxEB  m⁄5.62 + 0.2 + 2.7
IntTaxEA  m ⁄5.47 + 0.2 + 2.2
IntlA  m ⁄5.00 + 0.6 + 1.2
IntlAgGrA  m ⁄4.78 + 0.8 + 3.9
IntlB  m ⁄4.91 + 0.6 + 1.0
IntlSelVA  m ⁄5.33 + 0.4 + 8.8
IntlSelVB  m ⁄5.27 + 0.6 + 8.4
IntlY ⁄5.02 + 0.6 + 1.4
MATaxEA  m ⁄5.50 + 0.4 + 2.3
MITaxEA  m ⁄5.45 + 0.2 + 2.7
MNTaxEA  m ⁄5.36 + 0.4 + 3.0
MNTaxEB  m ⁄5.36 + 0.2 + 2.8
MgdAllocA  m ⁄7.47 + 0.7 + 3.1
MgdAllocB  m ⁄7.41 + 0.7 + 2.9
MutualA  m⁄8.20 + 0.9 + 5.9
MutualB  m⁄8.14 + 1.0 + 5.6
MutualY ⁄8.20 + 0.9 + 6.0
NYTaxEA  m⁄5.35 + 0.2 + 2.5
NewDimenA  m ⁄20.75 + 1.3 + 8.1
NewDimenB  m ⁄19.71 + 1.3 + 7.8
NewDimenY ⁄20.85 + 1.3 + 8.2
OHTaxEA  m ⁄5.41 + 0.2 + 2.6
ProgressA  m ⁄5.37 + 0.9 + 4.7
ResOppA  m ⁄3.97 + 1.3 + 6.7
ResOppB  m ⁄3.74 + 1.4 + 6.6
S&PIndexD  m⁄3.67 + 1.1 + 7.9
S&PIndexE  d ⁄3.69 + 1.4 + 7.9
SelectA  m ⁄8.81 + 0.1 + 2.9
SelectB  m ⁄8.81 + 0.1 + 2.6
SelectY ⁄8.81 + 0.1 + 2.9
SmCoIdxA  m ⁄5.65 + 0.9 + 6.0
SmCoIdxB  m ⁄5.32 + 0.9 + 5.8
SmCpAdvnA  m ⁄4.66 + 0.9 + 8.6
SmCpAdvnB  m ⁄4.52 + 1.1 + 8.4
SmCpValA  m ⁄4.85 + 1.0 + 5.4
SmCpValB  m ⁄4.78 + 1.1 + 5.3
StockA  m⁄15.93 + 1.3 + 8.4
StockB  m ⁄15.78 + 1.3 + 8.1
StockY ⁄15.93 + 1.3 + 8.4
StratAggA  m ⁄9.21 + 1.4 + 7.5
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StratAggB  m ⁄8.31 + 1.3 + 7.1
TaxEBdA  m⁄4.16 + 0.3 + 2.4
TaxEBdB  m⁄4.16 ... + 2.1
UtilA  m ⁄5.83 + 0.7 + 2.1
UtilB  m ⁄5.79 + 0.7 + 2.0
ValueA  m ⁄4.10 + 1.5 + 7.9
ValueB  m ⁄4.05 + 1.3 + 7.7

American Funds
AmcapA  m ⁄14.39 + 1.3 +10.7
AmcapB  m ⁄14.13 + 1.3 +10.5
BalA  m ⁄15.23 + 1.0 + 6.4
BalB  m ⁄15.18 + 1.0 + 6.1
BondA  m ⁄13.29 + 0.2 + 7.0
BondAmerB  m ⁄13.29 + 0.2 + 6.7
CapIncBuA  m⁄42.64 + 0.6 + 4.5
CapIncBuB  m⁄42.64 + 0.6 + 4.3
CapWldBdA  m ⁄18.04 + 0.5 +10.2
CpWldGrIA  m ⁄23.38 + 1.2 + 5.8
CpWldGrIB  m ⁄23.29 + 1.1 + 5.5
EurPacGrA  m ⁄23.52 + 1.0 + 2.4
EurPacGrB  m ⁄23.35 + 1.0 + 2.1
FundmInvA  m⁄23.39 + 1.2 + 5.7
FundmInvB  m⁄23.33 + 1.2 + 5.5
GrowAmerA  m ⁄20.12 + 1.3 + 8.9
GrowAmerB  m ⁄19.73 + 1.3 + 8.6
HiIncA  m ⁄11.44 + 0.2 +14.3
HiIncB  m ⁄11.44 + 0.2 +14.0
HiIncMuA  m ⁄15.29 + 0.2 + 2.7
IncAmerA  m ⁄15.09 + 0.7 + 7.0
IncAmerB  m ⁄15.01 + 0.7 + 6.7
IntBdAmA  m⁄13.97 ... + 1.6
IntBdAmB  m⁄13.97 ... + 1.3
InvCoAmA  m ⁄24.53 + 1.1 + 5.1
InvCoAmB  m ⁄24.44 + 1.1 + 4.8
LtdTmTxEA  m ⁄15.65 + 0.2 + 2.5
MutualA  m ⁄21.25 + 1.0 + 5.3
MutualB  m ⁄21.14 + 1.0 + 5.0
NewEconA  m ⁄15.02 + 1.7 +10.9
NewEconB  b ⁄14.64 + 1.7 +10.7
NewPerspA  m ⁄18.91 + 1.3 + 4.8
NewPerspB  m ⁄18.69 + 1.2 + 4.5
NwWrldA  m⁄20.81 + 1.1 + 7.4
SmCpWldA  m⁄19.38 + 1.3 + 8.8
SmCpWldB  m⁄18.92 + 1.3 + 8.5
TaxEBdAmA  m ⁄12.57 + 0.3 + 2.8
TaxEBdAmB  m ⁄12.57 + 0.3 + 2.5
TaxECAA  m ⁄16.78 + 0.3 + 2.7
USGovSecA  m ⁄13.97 + 0.1 + 1.7
USGovSecB  m ⁄13.97 + 0.1 + 1.4
WAMutInvA  m⁄24.68 + 1.2 + 5.6
WAMutInvB  m⁄24.55 + 1.2 + 5.3

American Performance
Bal  m ⁄11.07 + 0.9 + 6.8
Bond  m ⁄10.13 + 0.2 + 3.5
GrowEq  m ⁄8.55 + 1.1 + 7.9
IntrmBd  m⁄10.85 + 0.1 + 2.8
ShTmInc  m ⁄10.46 ... + 1.9

AmericanIndependence
ShTmBdIsS  b ⁄10.20 ... + 1.0
StockIsSv  m ⁄9.70 + 1.1 + 5.9

Amerindo
TechD  m ⁄5.88 + 2.3 +48.1

Ameristock
Ameristk ⁄34.98 + 1.0 + 5.9

Aquila
ChTxFKYA  m ⁄10.83 + 0.2 + 3.3
HITaxFA  m ⁄11.86 + 0.1 + 2.7
NarraInsA  m ⁄10.90 + 0.3 + 3.4
TaxFAZA  m⁄11.07 + 0.3 + 3.4
TaxFCOA  m ⁄11.00 + 0.3 + 3.3
TaxFORA  m ⁄11.16 + 0.2 + 3.4
TaxFUTA  m⁄10.29 + 0.2 + 4.0

Aquinas
Growth ⁄11.91 + 1.1 + 5.8

Arbitrage
Arbitrage  b ⁄12.03 + 0.3 + 5.0

Ariel
Apprec  b ⁄34.50 + 1.2 + 4.4
Ariel  b ⁄36.75 + 0.5 + 4.3
PremBdIs ⁄10.85 + 0.2 + 3.3

Ark
BlCpEqIs ⁄13.45 + 1.3 + 9.2
CapGrIs ⁄12.14 + 1.5 +11.4
EqIdxIs ⁄7.93 + 1.3 + 7.9
EqIncIs ⁄8.40 + 1.1 + 4.5
GroIncIs  b ⁄11.97 + 0.9 + 8.6
IncIs ⁄10.65 + 0.1 + 3.1
IntFixIIs ⁄10.58 + 0.1 + 3.0
MDTaxFIs ⁄10.52 + 0.2 + 2.6
MidCapIs ⁄10.86 + 1.1 + 8.4
PATaxFrIs  b ⁄10.56 + 0.2 + 2.8
ShTmBdIs ⁄10.01 + 0.1 + 1.3
SmCapEqIs⁄12.73 + 1.4 + 4.2
SmallCapA  m ⁄12.58 + 1.4 + 4.1
USGovIs ⁄10.18 + 0.2 + 1.8
ValEqIs  b ⁄7.74 + 1.3 + 5.9

Armada
BalAlcIs  b ⁄8.27 + 1.0 + 5.8
Bond I  b ⁄10.37 + 0.1 + 2.7
CoreEqIs  b ⁄9.53 + 1.4 + 8.1
EqGrowI  b⁄16.93 + 1.1 + 6.2
EqGrowRet  m ⁄16.75 + 1.1 + 6.1
EqIdxI  b ⁄8.14 + 1.2 + 7.9
GNMAI  b ⁄10.42 ... + 0.8
GovtIncIs  b ⁄9.59 ... + 1.2
IntBdI  b ⁄11.02 + 0.2 + 2.9
IntlEqI  b ⁄7.96 + 0.5 + 3.1
LarCapUlI  b⁄8.15 + 1.1 + 8.5
LgCpValI  b ⁄13.80 + 1.5 + 5.4
LtdMatBdI  b ⁄10.16 + 0.1 + 1.3
MIMuBdI  b ⁄11.36 + 0.2 + 2.2
MidCapGrI  b⁄5.45 + 1.5 + 8.3
NatlTxEI  b ⁄10.54 + 0.2 + 2.3
OHTxEI  b ⁄11.62 + 0.2 + 2.2
PAMuniI  b ⁄10.87 + 0.3 + 2.4
SCapVA  m ⁄16.38 + 1.2 + 5.5
SmCapGrI  b ⁄7.32 + 1.7 + 9.7
SmCpValI  b ⁄16.93 + 1.3 + 5.7
ToRtAdvI  b ⁄10.89 + 0.2 + 3.9
TxMgdEqI  b ⁄9.29 + 1.0 + 5.1

Artisan
IntSmCpIv  d ⁄11.38 + 1.1 +14.7
Intl ⁄14.81 + 0.4 + 0.1
MidCap ⁄20.94 + 1.5 + 7.1
SmCap ⁄11.05 + 0.7 +11.8
SmCapVal ⁄12.48 + 0.8 + 7.6

Asset Management
AdjRtMtg  b ⁄9.95 ... + 0.7
IntMtg  b ⁄9.78 + 0.1 + 1.1
ShUSGovt  b ⁄10.78 ... + 1.0
USGovMtg  b ⁄10.80 + 0.1 + 1.6
UltraShrt  b⁄9.96 ... + 0.6

Assetmark
CrePlFxIn pb ⁄10.73 ... + 2.6
IntlEq  b ⁄7.82 + 0.5 + 3.4
LrgCpGr  b ⁄7.34 + 1.4 +12.4
LrgCpVal  b ⁄8.16 + 1.5 + 5.4

Atlantic Whitehall
Gro&Inc  b ⁄11.92 + 1.1 + 9.1
Growth  b ⁄13.65 + 1.5 +12.3

Atlas
CAMuni A  b ⁄11.69 + 0.3 + 2.9
GlobGr A  b⁄13.33 + 1.3 + 4.5
GrowIn A  b⁄17.32 + 1.2 + 5.0
NatMuBdA  b⁄11.86 + 0.3 + 3.0
StrGro A  b ⁄10.19 + 1.5 + 6.9
StrInc A  b ⁄4.39 + 0.2 + 8.3
USGovt A  b ⁄10.40 ... + 0.8

BB&T
Bal Tr ⁄10.52 + 0.9 + 5.1
EqInc A ⁄12.02 + 0.9 + 6.6
IntCorBTr  b⁄10.79 + 0.2 + 5.4
IntGovBTr ⁄10.72 + 0.1 + 2.2
IntlTr ⁄6.45 + 0.8 ◊ 1.5
LrgCoGrTr ⁄7.42 + 1.2 + 9.8
LrgCoVlTr ⁄14.35 + 1.1 + 4.5
MidCapGTr ⁄8.86 + 1.7 + 8.7
NCIntTFTr ⁄10.87 + 0.2 + 2.0
ShUSGovTr ⁄10.03 ... + 1.1
SmCoGrTr ⁄10.36 + 1.0 + 7.7
VAInTFrBd ⁄12.03 + 0.3 + 2.2

BBH
InflatIdx ⁄11.31 + 0.4 + 5.1
IntlEq  d ⁄8.14 + 0.4 + 1.6
TxFShInt ⁄10.87 + 0.1 + 0.9

BNY Hamilton
EnhInInst ⁄2.01 ... + 1.0
EqIncIs ⁄10.93 + 0.9 + 6.3
IntGovtIs ⁄10.58 + 0.1 + 2.2
IntIvGrIs ⁄10.65 + 0.1 + 2.9
IntNYTEIs ⁄11.15 + 0.2 + 2.4
IntTxEIs ⁄10.59 + 0.3 + 2.6
IntlEqIs ⁄7.70 + 0.8 + 4.3
LgCapGrIs ⁄8.48 + 1.1 + 9.2
LrgCpVlIn ⁄8.63 + 1.3 +10.1
SmCapGrIs ⁄12.82 + 1.2 + 7.8

Babson
Bond L ⁄1.58 ... + 3.0
Enterp ⁄16.52 + 0.4 + 8.5
EnterpII ⁄23.10 + 1.1 + 6.5
Growth ⁄8.68 + 1.3 + 5.3
ShadwStk ⁄12.51 + 0.8 + 5.5
Value ⁄36.81 + 1.3 + 4.9

Bailard Biehl Kaiser
CogValue ⁄9.31 + 1.0 + 6.7
EnhGr ⁄6.58 + 1.5 +16.9
IntlEq ⁄4.16 + 1.2 + 6.7
OppBond ⁄7.66 + 0.1 + 3.4

Baird
AggrInst ⁄10.99 + 0.1 + 4.6
HorGrInst ⁄6.76 + 1.2 + 5.5
IntBdInst ⁄11.11 + 0.2 + 3.8

Banknorth
IntermB  m⁄10.69 + 0.1 + 2.5
LgCapCo  m ⁄8.11 + 1.2 + 4.5
VTMuni  m ⁄10.35 + 0.1 + 1.6

Barclays Glob Inv
AssetAlc  p⁄8.69 + 1.0 + 4.2
Life2010I ⁄11.21 + 0.6 + 4.4
Life2020I ⁄12.52 + 0.8 + 5.7
Life2030I ⁄12.24 + 1.0 + 6.5
Life2040I ⁄13.09 + 1.0 + 7.3

Barclays Global Inv
BondIndx ⁄10.27 + 0.1 + 3.0
SP500Stk ⁄114.50 + 1.3 + 8.0

Baron
Asset  b ⁄35.35 + 0.8 + 2.7
Growth  b ⁄28.72 + 1.0 + 6.8
SmCap  b ⁄14.91 + 1.4 +11.5
iOpportun  m⁄5.06 + 1.6 +21.6

Bear Stearns
HiYldA  m ⁄8.34 + 0.1 + 8.2
HiYldToRC  m ⁄8.34 + 0.1 + 8.0
S&PStarA  m ⁄17.79 + 1.7 + 9.5
S&PStarB  m ⁄17.24 + 1.7 + 9.4
S&PStarC  m ⁄17.22 + 1.7 + 9.3

Bernstein
CAMuni ⁄14.57 + 0.1 + 2.3
DivrMuni ⁄14.39 + 0.2 + 2.3
EmgMktVal  d ⁄16.49 + 0.9 +11.5
GovShDur ⁄13.09 ... + 1.1
IntDur ⁄13.53 + 0.2 + 3.5
IntlValII ⁄14.38 + 0.6 + 9.9
NYMuni ⁄14.25 + 0.1 + 2.2
ShDurCA ⁄12.69 ... + 0.8
ShDurDivr ⁄12.71 ... + 0.8
ShDurNY ⁄12.57 + 0.1 + 0.9
ShDurPlu ⁄12.87 + 0.1 + 1.5
TxMIntlVl ⁄15.71 + 0.6 + 9.5

Berwyn
Income ⁄11.19 + 0.4 + 6.7

Bishop Street
EqIsA  b ⁄8.16 + 1.2 + 8.5
HIMuniIsA  b ⁄11.38 + 0.3 + 3.1
HiGrInIsA  b ⁄10.88 + 0.2 + 3.4

Bjurman, Barry
MicroCpGr  b ⁄22.41 + 1.7 +10.3

BlackRock
BalInvA  m ⁄12.29 + 0.8 + 6.2
CoreBTRIn ⁄10.14 + 0.1 + 3.2
CoreTRIvA  m ⁄10.14 + 0.1 + 3.0
CrPlTRBlr ⁄10.53 + 0.2 + 1.9
CreBTRInB  m ⁄10.14 + 0.1 + 2.7
CreBTRIvC  m ⁄10.15 + 0.1 + 2.7
CreBTRSvc ⁄10.14 + 0.1 + 3.1
CreTRBlrk ⁄10.16 + 0.1 + 3.3
DETaxFIns ⁄10.41 + 0.3 + 2.6

GNMAIns ⁄10.16 ... + 1.3
GNMAIvC  m ⁄10.15 ◊ 0.1 + 0.8
GovtInIvA  m ⁄11.47 + 0.1 + 2.8
GovtInIvB  m ⁄11.47 + 0.1 + 2.6
HiYldBdIs ⁄7.53 + 0.1 +13.2
HiYldBlRk ⁄7.53 ... +13.3
HiYldInvA  m ⁄7.53 + 0.1 +13.0
HiYldInvC  b⁄7.53 ... +12.6
HiYldIvB  m⁄7.53 + 0.1 +12.8
HiYldSvc ⁄7.53 ... +12.9
IdxEqIns ⁄18.23 + 1.3 + 8.1
IdxEqInvA  m⁄18.11 + 1.2 + 7.8
IdxEqInvB  m⁄17.79 + 1.2 + 7.5
IdxEqInvC  m⁄17.79 + 1.3 + 7.6
IdxEqSvc ⁄18.12 + 1.2 + 7.8
IntGovIns ⁄10.80 + 0.1 + 2.0
IntGovIvA  m ⁄10.83 + 0.1 + 1.9
IntlBdIvA  m⁄11.03 + 0.5 + 6.7
IntlEqIs ⁄7.09 + 0.4 ◊ 0.7
IntmBdBlk ⁄9.99 + 0.1 + 3.4
IntmBdIs ⁄9.99 + 0.1 + 3.3
KYTaxFIns ⁄9.91 + 0.2 + 2.5
LgGrEqIs ⁄7.79 + 1.0 + 8.8
LgGrEqSvc ⁄7.65 + 0.9 + 8.7
LgVaEqIs ⁄10.18 + 1.1 + 4.6
LgVaEqIvA  m ⁄10.17 + 1.1 + 4.3
LgVaEqSvc ⁄10.19 + 1.1 + 4.5
LowDurBlk ⁄10.25 ... + 1.1
LowDurIs ⁄10.26 ... + 1.0
LowDurIvA  m ⁄10.26 ... + 0.9
LowDurIvB  m ⁄10.26 ... + 0.6
LowDurIvC  m ⁄10.26 ... + 0.6
LowDurSvc ⁄10.26 ... + 0.9
MgdIncIs ⁄10.92 + 0.1 + 3.2
MgdIncIvA  m ⁄10.92 + 0.1 + 3.0
MgdIncSvc ⁄10.92 + 0.1 + 3.1
NJTxFIs ⁄12.04 + 0.3 + 3.0
OHTaxFIs ⁄11.03 + 0.2 + 2.7
PATaxFIs ⁄11.06 + 0.2 + 2.6
SelEqIs ⁄9.71 + 1.1 + 7.3
SmCpGrIs ⁄10.56 + 1.4 + 9.9
SmCpGrIvA  m ⁄9.93 + 1.5 + 9.8
SmCpVaIs ⁄12.32 + 1.2 +11.4
TaxFInIs ⁄11.27 + 0.2 + 1.9

Bogle Invest Mngment
SmCpGrInv ⁄18.39 + 1.3 +11.0

Boston Balanced
BostonBal ⁄24.88 + 0.7 + 3.6

Boston Partners
Lg/ShInst  d ⁄14.46 + 0.3 ◊ 2.2
MidCpVaIs ⁄10.31 + 1.2 + 8.8
SmCpVlInv  m ⁄16.35 + 1.2 + 9.4

Bramwell
Growth  b ⁄17.20 + 1.3 + 6.8

Brandes Intl Fund
IsIntlEq ⁄12.59 + 1.0 + 5.3

Brandywine
Advisors  b⁄7.80 + 0.6 + 8.0
BlueFd ⁄19.62 + 0.8 + 6.6
Brandywin ⁄19.66 + 0.8 + 7.5

Brazos
MicroCa ⁄13.18 + 1.6 +11.5
MidCap ⁄8.94 + 1.2 + 5.7
MultiCa ⁄11.20 + 1.3 + 3.5
RealEst ⁄10.56 + 0.4 +10.7
SmallCa ⁄13.70 + 1.3 + 6.5

Bremer
Bond  b ⁄10.60 + 0.2 + 3.9
GrowStk  b⁄11.57 + 1.3 +10.2

Bridges
BridgesIn ⁄25.97 + 1.6 +13.0

Bridgeway
AggrInv ⁄36.14 + 2.1 +14.4
UltSmTsAd  d ⁄9.68 + 1.3 +15.9
UltraSmCo⁄28.20 + 1.6 +18.3

Brown Advisory
BIASmCapG ⁄7.38 + 1.8 +12.7

Brown Cap Mgmt
SmCo Is ⁄22.69 + 1.5 + 8.2

Buffalo
HighYld  d ⁄10.40 + 0.1 + 9.5
SmallCap ⁄16.50 + 1.8 +11.5
USAGlob ⁄14.93 + 1.7 +10.2

Burnham
BurnFinSA  m ⁄20.67 + 0.7 +12.8
BurnhamA  m ⁄24.42 + 1.0 + 6.9

CCMI
Bond  m ⁄10.72 + 0.2 + 3.6
Equity  f ⁄12.41 + 1.1 + 9.3

CDC Nvest
BalA  m ⁄8.68 + 0.9 + 8.0
BondIncA  m ⁄11.65 + 0.2 + 4.5
BondIncB  m ⁄11.64 + 0.1 + 4.2
CapGrowA  m ⁄9.45 + 1.2 +10.3
GovtSecsA  m⁄12.32 + 0.3 + 3.2
GrowIncA  m ⁄10.16 + 1.4 + 7.9
GrowIncB  m ⁄9.70 + 1.4 + 7.5
GrowthA  m ⁄6.26 + 2.1 +12.6
LtdTmUSA  m ⁄11.67 ... + 1.1
MATxFIncA  m⁄16.70 + 0.2 + 3.3
MuniIncA  m⁄7.48 + 0.1 + 2.3
SelectA  m ⁄9.73 + 1.4 + 5.3
SelectB  m ⁄9.57 + 1.3 + 4.9
SelectC  m ⁄9.57 + 1.3 + 4.9
StarAdvA  m ⁄13.47 + 1.4 + 8.5
StarAdvB  m ⁄12.27 + 1.3 + 8.1
StarAdvC  m ⁄12.27 + 1.4 + 7.9
StarValA  m ⁄6.69 + 1.4 + 7.9
StratIncA  m ⁄12.24 + 0.4 +16.4
StratIncB  m ⁄12.22 + 0.4 +16.1

CG Capital Markets
EmgMktEq ⁄5.32 + 1.3 + 7.3
HighYldIv ⁄4.65 + 0.2 +10.3
IntFixIn ⁄8.43 + 0.1 + 3.0
IntlEq ⁄6.81 + 0.7 + 4.8
IntlFixIn ⁄8.39 + 0.6 + 8.9
LgCapGro ⁄9.25 + 1.5 +14.5
LgCapVal ⁄8.39 + 1.5 + 6.7
MltSMNuIv ⁄8.54 ... + 0.6
MtgBacked ⁄8.16 ◊ 0.1 ...
SmCapGro ⁄9.67 + 1.5 +11.1
SmCapVal ⁄10.78 + 0.9 + 6.6

CGM
CapDev ⁄16.79 + 1.9 +10.3
Focus ⁄20.28 + 2.4 +12.8
Mutual ⁄17.88 + 1.3 + 7.7
Realty ⁄17.06 + 2.2 +28.0

CRM
MdCpVlIns⁄16.57 + 1.0 + 8.1
SmCpValIs⁄18.64 + 1.0 +11.0
SmCpValIv⁄18.22 + 1.1 +10.9

CSI Equity
CSIEquity  m ⁄12.00 + 0.8 + 5.5

Calamos
ConvC  m ⁄18.56 + 0.8 + 6.7
ConvertA  m ⁄18.54 + 0.8 + 6.9
ConvertB  m ⁄20.72 + 0.8 + 6.7
GrIncA  m ⁄23.89 + 1.1 + 8.3
GrIncB  m ⁄* + 1.0 + 8.0
GrIncC  m⁄24.05 + 1.1 + 7.9
GrowA  m ⁄34.63 + 1.7 +10.1
GrowB  m ⁄36.31 + 1.7 + 9.8
GrowC  m⁄33.79 + 1.7 + 9.8
HiYldA  m ⁄10.23 + 0.4 +12.7
MktNeuA  m ⁄14.45 + 0.1 + 3.7
MktNeuB  m ⁄14.90 ... + 3.4
MktNeuC  m ⁄14.59 + 0.1 + 3.5

Caldwell & Orkin
MarketOpp  d ⁄18.13 ◊ 0.1 ◊ 2.2

Calif Investment
MidCpIdx ⁄14.94 + 1.2 + 5.9
SP500Idx ⁄19.03 + 1.2 + 7.9
TaxFInc ⁄13.27 + 0.3 + 2.4

Calvert
CapAccmA  m⁄18.17 + 1.7 + 7.8
Income  m ⁄17.00 + 0.3 + 5.5
NatMuIntA  m ⁄11.29 + 0.3 + 3.1
NewVisSmA  m ⁄14.18 + 1.1 + 2.0
SocInvBdA  m ⁄16.06 + 0.1 + 4.0
SocInvEqA  m ⁄28.02 + 1.6 + 6.1
SocInvEqB  m ⁄26.53 + 1.6 + 5.8
SocIvBalA  m⁄23.57 + 0.9 + 5.9
TaxFLongA  m⁄17.34 + 0.3 + 3.4
TaxFLtdA  f ⁄10.77 ... + 1.1
TaxFVTA  f ⁄16.44 + 0.2 + 2.9
WdVaIntlA  m⁄13.17 + 0.7 + 3.1

Causeway
IntlVlIns  d⁄10.09 + 0.8 + 7.6
IntlVlInv  m ⁄10.06 + 0.8 + 7.5

Centura
MidCapC ⁄10.00 + 1.1 + 7.3

Century Shares
CenturySh  d⁄32.44 + 1.2 + 8.4

Chase Invmt Counsel
Growth ⁄13.27 + 0.8 + 5.0

Chesapeake
AggrGrow  f ⁄9.26 + 1.6 +10.0
GrowSupIs ⁄8.05 + 2.0 + 8.6

Chestnut
Chestnut ⁄284.66 + 0.9 + 8.1

Cigna
SP500IdxI ⁄5.80 + 1.2 + 8.0
TmsqCPlBI⁄10.45 + 0.2 + 4.6
TmsqSCGrI ⁄* + 0.7 + 8.1

CitiStreet
DivBondI ⁄12.01 + 0.1 + 3.9
IntlStkI ⁄9.46 + 0.4 + 2.0
LrgCoStkI ⁄9.10 + 1.2 + 8.5
SmCoStkI ⁄9.27 + 1.3 + 8.9

Citizens Funds
CoreGr  b ⁄15.86 + 1.4 + 5.7
CoreGr Is ⁄13.02 + 1.4 + 5.9
EmgGrow  b ⁄10.35 + 1.8 + 6.4
GloEq  b ⁄13.13 + 1.0 + 2.9
Income  b ⁄10.25 + 0.2 + 4.7

Clipper
Clipper ⁄75.76 + 1.2 ...

Cohen & Steers
EqIncA  m⁄12.30 + 0.6 + 9.4
EqIncB  m⁄12.00 + 0.6 + 9.2
EqIncC  b ⁄12.00 + 0.6 + 9.2
Realty  d ⁄47.10 + 0.8 +10.1
RealtyIns ⁄31.87 + 0.8 +10.6

Colorado BondShares
COBdShrs  f ⁄9.26 ... + 1.9

Columbia
Bal ⁄18.47 + 0.8 + 6.0
ComStkZ ⁄15.99 + 1.3 + 7.2
FixInSecZ ⁄13.75 + 0.1 + 3.2
GrowthZ ⁄23.05 + 1.3 +10.6
HiYldZ ⁄8.68 ... + 6.2
IntlStkZ ⁄10.35 + 0.6 + 3.0
ORMuniZ ⁄12.69 + 0.3 + 3.1
RealEsEqZ⁄19.30 + 0.7 + 8.9
STBondZ ⁄8.75 ... + 1.9
SmCap ⁄18.42 + 1.3 +13.0
SpecialZ ⁄15.81 + 1.3 + 6.9
StratValZ ⁄14.22 + 1.3 + 8.2

Commerce
BondIns ⁄19.25 + 0.2 + 3.0
CrEqInst ⁄13.05 + 1.2 + 6.2
GrowthIs ⁄18.31 + 1.1 + 8.0
IntlEqIs ⁄14.77 + 0.5 + 2.4
KSTxFIIs ⁄19.51 + 0.2 + 3.1
MOTaxF ⁄20.01 + 0.2 + 2.9
MidCapGr ⁄19.28 + 1.6 + 8.0
NatlTaxF ⁄20.05 + 0.2 + 3.3
ShGovtIs ⁄18.98 ... + 1.5
ValueIs ⁄18.96 + 1.1 + 5.3

Community Reinvest
QualInv  b⁄11.02 + 0.3 + 2.6

Comstock
CapValA  m ⁄4.09 ◊ 1.4 ◊13.0

Conseco
ConsecEqY ⁄8.60 + 1.1 + 9.3
HiYldA  m ⁄7.91 + 0.1 +14.8

Copley
Copley ⁄33.66 + 0.7 + 2.0

Country
Growth  b ⁄18.76 + 1.0 + 6.4

Countrywide
DavenptEq ⁄10.26 + 1.4 + 7.2

Continued on Next Page

MARKET DIARY
NYSE NASDAQ AMEX

Yesterday Previous Yesterday Previous Yesterday Previous
Advanced 2,279 2,405
Declined 979 839
Unchanged 178 169
Total issues 3,436 3,413
New Highs 284 219
New Lows 4 2

2,015 2,159
1,154 976
525 560

3,694 3,695
205 148

4 16

532 533
283 259
96 97

911 889
55 39
3 6

Block Trades are transactions of 10,000 or more shares.

Block Trades 22,115 20,011 n-a 13,487 n-a n-a

STOCK MARKET INDEXES

52⁄Wk YTD
High Low Close Chg %⁄Chg %⁄Chg %⁄Chg

Industrials 8764.33 8544.23 8726.73 +122.13 + 1.42 ◊ 13.68 + 4.62
Transportation 2503.70 2447.35 2489.52 + 27.34 + 1.11 ◊ 7.92 + 7.77
Utilities 227.84 223.64 226.21 + 0.59 + 0.26 ◊ 23.91 + 5.13
Composite 2519.47 2460.88 2506.49 + 28.10 + 1.13 ◊ 14.42 + 5.54

DOW JONES

100 Stocks 478.83 470.60 477.96 + 5.71 + 1.21 ◊ 10.45 + 7.47
500 Stocks 946.84 929.30 945.11 + 11.70 + 1.25 ◊ 12.05 + 7.42
Mid-Cap 400 455.14 447.74 454.86 + 5.12 + 1.14 ◊ 14.81 + 5.83
Small-Cap 600 208.20 205.83 208.13 + 1.86 + 0.90 ◊ 16.59 + 5.85

STANDARD & POOR’S 

Composite 5306.19 5222.01 5300.22 + 57.38 + 1.09 ◊ 12.55 + 6.00
Industrial 619.40 608.88 618.62 + 7.28 + 1.19 ◊ 13.59 + 5.94
Transportation 432.54 423.88 431.33 + 5.72 + 1.34 ◊ 5.45 + 8.97
Utility 237.73 234.13 236.73 + 2.55 + 1.09 ◊ 16.14 + 1.57
Finance 552.54 542.87 551.77 + 6.36 + 1.17 ◊ 8.15 + 8.09

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Nasdaq 100 1163.75 1133.89 1160.42 + 16.87 + 1.48 ◊ 6.53 + 17.89
Composite 1544.41 1512.72 1541.40 + 21.25 + 1.40 ◊ 6.73 + 15.42
Industrials 1178.04 1154.73 1176.70 + 17.16 + 1.48 ◊ 12.86 + 14.28
Banks 2368.61 2346.11 2365.09 + 8.20 + 0.35 ◊ 2.61 + 6.00
Insurance 2418.35 2378.92 2418.31 + 24.78 + 1.04 ◊ 9.31 + 4.87
Other Finance 2149.13 2108.50 2138.26 + 18.54 + 0.87 ◊ 10.19 + 10.32
Telecommunications 133.70 129.53 133.07 + 1.74 + 1.32 ◊ 1.11 + 22.32
Computer 726.37 710.90 724.53 + 11.02 + 1.54 ◊ 6.92 + 16.37

NASDAQ

American Exch 885.25 876.07 883.53 + 7.32 + 0.84 ◊ 7.38 + 7.18
Value Line Arith 1138.28 1138.28 1138.28 + 15.28 + 1.36 ◊ 10.13 + 10.11
Russell 2000 418.20 412.70 418.20 + 4.67 + 1.13 ◊ 16.31 + 9.16
Wilshire Total Mkt 9007.35 8847.63 8994.03 +110.69 + 1.25 ◊ 11.74 + 7.80
Phila  Gold & Silver 71.98 71.23 71.73 + 1.04 + 1.47 ◊ 11.20 ◊ 6.55
Phila Semiconductor 359.56 347.18 358.54 + 7.84 + 2.24 ◊ 29.58 + 23.96
Phila Bank 811.45 795.16 809.61 + 10.83 + 1.36 ◊ 8.38 + 8.24
Phila Oil Service 92.77 90.65 91.71 + 0.04 + 0.04 ◊ 17.10 + 5.78

OTHER INDEXES

COMMODITIES
Cash Prices C15
Futures C15
Futures Tables Explained C15
Gold C15

FOREIGN EXCHANGE C14
INTEREST RATES

NYSE Bond Trading C14
AMEX Bond Trading C14
Active Bond Issues C14
Agencies and Zeroes C14
Bond Tables Explained C14
Money C14
Treasury Bills, Bonds and Notes C14
Treasury Inflation Bonds C14

MUTUAL FUNDS
Mutual Funds C12

Mutual Funds Explained C13
Mutual Funds Spotlight C13

OPTIONS
Index Options C15
Stock Options C15

STOCKS
American Stock Exchange W6
Dividends Declared C14
Foreign Stocks C14
Foreign Stock Indexes W1
New York Stock Exchange W2

New Highs and Lows W2
Nasdaq National Market W4

Nasdaq Small Capitalization W5
Preferred Stocks W4
Stock Tables Explained W3
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S C O R E B O A R DB A S K E T B A L L

FOOTBALL

ARENA FOOTBALL LEAGUE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
 W L T Pct PF PA
Dallas . . . . . . . . 9 1 0 .900 494 455
Philadelphia . . . . 9 2 0 .818 702 558
Cleveland . . . . . 6 4 0 .600 578 582
Dragons . . . . . . 6 4 0 .600 504 478
Columbus . . . . . 2 8 0 .200 474 545
Southern Division
 W L T Pct PF PA
New Orleans . . . 7 4 0 .636 611 539
Orlando . . . . . . 7 4 0 .636 617 600
Georgia  . . . . . . 5 5 0 .500 584 548
Tampa Bay . . . . 4 6 0 .400 519 541
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Central Division
 W L T Pct PF PA
Chicago . . . . . . 8 2 0 .800 588 461
Colorado . . . . . . 4 6 0 .400 516 561
Grand Rapids . . 3 7 0 .300 565 600
Kansas City . . . . 2 8 0 .200 491 591
Western Division
 W L T Pct PF PA
San Jose . . . . . 6 5 0 .545 605 581
Arizona . . . . . . . 4 6 0 .400 502 594
Los Angeles . . . 4 7 0 .364 609 681
Utah  . . . . . . . . 2 9 0 .182 636 680
Monday
Georgia 63 . . . . . . . . . .  Philadelphia 62

SOCCER

M.L.S. STANDINGS
EAST W L T Pts GF GA
Columbus . . . . . 6 1 0 18 14 9
Chicago . . . . . . 5 1 1 16 13 3
New England . . . 4 3 1 13 10 11
Red Bulls . . . . . 3 1 2 11 8 5
Toronto FC . . . . 3 2 1 10 8 9
Kansas City . . . . 3 3 1 10 8 9
D.C. United . . . . 2 5 0 6 9 14
WEST W L T Pts GF GA
Colorado . . . . . . 3 4 0 9 11 9
FC Dallas . . . . . 2 2 3 9 9 7
Los Angeles . . . 2 3 2 8 14 15
Real Salt Lake . . 2 3 2 8 11 12
Houston . . . . . . 1 2 4 7 7 10
CD Chivas USA . 1 4 2 5 10 15
San Jose . . . . . 1 4 1 4 4 8
Three points for victory, one point for tie.
Thursday
Real Salt Lake at Colorado, 9:30 p.m.

HOCKEY

N.H.L. PLAYOFFS
(Best-of-7)

EASTERN CONFERENCE FINAL

PITTSBURGH VS. PHILADELPHIA
(Pittsburgh leads series 2-0)
Game 1 Pittsburgh 4, Philadelphia 2
Game 2 Pittsburgh 4, Philadelphia 2
Tuesday at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday at Pittsburgh, 3 p.m.*
Tues., May 20 at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.*
Thurs., May 22 at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.*

WESTERN CONFERENCE FINAL

DETROIT VS. DALLAS
(Detroit leads series 3-0)
Game 1 Detroit 4, Dallas 1
Game 2 Detroit 2, Dallas 1
Monday Detroit 5, Dallas 2
Wednesday at Dallas, 8 p.m.
Saturday at Detroit, 1:30 p.m.*
Monday at Dallas, 8 p.m.*
Wednesday, May 21 at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.*
* if necessary

BASKETBALL

N.B.A. PLAYOFFS
(Best-of-7)

EASTERN CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

DETROIT VS. ORLANDO
(Detroit leads series 3-1)
Game 1 Detroit 91, Orlando 72
Game 2 Detroit 100, Orlando 93
Game 3 Orlando 111, Detroit 86
Game 4 Detroit 90, Orlando 89
Tuesday at Detroit, 7 p.m.
Thursday at Orlando, 7 p.m.*
Sunday at Detroit, TBA*

BOSTON VS. CLEVELAND
(Series tied 2-2)
Game 1 Boston 76, Cleveland 72
Game 2 Boston 89, Cleveland 73
Game 3 Cleveland 108, Boston 84
Monday Cleveland 88, Boston 77
Wednesday at Boston, 8 p.m.
Friday at Cleveland, 8 p.m.
Sunday at Boston, TBA*

WESTERN CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

LAKERS VS. UTAH
(Series tied 2-2)
Game 1 Lakers 109, Utah 98
Game 2 Lakers 120, Utah 110
Game 3 Utah 104, L.A. Lakers 99
Game 4 Utah 123, Lakers 115, OT
Wednesday at Lakers, 10:30 p.m.
Friday at Utah, 10:30 p.m.
Monday at Lakers, TBA*

NEW ORLEANS VS. SAN ANTONIO
(Series tied 2-2)
Game 1 New Orleans 101, San Antonio 82
Game 2 New Orleans 102, San Antonio 84
Game 3 San Antonio 110, New Orleans 99
Game 4 San Antonio 100, New Orleans 80
Tuesday at New Orleans, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday at San Antonio, 9 or 9:30 p.m.
Monday at New Orleans, TBA*
* if necessary

ONLINE: LATEST RESULTS

Continually updated 
news and scores:

nytimes.com/sports

INTERNAZIONALI BNL 
D'ITALIA
ROME
Singles First Round
Vera Zvonareva (10), Russia, d. Ai Sugiyama, 
Japan, 6-3, 6-3. Agnes Szavay (11), Hungary, 
d. Yan Zi, China, 6-1, 6-1. Virginie Razzano, 
France, d. Julia Vakulenko, Ukraine, 6-1, 6-2. 
Samantha Stosur, Australia, d. Michaella 
Krajicek, Netherlands, 6-3, 6-2. Monica 
Niculescu, Romania, d. Jill Craybas, U.S., 
6-4, 3-6, 6-4. Francesca Schiavone (17), 
Italy, d. Lucie Safarova, Czech Republic, 6-4, 
7-5. Anabel Medina Garrigues, Spain, d. 
Alisa Kleybanova, Russia, 6-1, 7-5. Caroline 
Wozniacki, Denmark, d. Tamira Paszek, 
Austria, 6-3, 6-0. Virginia Ruano Pascual, 
Spain, d. Anastasia Rodionova, Russia, 6-1, 6-3. 
Iveta Benesova, Czech Republic, d. Elena 
Vesnina, Russia, 6-3, 7-5. Alona Bondarenko, 
Ukraine, d. Mara Santangelo, Italy, 6-2, 6-2. 
Olga Govortsova, Belarus, d. Karin Knapp, 
Italy, 4-6, 6-1, 6-2. Agnieszka Radwanska 
(12), Poland, d. Akgul Amanmuradova, 
Uzbekistan, 6-3, 6-0. Sara Errani, Italy, d. 
Peng Shuai, China, 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.

TENNIS

HAMBURG MASTERS
HAMBURG, Germany
Singles First Round
Fernando Verdasco, Spain, d. Mikhail 
Youzhny (10), Russia, 6-3, 6-2. Juan 
Monaco (12), Argentina, d. Filippo Volandri, 
Italy, 6-1, 4-0, retired. Ivo Minar, Czech 
Republic, d. Feliciano Lopez, Spain, 6-3, 
6-4. Olivier Rochus, Belgium, d. Gianluca 
Naso, Italy, 7-6 (11), 2-6, 6-4. Jo-Wilfried 
Tsonga (14), France, d. Nicolas Mahut, 
France, 0-6, 7-6 (5), 6-2. Simone Bolelli, 
Italy, d. Marcel Granollers, Spain, 7-5, 
6-2. Juan Ignacio Chela, Argentina, d. 
Jose Antonio Sanchezde Luna, Spain, 
6-3, 6-3. Andy Murray (15), Britain, d. 
Dmitry Tursunov, Russia, 6-4, 6-1. Albert 
Montanes, Spain, d. Mardy Fish, U.S., 6-1, 
6-3. Nicolas Kiefer, Germany, d. Paul-Henri 
Mathieu (16), France, 6-4, 6-4. Marat Safin, 
Russia, d. Marin Cilic, Croatia, 7-5, 6-2. 
Andreas Seppi, Italy, d. Michael Berrer, 
Germany, 6-3, 6-0. Michael Llodra, France, 
d. Guillermo Canas, Argentina, 7-6 (7), 6-2.

UNITED STATES 9, NORWAY 1
United States. . . . . . . . . . 3 3 3—9
Norway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 0—1

FIRST PERIOD—1, U.S., Dubinsky 1
(Burish), 11:12. 2, U.S., Brown 4, 12:15. 3,
U.S., Kane 3 (Brown, Parise), 19:03 (pp).
Penalties—Myrvold, Nor (interference), :54;
Stuart, U.S. (kneeing), 6:25; Trygg, Nor
(interference), 18:55.

SECOND PERIOD—4, U.S., Dubinsky
2 (Leopold, Ballard), 5:48. 5, Norway,
Trygg 1 (Holtet, Bastiansen), 8:08 (pp).
6, U.S., Martin 1 (Mueller, Kane), 11:19. 7,
U.S., Parise 5 (O'Sullivan, Kessel), 12:18.
Penalties—Hansen, Nor (delay of game),
:19; Holos, Nor (holding), 2:23; Brown, U.S.
(slashing), 6:23; Greene, U.S. (interference),
7:35; Leopold, U.S. (slashing), 9:29; Olimb,
Nor (holding), 10:23 (pp); Myrvold, Nor
(slashing), 14:54; O'Sullivan, U.S. (tripping),
15:33; Dubinsky, U.S. (kneeing), 19:37.

THIRD PERIOD—8, U.S., Brown 5 (Ballard,
Gilbert), 2:33. 9, U.S., Kessel 5 (Kane,
Wisniewski), 5:44. 10, U.S., Dubinsky 3
(Gilbert), 11:35 (pp). Penalties—Holmstedt, Nor
(hooking), 9:37; Skadsdammen, Nor (holding),
12:35; Stafford, U.S. (slashing), 13:02.

Shots on goal—U.S. 18-15-15—48. Norway
5-6-7—18. Power-play Opportunities—U.S. 3
of 7; Norway 1 of 8. Goalies—U.S., Esche (18
shots-17 saves). Norway, Grotnes (38 shots-30
saves), Smith (6:41 third, 10-9). A—8,490.
Referees—Alexander Poliakov, Russia; Brent
Reiber, Switzerland.  Linesmen—Christian
Kaspar, Austria; Sylvan Losier, Canada.

IIHF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
QUALIFYING ROUND
Group E GP W L OW OL GF GA Pt
x-Russia 5 3 0 2 0 21 13 13
x-Sweden 5 3 2 0 0 23 16 9
x-Czech Republic 5 2 1 1 1 20 14 9
x-Switzerland 5 3 2 0 0 16 15 9
Denmark 5 1 4 0 0 9 26 3
Belarus 5 0 3 0 2 13 18 2
Group F GP W L OW OL GF GA Pt
x-Canada 5 5 0 0 0 30 9 15
x-Finland 5 3 1 1 0 16 12 11
x-United States 5 3 2 0 0 25 13 9
x-Norway 5 1 3 0 1 8 20 4
Germany 5 1 4 0 0 13 27 3
Latvia 5 1 4 0 0 8 19 3
x-advanced to quarterfinals
Monday
United States 9 . . . . . . . . . . .  Norway 1
Canada 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Finland 3
Russia 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Switzerland 3
Germany 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Latvia 3
Denmark 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Belarus 2

GOLF

MET P.G.A. SENIOR MATCH 
PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP 
GARDEN CITY, N.Y. 
FIRST ROUND
Long Island Half 
Ed Burke, Woodmere d. Bobby Jenkins, 
Westhampton 2&1; Cameron Wood, Inwood 
d. Mike Caporale, North Hills 4&3; John Sutter, 
Spring Rock GCtr d. Mike Darrell, Southward 
Ho 20 Holes; Tommy Thomas, Inwood d. Jim 
Andrews, Old Westbury 4&3; Charlie Bolling, 
Fresh Meadow d. Austin Straub, Cold Spring 
2&1; Darrell Kestner, Deepdale d. Greg 
Hurd, North Hempstead 5&4; Jon Kudysch, 
Woodcrest d. Tom Herzog, Cold Spring 4&3; 
Tom Lupinacci, Montauk Downs d. Mike 
Turnesa, Rockville Links 5&4. 
WESTCHESTER/CONNECTICUT HALF 
Bob Minicozzi, Powelton d. John McPhee, 
Waccabuc 6&5; John DeForest, Rondout d. 
Bob Miller, Bergen Point 1 Up; Angela Aulenti, 
Sterling Farms d. Sean Garrity, Longshore 
Default; Bob Moro, Fairview GR d. Bobby 
Heins, Old Oaks 2&1; Grant Turner, Siwanoy 
d. Jeff Bohr, Dunwoodie 1 Up; Rick Vershure, 
Quaker Ridge d. Nick Manolios, Mount Kisco 
4&3; Peter Serafimoff, Millbrook d. Mike 
DiBuono, Pound Ridge 5&4; Nelson Long, 
Century d. Dave Carazo, Tuxedo Club 3&2. 
SECOND ROUND 
Long Island Half 
Burke d. Wood 3&2; Thomas d. Sutter 
2&1; Kestner d. Bolling 2 Up; Kudysch d. 
Lupinacci 4&3.
Westchester/Connecticut Half 
DeForest d. Minicozzi 1 Up; Moro d. Aulenti 
3&2; Vershure d. Turner 2&1; Serafimoff d. 
Long 2&1. 

RED WINGS 5, STARS 2
Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 2—5
Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 0—2

FIRST PERIOD—1, Detroit, Datsyuk 6
(Zetterberg, Rafalski), 9:27. 2, Dallas,
Grossman 1 (Modano, Morrow), 15:13. 3,
Detroit, Datsyuk 7 (Holmstrom, Rafalski),
15:50. Penalties—Kronwall, Det (hooking),
1:33; Niskanen, Dal (holding), 7:37; Hudler,
Det (hooking), 7:59; Hagman, Dal (roughing),
16:14; Maltby, Det (interference), 20:00.

SECOND PERIOD—4, Dallas, Richards 3
(Eriksson, Lundqvist), 3:47. 5, Detroit, Hudler
3 (Kronwall, McCarty), 11:54. Penalty—
Samuelsson, Det (cross-checking), 12:31.

THIRD PERIOD—6, Detroit, Zetterberg 9,
1:38 (sh). 7, Detroit, Datsyuk 8 (Zetterberg),
17:19. Penalties—Holmstrom, Det (goalie
interference), :18; McCarty, Det (hooking),
3:06; Winchester, Dal (roughing), 19:12;
Hagman, Dal (slashing), 20:00.

Shots on Goal—Detroit 7-7-7—21. Dallas
7-7-4—18. Power-play opportunities—
Detroit 0 of 3; Dallas 0 of 6. Goalies—
Detroit, Osgood 9-0 (18 shots-16 saves).
Dallas, Turco 8-7 (21-16). A—18,532
(18,532). T—2:24. Referees—Mike
Hasenfratz, Paul Devorski. Linesmen—Jay
Sharrers, Derek Amell.

TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX—Designated RHP Julian
Tavarez for assignment. Activated 1B Sean
Casey from the 15-day DL. Released LHP
Abe Alvarez.
National League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Optioned RHP
John Van Benschoten to Indianapolis (IL).
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Purchased the contract
of INF Edgar Gonzalez from Portland (PCL).
Designated INF Callix Crabbe for assignment.

BASKETBALL
N.B.A.
INDIANA PACERS—Re-signed F Stephen
Graham.
Women's N.B.A.
MINNESOTA LYNX—Released G Brittney
Vaughn.
SACRAMENTO MONARCHS—Waived F
Dionne Marsh.

FOOTBALL
N.F.L.
ARIZONA CARDINALS—Promoted Steve Keim
to director of player personnel. Reassigned
Malik Boyd from area scout to regional
scout and Don Corzine from combine scout
to area scout. Announced the contracts of
Rashaan Curry, Bill Dekraker and Lonnie
Young, scouts, will not be renewed.
CHICAGO BEARS—Signed K Robbie Gould to
a five-year contract extension through 2013.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Signed FB Steven
Jackson, WR Kevin McMahan, OT Ken
Shackleford and LB E.J. Kuale to two-year
contracts.
JETS—Signed K Mark Myers.
OAKLAND RAIDERS—Signed DT Tranell
Morant. Waived OL Adam Spieker.
Arena Football League
COLORADO CRUSH—Waived DB Zach
Norton.
ORLANDO PREDATORS—Waived K Todd
France.

HOCKEY
N.H.L.
CAROLINA HURRICANES—Agreed to
terms with D Bryan Rodney on a one-year
contract.
MONTREAL CANADIENS—Signed F Ryan
White to a three-year contract.
NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Signed F Martin
Erat to a seven-year contract.
SAN JOSE SHARKS—Fired Ron Wilson,
coach.

SOCCER
Major League Soccer
PHILADELPHIA—Named Rob Smith director
of operations and Dave Debusschere chief
financial officer.

TENNIS
World Team Tennis
SPORTIMES—Named Dustin Taylor coach.

CAVALIERS 88, CELTICS 77
  FG FT Reb
BOS. Min M-A M-A O-T A PTS
Pierce 41 6-17 1-2 0-5 3 13
Garnett 40 6-13 3-3 2-10 4 15
Perkins 18 0-2 2-4 2-3 0 2
Rondo 33 7-14 0-2 1-3 4 15
RAllen 38 4-10 5-5 0-6 3 15
Powe 6 0-2 2-2 0-0 0 2
Posey 19 0-2 3-4 0-4 0 3
Cassell 14 0-5 4-4 0-1 2 4
PBrown 22 4-4 0-0 1-6 0 8
Davis 4 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0
Totals 240 27-70 20-26 6-38 16 77

Percentages: FG .386, FT .769. 3-Point 
Goals: 3-14, .214 (R.Allen 2-4, Rondo 1-3, 
Cassell 0-2, Posey 0-2, Pierce 0-3). Team 
Rebounds: 9. Team Turnovers: 8 (9 PTS). 
Blocked Shots: 4 (P.Brown 2, R.Allen, 
Garnett). Turnovers: 8 (Rondo 3, Cassell, 
Davis, Garnett, Perkins, Pierce). Steals: 3 
(Rondo 2, Perkins). Technical Fouls: None.

 FG FT Reb
CLE. Min M-A M-A O-T A PTS
James 44 7-20 5-8 1-6 13 21
Wallace 22 1-4 0-0 1-7 1 2
Ilgauskas 22 3-10 3-4 3-7 2 9
West 29 3-8 0-0 1-1 1 6
Szczerbiak 30 6-11 0-0 1-2 2 14
Gibson 27 5-9 2-4 1-6 4 14
Smith 24 4-6 0-0 0-6 1 8
Varejao 25 6-8 0-0 0-6 0 12
Pavlovic 12 0-1 2-2 0-1 0 2
Totals 239 35-77 12-18 8-42 24 88

Percentages: FG .455, FT .667. 3-Point 
Goals: 6-17, .353 (Gibson 2-4, Szczerbiak 
2-4, James 2-5, West 0-4). Team Rebounds: 
8. Team Turnovers: 7 (15 PTS). Blocked 
Shots: 2 (James 2). Turnovers: 7 (James 
4, West 2, Ilgauskas). Steals: 5 (James 3, 
Wallace 2). Technical Fouls: None.

Boston  . . . . . . . 21 22 22 12—77 
Cleveland  . . . . . 23 22 23 20—88

A—20,562 (20,562). T—2:30. Officials—Bob 
Delaney, Steve Javie, Mark Wunderlich.

first list, according to coaches and
others familiar with D’Antoni’s sys-
tem. Nate Robinson, Quentin Rich-
ardson and David Lee also figure to
make the keeper list. Zach Ran-
dolph and Jerome James — the two
least athletic players — should top
the list of outcasts.

Somewhere in the middle lies one
intriguing figure. Center Eddy Cur-
ry, at 6 feet 11 inches and 285
pounds, looks like the antithesis of a
run-and-gun player, but he might
flourish under D’Antoni.

Curry thrives on lob passes and
quick shots around the rim, before
defenses have a chance to crowd
the paint. The point of D’Antoni’s
shoot-in-seven-seconds offense is to
keep defenses off balance. Curry is
no gazelle, and his conditioning is
an issue. But he is athletic and sur-
prisingly light on his feet. He could
be dangerous as a post sprinter — if
he sheds enough pounds to sprint.

“One thing I know about Mike is
he’s always trying to get guys the
ball where they’re really good with
it,” said Marc Iavaroni, the Mem-
phis Grizzlies’ coach and a former
top assistant for D’Antoni. “I think
he’s going to say to Eddy, ‘You can
do things you’ve never done be-
fore.’ I think that’s going to excite

Eddy.” 
The other knock on Curry has

been his lack of interest in defense
and rebounding. But he is now play-
ing for the rare coach who believes
offense is more important than de-
fense.

D’Antoni wants his players to be
decisive with the ball. “He’s going to
demand that the ball moves, that
you don’t hold it, that you make sim-
ple plays, that you’re unselfish,”
Iavaroni said.

That means Randolph, who likes
to repeatedly jab-step at defenders
before launching 15-foot jumpers,
will probably make D’Antoni cringe.
(Randolph’s lack of athleticism and
his large contract probably make
him trade bait in any case.)

Crawford’s and Robinson’s speed
and 3-point shooting make them
solid fits for D’Antoni’s system.
They will surely enjoy the freedom
to launch 3-pointers in transition —
a “bad shot” according to many
coaches, but a good shot in D’An-

toni’s playbook. Lee’s rebounding
skills, athleticism and ability to fin-
ish at the rim make him an asset in
any offense. Richardson had one of
his best seasons playing for D’An-
toni in 2004-5, averaging 14.9 points
and making 226 3-pointers for a 62-
win team. 

“That was the most fun season
we’ve had,” said Richardson, who
called D’Antoni over the weekend to
congratulate him. Richardson ac-
knowledged that he needed to slim
down and regain his conditioning to
thrive under D’Antoni again. He is
working out in Chicago with the re-
nowned trainer Tim Grover.

“I’m here this summer working
my butt off to get back in playing
shape and to getting back to the
Quentin Richardson that I used to
be,” said Richardson, who gained
weight and lost mobility after back
surgery in 2007. “I know I’ll be a lot
better if I get my speed and quick-
ness and explosiveness back.”

It remains to be seen what D’An-
toni can do with the Knicks’ clunky
lineup, or how much the roster will
have to be reshaped to fit his style.

Iavaroni predicted that D’Antoni
and Walsh would “work very well
together, and they’re going to come
up with something that maybe isn’t
as pure as Phoenix, and may one
day end up being better.”

Want to Play for D’Antoni? Start Running
From First Sports Page

A lack of conditioning
and athleticism could
hurt some Knicks. 

lions? How much are you not will-
ing to see what’s right in front of
your nose? How difficult was it for
Floyd to convince himself he did not
know that Mayo’s mystery man, a
43-year-old Los Angeles events pro-
moter named Rodney Guillory, was
perhaps more of a middle man, or
bag man, already dubiously linked
to the U.S.C. program? 

Guillory’s relationship several
years earlier with a former guard
named Jeff Trepagnier had resulted
in the suspension of the player for
accepting agent kickbacks. And
now comes a report by ESPN that
Mayo, already declared for next
month’s N.B.A. draft after a promis-
ing but unspectacular freshman
year, received thousands of dollars
and other benefits from the north-
ern California agent Bill Duffy,
through Guillory, the allegations
raised by a former member of
Mayo’s inner circle.

•
If this story sounds familiar, it is

because there are parallels to the
Reggie Bush payola saga that’s
been circling Pete Carroll’s U.S.C.
football program. If the Mayo story
is true (Mayo has denied it to
ESPN), the N.C.A.A. investigators
should be in Los Angeles, turning
over every coffee mug in the Tro-
jans’ athletic department. And more
than a collective condemnation of
Mayo, a teenager enabled every
step of the way, there should be a di-
alogue on what the N.C.A.A. can do
about financial temptation for fu-
ture pros biding their time in college
because the rules won’t allow them
to leave, or force them to come.

Even Floyd, when he brought his
team to New Jersey to play in the
2007 Round of 16, said he didn’t
think the N.B.A.’s collective bar-
gaining agreement ending the
preps-to-pros progression that paid
off for Kevin Garnett, Kobe Bryant
and LeBron James was fair to the
players. This past season, Bob
Knight went further, calling it “the

worst thing that’s happened to col-
lege basketball since I’ve been
coaching." 

After all these years, I am happy
to agree with Knight on something,
especially an issue that has long
troubled me: the paternalistic atti-
tudes regarding athletes and col-
lege, self-servingly tailored to keep
a large base of African-American
basketball players from having the
same choices as high school gradu-
ates in baseball and hockey. I’ve al-
ways wondered why no one ever
worried if Sidney Crosby had read
enough of the classics before his de-
but at 18 with the Penguins. 

•
At least David Stern, the N.B.A.

commissioner, doesn’t say it is
about education, a good thing since,
as Knight pointed out, most one-
and-done freshmen forget their
classroom locations the minute eli-
gibility is guaranteed through the
tournament. From Stern’s position,
it’s all about marketing, herding the
chosen ones into the madness of
March to raise their profiles by the
time he calls them to the stage at
the N.B.A. draft.

This can work nicely for everyone
when Carmelo Anthony wins a na-
tional championship at Syracuse for
Jim Boeheim, when Derrick Rose
comes close enough at Memphis for
John Calipari to rush in and negoti-
ate a raise. But now we have Mayo,
accused of showing as little patience
on waiting for his payday as the
typical contract-jumping coach,
demonstrating that a year of indul-
gence by the likes of Floyd doesn’t
always benefit the growth and repu-
tation of the gifted and talented.

Or, for that matter, the program
left behind. It would be impossible
to feel sorry for Floyd and U.S.C. if
they wound up in the N.C.A.A. gulag
for their willful ignorance of what
they were getting into for one sea-
son. Which ended, by the way, with-
out a single victory in the N.C.A.A.
tournament, or two fewer than the
season before.

A Season
Spent

Waiting
In Line

From First Sports Page

What is the benefit of
forcing a prospect to
bide his time in college
for a year?

E-mail: hjaraton@nytimes.com

By The Associated Press

Pavel Datsyuk picked a fine time
for his first career hat trick. He
scored twice in the first period and
then again with 2 minutes 41 sec-
onds remaining Monday night in
the Detroit Red Wings’ 5-2 victory
over the Stars in Dallas.

The Red Wings are one win from
a berth in the Stanley Cup finals,
taking a 3-0 lead over Dallas in the
Western Conference finals.

Detroit has won nine games in a
row, setting a franchise record for a
single postseason. The streak is the
longest in the N.H.L. since Montreal
won 11 in a row in 1993.

Datsyuk’s performance over-
shadowed important goals by Jiri
Hudler and Henrik Zetterberg.
Hudler broke a 2-2 tie when he con-
verted a breakaway at 11:54 of the
second period. Zetterberg scored a
short-handed goal 1:38 into the third
to put Dallas two goals behind. Zet-
terberg also assisted on two of Dat-
syuk’s goals.

Neither team tried to retaliate for
an incident at the end of Game 2. In
the final seconds, Red Wings goalie
Chris Osgood appeared to use the
handle of his stick to poke Stars cen-
ter Mike Ribeiro in the face. Ribeiro
then slashed Osgood across the
chest. The league fined both players
Sunday, but did not suspend them.

Datsyuk scored at 9:27 of the

first, then again 37 seconds after
Nicklas Grossman tied the score at
15:13.

Brad Richards also scored for the
Stars, tying the game at 2-2 early in
the second period.

Osgood and Dallas goalie Marty
Turco each made 16 saves, but
Osgood improved to 9-0 this post-
season.

FLYERS LOW ON DEFENSE Philadel-
phia will probably be without its top
two defensemen Tuesday when it
hosts Game 3 of the Eastern Confer-
ence finals against Pittsburgh.

The Flyers were already missing
Kimmo Timonen, who has a blood
clot on his left ankle. Now Braydon
Coburn is doubtful after taking a

puck to the face in Sunday’s 4-2 loss
to the Penguins. The blow opened a
cut that required more than 50
stitches. The Flyers trail, 2-0, in the
series.

SAN JOSE FIRES COACH The Sharks
fired Coach Ron Wilson on Monday
after the team’s latest disappoint-
ment in the Stanley Cup playoffs.
Wilson, hired in December 2002, is
the Sharks’ leader in victories and
winning percentage. Wilson had a
206-134-45 record.

The Sharks won the Pacific Divi-
sion and had the second-best record
in the league this season, but they
were eliminated by the Dallas Stars
in six games in the Western Confer-
ence semifinals.

ROUNDUP

Datsyuk Lifts
Red Wings
To 3-0 Lead

DONNA McWILLIAM/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Detroit forward Pavel Datsyuk beat Dallas goalie Marty Turco twice
in the first period and again in the third for his first career hat trick.
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By The Associated Press

LeBron James scored 21 points,
jamming a powerful dunk against
Kevin Garnett in the final two min-
utes, as the host Cleveland Cava-
liers beat the Boston Celtics, 88-77,
on Monday night in Game 4 of their
Eastern Conference semifinal, tying
the series at 2-2.

James was just 7 of 20 from the
floor — he is 20 of 78 (26 percent) in
the series — but he dominated down
the stretch and finished with 13 as-
sists, including 4 in the fourth quar-
ter. 

In the final 8 minutes 45 seconds,
James had four assists, a 3-pointer
and a right-handed dunk against
Garnett that rattled Quicken Loans
Arena and became a signature mo-
ment of this series.

With the Cavaliers leading by 82-
75, James drove past Celtics for-
ward Paul Pierce on a screen near
the foul line, head-faked around
James Posey and dunked against
Garnett. As Cavaliers fans cheered,
a scowling James stormed back to
the other end of the court. 

“I just wanted to be aggressive,”
James said. “I hadn’t had a play like
that all series.” 

The Cavaliers held the Celtics to
12 points in the final period. “I have
no answer for it,” Boston forward
Ray Allen said.

Garnett scored 15 points, but only
2 in the second half against the de-
fense of Cavaliers forward Ander-
son Varejão. Allen had 15 points and
Paul Pierce 13.

“We’re disappointed right now,”
Pierce said. “I had a lot of shots that
I usually make, but I’m not going to
really dwell on it.”

Boston dropped to 0-5 on the road
in the postseason, a stunning slip
for a team that went 31-10 on the
road during the regular season. 

“We took care of home court and
turned it into a three-game series,”
James said.

Game 5 is Wednesday night, and
Game 6 will be back in Cleveland on
Friday.

TOO MUCH FOR STERN Before the
Cavaliers-Celtics game in Cleve-

land, Commissioner David Stern
criticized the pregame pyrotechnics
common around the league. “I think
they’re ridiculous,” he said. “I think
that the noise, the fire, the smoke, is
a kind of assault that we should seri-
ously consider reviewing in wheth-
er it’s really necessary given the
quality of our game.”

TOP DEFENDERS NAMED Kobe Bry-
ant and Kevin Garnett were se-
lected to the league’s all-defensive
team on Monday, along with Mar-
cus Camby, Bruce Bowen and Tim
Duncan, who was picked for the 11th
time.

GREGORY SHAMUS/GETTY IMAGES

LeBron James had 21 points and energized the Cavaliers in the final
minutes as they tied their semifinal series with Boston, 2-2. 

N.B.A. ROUNDUP

James
Gets to Rim
And Rattles
The Celtics
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Agate Type is the small sans-serif type typically used in financial, calendar listings, movie listings and sports 
pages. A page containing all or mostly agate is called an Agate Page. Agate can appear in tabular or non-
tabular (or text) format. In a rare instance of inter-newspaper standardization, 5.5-point News Gothic is 
the favored agate type face at most U.S. newspapers, since this allows The Associated Press to accurately 
measure the numbers of characters that can fill a line of agate type one column wide.

The larger generally serif type used in stories is called Body Type.

Other type faces (such as those used in headlines) are known generically as Display Type.

agate type body typedisplay type
agate type

agate type

This is an example of 5.5pt News Gothic agate type.
The numbers are unispaced:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
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Subheads & Summaries
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Subheads or
Crosslines

Subheads are nearly extinct in their original form. They are very short headlines, usually 
in bold body type, that break up long columns of text.

As newspapers moved to shorter articles and more horizontal layouts that made better 
use of graphics and color, subheads lost their utility and visual impact. The example at 
left is from 1974, but by 2000 they were largely gone. 

Today, some newspapers refer to any lower level of a main head as a Subhead. Some can 
be multi-line Summary Grafs (or Summary Heads or Readouts) or single-line
Summary Lines; others are shorter Decks or Banks subordinate to the main head.

Other newspapers refer to Subheads as smaller headlines in display type (often with 
horizontal rules) that break up a multi-subject article. Letters to the editor and news 
briefs are common places to see these types of subheads.
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Livermore, Calif.

F
ive years after his
retirement, ex-fire-
fighter Tom Bramell
still likes to visit
Station No. 6 for old

times’ sake, whistling in
amazement at all the changes
— the strange faces and slick
high-tech engines.

But one thing remains
exactly the same, and it’s what
Bramell misses the most about
his firefighting days. The
sturdy little object hangs from
the ceiling in the firehouse’s
engine bay, emitting its famil-
iar faint orange glow.

He calls it the long-lived
lightbulb of Livermore.

That’s actually something
of an understatement.

At 107 years and counting,
the low-watt wonder with the
curlicue carbon filament has
been named the planet’s long-
est continuously burning bulb
by both Guinness World Re-
cords and Ripley’s Believe It
Or Not.

As objet d’art and enduring
symbol of American reliability
and ingenuity, it’s been lauded
by senators and presidents.

It boasts a website —
www.centennialbulb.org,
drawing a million hits a year —
a historical society and even a
webcam that allows curious
fans to check on it 24 hours a 

COLUMN ONE

Livermore’s firehouse
bulb has been burning
continuously since 1901.
It’s generated awe and
respect, even from fans
of a rival Texas light.

At 107,
still
a real
live wire

By John M. Glionna
Times Staff Writer

LIGHT FANTASTIC:
This low-watt wonder
predates the airplane. Don’t
even think about touching it.

Robert Durell Los Angeles Times

[See Lightbulb, Page A12]

washington — If John Mc-
Cain becomes president,
Americans would be steered
toward buying individual
health insurance policies, and
job-related coverage eventually
could decline. If Barack Obama
or Hillary Rodham Clinton
wins, more people would get
their insurance from the gov-
ernment — with many workers
offered the equivalent of Medi-

care and employers facing new
coverage mandates.

In the past, voters some-
times have complained that
there was little difference be-
tween Republicans and Demo-
crats. That’s far from true in
the 2008 campaign, at least
where healthcare is concerned.
On this issue, which many
voters rank near the top of
their concerns, the two parties
offer clear choices.

The Democratic and Re-
publican candidates espouse
similar goals: making medical
insurance more available and
more affordable for more
Americans. But their strate-
gies for achieving those goals
are fundamentally different. So
are the ways in which, over
time, the nation’s healthcare
system would change.

McCain, for example, says
he would give individuals more
freedom of choice; critics say he
could destabilize the employer-
based system that the middle
class has relied on for more
than half a century.

Clinton and Obama, mean-
while, say their fairly similar
strategies would give better
and more affordable coverage
to more — eventually all — peo-
ple; critics say they would
march the country toward so-
cialized medicine.

For the approximately 60%
of Americans covered by em-
ployer-provided health insur-
ance, none of the plans would
bring dramatic changes over-

CAMPAIGN ’08

Two parties,
two remedies
for healthcare
McCain wants wider
and cheaper coverage.
So do Clinton and
Obama. But their paths
are starkly divergent.

By Ricardo
Alonso-Zaldivar
Times Staff Writer

[See Healthcare, Page A10]

RELATED STORY

Clinton, Obama
hit the talk shows
Two days before the next
primaries, they spar over
gas tax “holiday,” her Iran
remarks. Nation, A11

ONE LAST SPIN 

Francine Orr Los Angeles Times

Stephanie Glenn of Pasadena rides the Pacific Wheel on the Santa Monica Pier with her daughter
Kiersten, 2, and husband, Aaron. The Ferris wheel, which has provided millions of rides since 1996,
was sold on EBay and will come down starting today. A new one will take its place in a few weeks. 

Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa and the city’s top
financial experts were stunned
last fall when a steep drop in
tax revenue punched a hole in
the city budget — forcing them
to propose an array of fee hikes

and cuts in public services.
But the city’s $406-million

budget shortfall is also a prod-
uct of two pivotal policy choices
made by Villaraigosa since tak-
ing office in 2005: adding 1,000
officers to the Los Angeles Po-
lice Department and hiking the
pay of unionized city workers.

On paper, paying for the
new officers looks easy. If the
City Council approves the may-
or’s budget, annual trash fees
will have been raised by more
than $140 million since 2006.
But hiring so many new officers
is much trickier when home
sales are flat, sales taxes are
down and city employee pay
raises have cost nearly $90 mil-

lion extra with each successive
year.

To continue the LAPD ex-
pansion in the midst of an eco-
nomic downturn, Villaraigosa
has called for reductions in li-
brary hours and supplies, ani-
mal shelter hours, park rangers
and maintenance, summer rec-
reation workers and arts pro-
grams.

With another grim year ex-
pected in 2009-10, the budget
woes pose a major question for
the mayor: Even if he reaches
his goal of 1,000 new officers,
can that rapid buildup — his
No. 1 priority — be sustained?

As they review the mayor’s
budget, some council members

aren’t sure. Villaraigosa will
have few options for big in-
creases in fees next year. And
Councilman Greig Smith, a Re-
publican who is a reserve police
officer, warned that the mayor
is trying to hire too many offi-
cers too quickly — a strategy
that threatens to create a big-
ger budget mess by 2011, the
year that all the new officers
will be on the job.

“We’re digging ourselves a
hole,” said Smith, who sits on
the council’s Budget and Fi-
nance Committee. “And the
question is, is the hole so deep
that we can’t dig ourselves
out?”

[See Buildup, Page A14]

Numbers crunch in LAPD buildup 
A lot has changed
since the mayor
proposed adding 1,000
officers — primarily
the economy.

By David Zahniser
Times Staff Writer

HANDS-ON APPROACH
Wally Skalij Los Angeles Times

The Lakers’ Kobe Bryant tries to take the ball from Utah’s Mehmet Okur
in the Lakers’ 109-98 win in Game 1 of the teams’ Western Conference
semifinal series. Game 2 is Wednesday night at Staples Center. SPORTS, D1

dongguan, china — Liu Keli
couldn’t tell you much about
South Carolina, not even where
it is in the United States. It’s as
obscure to him as his home re-
gion, Shanxi province, is to
most Americans.

But Liu is investing $10 mil-
lion in the Palmetto State,
building a printing-plate fac-
tory that will open this fall and
hire 120 workers. His main aim
is to tap the large American
market, but when his finance
staff penciled out the costs,
he was stunned to learn how
they compared with those in
China.

Liu spent about $500,000 for
seven acres in Spartanburg —
less than one-fourth what it
would cost to buy the same
amount of land in Dongguan, a
city in southeast China where
he runs three plants. U.S. elec-
tricity rates are about 75%
lower, and in South Carolina,
Liu doesn’t have to put up with
frequent blackouts.

About the only major thing
that’s more expensive in Spar-
tanburg is labor. Liu is looking
to offer $12 to $13 an hour there,
versus about $2 an hour in
Dongguan, not including room
and board. But Liu expects to
offset some of the higher labor
costs with a payroll tax credit
of $1,500 per employee from
South Carolina.

“I was surprised,” said the
63-year-old president of Shanxi
Yuncheng Plate-Making
Group. “The gap’s not as large

as I thought.”
Liu is part of a growing 

wave of Chinese entrepreneurs
expanding into the U.S. From
Spartanburg to Los Angeles
they are building factories,
buying companies and invest-
ing in business and real 
estate. 

Individually, these deals
pale next to high-profile invest-
ments such as the $5-billion
stake China’s sovereign wealth
fund took in Morgan Stanley
last year, or state-owned oil gi-
ant CNOOC Ltd.’s $18.5-billion
bid to acquire El Segundo-
based Unocal Corp. in 2005. 

But unlike the suspicion or
uproar those moves generated
— CNOOC withdrew its offer
amid U.S. political pressure,
and the Bush administration 

[See China, Page A4]

To Chinese firms
U.S. is a bargain
States aggressively
woo manufacturers.
Lower electricity and
land costs can offset 
a higher labor tab. 

By Don Lee
Times Staff Writer

Even before Hoa Thi Le left
Vietnam, she heard about Cali-
fornia’s booming nail business
from her brothers and sisters.
All six became manicurists af-
ter arriving in America.

So when Le came to Orange
County in December, she went
straight to beauty school. 

“My family told me, ‘Do
nails. It’s easy,’ ” said Le, 49, as
she practiced brushing hot-
pink polish on a woman’s toe-
nails at Advance Beauty Col-
lege in Garden Grove. “So I just
followed them.”

These days, it’s hard to meet
a manicurist who isn’t Viet-
namese. In California, Viet-
namese Americans make up an
estimated 80% of nail techni-
cians, according to the indus-
try’s trade publication. Nation-
wide, it’s 43%. 

“The Vietnamese have tak-
en over the nail industry,” said
Tam Nguyen, who operates the
beauty school his refugee par-
ents started.

“They began serving a niche
that wasn’t served by Ameri-
cans. And boom!”

They’ve also transformed a
business that once was an in-
dulgence for the pampered and

A mix of luck, polish

[See Nails, Page A13]

Vietnamese dominance of the manicure
trade started with the help of a U.S. star. 

By My-Thuan Tran 
Times Staff Writer

Killing exposes
Berkeley divide
Friends mourn the victim,
who lived on UC
Berkeley’s elite fraternity
row. The suspect came
from the working-class
flatlands. California, B1

Southland teacher
held in abuse case
The Santa Monica
teacher of 30 years is
accused of molesting four
students. California, B1

Online ‘friends’
may be enemies
Social networking sites
can be easy pickings for
scammers. Business, C1

Desert harmony
The Judds, in “one-night”
reunion, strike a chord at
Stagecoach. Calendar, E1

Weather: Morning
overcast, then cloudy.
Downtown: 69/57. B8
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Headline Styles

THIS IS AN ‘ALL-CAPS’ HEADLINE;
SOME LETTERS, SUCH AS IN McCARTHY,

ARE SMALL-CAPS FOR READABILITY.

This is a ‘Title-Case’ Headline;
Large Words and Verbs Are Upper-Case.

The Capitalization Rules Can Be Complex.

This is a ‘sentence-case’ headline.
It is capitalized as if it were a sentence.

Many newspapers use this style for subheads.

This is a ‘Title-case Small-caps’ Head;
Only the Big Words (and Verbs) Are

Full-Sized Upper-Case.

This is a normal ‘small-caps’ head;
It is capitalized as a sentence.

This is the easiest to automate.

Although newspapers tend to have their own arcane variations of headline styles – and especially capitaliza-
tion – they all use one of the five basic styles shown above. Variations include alignment and bold/italic.

They also tend to use single rather than double quotes (to save space) and allow certain abbreviations that 
are not normally seen in news articles. Newspapers that automatically generate headlines on web sites often 
use normal small-caps because it tends to hide capitalization mistakes.

The above headlines were set in 24-point New York Times Bookman Ludlow and NYT Bookman
Ludlow Small Caps.


